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Preface
This volume is a collection of papers given at the workshop Definiteness, Specificity and
Animacy in Ibero-Romance Languages at the Universidad de Alcalá in October 2006. This
workshop was the third in a series presenting ongoing research into different aspects of the
referential category of Specificity and of Differential Object Marking in Romance languages.
The first workshop, Semantic and Syntactic Aspects of Specificity in Romance Languages,
took place at the Universität Konstanz in October 2002. Different semantic and syntactic
aspects of specificity in several Romance languages, such as Italian, Romanian, Catalan,
Spanish and Portuguese, were discussed. The workshop proceedings were published as
Arbeitspapier 113 of the Fachbereich Sprachwissenschaft at the Universität Konstanz. As a
result of this first meeting a research network grew out under the name “NEREUS”
(‘Netzwerk für Referentielle Kategorien im Spanischen und anderen Romanischen
Sprachen’). Further informations can be found at the NEREUS homepage:
http://www.ilg.uni-stuttgart.de/Nereus/
The second workshop, Specificity and the Evolution / Emergence of Nominal Determination
Systems in Romance, was held at the Freie Universität of Berlin in October 2004 and
continued the discussion of specificity in Romance languages under a historical perspective.
The comparison of synchronic variation and diachronic development of Romance
determiner/pronominal systems and especially of systems of Differential Object Marking
(DOM) gave further insights on the interaction between semantics of specificity (and other
referential categories) and the morpho-syntax of the languages under investigation. The
proceedings of this workshop were again published by the Fachbereich Sprachwissenschaft at
the Universität Konstanz as Arbeitspapier 119.
The main topic of the workshop at the Universidad de Alcalá was Differential Object Marking
in Spanish and Catalan. In addition, other problems were addressed, such as the specificity of
certain indefinites, semantic incorporation, clitic doubling and the formal expression of
definiteness. The perspective was both synchronic and diachronic and the theoretical
frameworks ranged from generative syntax to formal semantics and Distributed Morphology.
In this occasion new participants joined the NEREUS network, which favoured a broadening
of perspectives and to the consolidation of the research programme. This variety of
approaches contributed to a better understanding of the interaction of morphology, syntax,
semantics and pragmatics in the realm of definiteness and indefiniteness.
Only the paper presented by Daniel Jacob (“DOM in Spanish: Functional/Structural
Background and Diachronic Evidence”) is not included in this volume.
The proceedings of all three workshops will also be available online at the following URL:
http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/pages/publ/arbeitspapiere.html
or
http://w3.ub.uni-konstanz.de/kops/schriftenreihen_ebene2.php?sr_id=1&la=de
We would like to thank all contributors and participants for their interest and committed
engagement in the workshop. The quality of their contributions and the stimulating

discussions in the nice atmosphere of the historical buildings in the Universidad Cisneriana of
Alcalá provided a good and adequate environment for a fruitful exchange of ideas.
We would like to thank the Universidad de Alcalá and the Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia
(HUM2006- 26525- E/FILO) for funding the workshop, as well as the Decanato de la
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras in Alcalá for its generosity. Special thanks go to Laura
Morgado (Universidad de Alcalá) for local logistic support, to Victoria Escandell-Vidal
(Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia) for her invaluable help in the organization
of the event, and to Claudine Etavard (Universität Konstanz) for preparing the manuscript and
to Christian Gassner for providing the web-presentation.

Stuttgart, June 16th 2007
Georg A. Kaiser
Manuel Leonetti
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Grammar and history of Spanish cierto1
Luis Eguren & Cristina Sánchez
luis.eguren<at>uam.es
csanchez<at>filol.ucm.es

1. Introduction
Cierto has in current Spanish three different values. It is a determiner in sentences such as
those in (1), in which it licenses a nominal expresion in an argument position. It also functions
as a prenominal predicate when it follows a determiner, as in the examples in (2). And finally,
as shown in the sentences in (3), it can also be a qualifying adjective meaning ‘sure’ or ‘true’:
(1)

(a) Me interesa mucho cierta teoría reciente sobre el origen del lenguaje.
‘I am very interested in a certain recent theory on the origin of language’
(b) Nos presentaron a cierto actor famoso que trabaja en una serie de televisión.
‘We met a certain famous actor that works in a TV series’

(2)

(a) Se necesita una cierta cantidad de agua para llenar esta piscina.
‘A certain amount of water is needed to fill this swimming pool’
(b) La situación política actual despide un cierto olor a podrido.
‘The current political situation gives off a certain putrid smell’

(3)

(a) Os espera una muerte cierta en Irak.
‘A certain death is waiting for you in Iraq’
(b) No es cierto que a todos los españoles les guste el flamenco.
‘It is not true that all Spanish people like flamenco’

In this paper, the semantic and syntactic properties of both determiner cierto and prenominal
predicative cierto will be throughly studied. 2 As has often been pointed out in the literature,
the former is an indefinite determiner with an inherently specific interpretation. We will
propose, on our part, that the latter behaves as an intensional adjective. This characterization
of determiner cierto and prenominal predicative cierto might suggest that there is no
connection whatsoever between these two uses of cierto. But this is not the case. It will be
shown that determiner cierto and prenominal predicative cierto have a defining semantic
feature in common: in both uses cierto is a marker of approximation that denotes looseness or
imprecision.
The evolution of Spanish cierto will also be addressed in these pages. It will be argued, at
this respect, that both determiner cierto and predicative prenominal cierto originate in Old
Spanish adjectival cierto, and result from an array of semantic and syntactic changes that
affected the qualifying adjective in various stages of the language.
1
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We would like to thank the audience in the 3rd Nereus Workshop for their insighful comments on the first
draft of this paper, which is a throughly revised English version of the talk we gave in Alcalá de Henares, and
of some of the ideas developed in L. Eguren & C. Sánchez, “Imprecisión extensional e imprecisión
intensional: la gramática de cierto” (Verba, 2007, in press), and in C. Sánchez, “Adjetivos y determinantes en
la historia del español: el caso de cierto” (Homenaje al profesor Ramón Santiago, Madrid, UCM, in press).
The research underlying this work has been partly supported by a grant to the DGYGIT project BFF 200306053.
To our knowledge, this task has never been undertaken before. Some partial intuitions on the grammar of
Spanish cierto can be found, however, in Sacks (1976), Sánchez (1999), Tollis (2003), and Leonetti (in
press).
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2. Determiner cierto
Cierto can be a true determiner in Spanish, as it allows a nominal expression to occur in an
argument position.3 This is illustrated in the examples in (4):
(4)

(a) Me interesa mucho cierta teoría reciente sobre el origen del lenguaje.
‘I am very interested in a certain recent theory on the origin of language’
(b) Nos presentaron a cierto actor famoso que trabaja en una serie de televisión.
‘We met a certain famous actor that works in a TV series’
(c) Cierto partido nacionalista no respeta la Constitución.
‘A certain nationalist party does not respect the Constitution’
(d) Cierta ministra está volviendo locos a los fumadores.
‘A certain minister is driving smokers mad’

Determiner cierto equals the corresponding sequences with the indefinite article in English,
French, Italian or Catalan in its being an inherently specific indefinite.4 As it is well known,
indefinite or weak determiners introduce new entities in the domain of discourse, and have
excluding reference, i.e., they make a partition in the class denoted by the noun they combine
with so that there are always some members of the class at hand that are not taken into
consideration. Accordingly, amongst other properties, weak determiners do not enter into
anaphoric relations, and can not co-occur with the universal quantifier todos. As shown in (5),
determiner cierto also introduces new entities in the domain of discourse, and has excluding
reference:
(5)

(a) *Un ministroi ha dimitido. Cierto ministroi no era del partido.
‘A ministeri has resigned. A certain ministeri was not a member of the party’
(b) *Todos ciertos problemas tienen solución.
‘All certain problems have a solution’

Cierto is then an indefinite determiner in Spanish. But a unique indefinite determiner it is that
has a semantic feature that distinguishes it from other weak determiners: as said above,
determiner cierto is inherently specific, i.e., the DP it projects always refers to a particular
member of a descriptive class, and entails presupposition of existence. Just to mention some
evidence, the sentences in (6) illustrate this fact. Determiner cierto is incompatible with a
relative clause in the subjunctive mood (cf. (6a)), and can not be interpreted within the scope
of a generic operator (cf. (6b)):
(6)

(a) *Necesitamos cierto profesor que sea especialista en fonética.
‘We need a certain professor that issubj specialized in phonetics’
(b) Los jueves siempre ponen en TV cierto programa de cotilleo.
‘Every thursday there is a certain magazine on TV’
‘Cf. Hay un programa de cotilleo que ponen los jueves en TV’
‘Cf. There is a (specific) magazine which is on in TV every thursday’

Its being an inherently specific indefinite determiner explains why cierto has always a
“referential” reading, in Fodor & Sag’s terms. Fodor & Sag (1982) argue that nominals
3
4

On the view that determiners are lexical items that license nominals in an argument position see, for example,
Stowell (1991) and Longobardi (1994).
See, e.g., Hornstein (1988), Longobardi (1988), Yeom (1998), Zamparelli (2000), Brucart (2002), von
Heusinger (2002a,b), Theissen y Benninger (2003) and Leonetti (in press). On definiteness and specificity
see Leonetti (1999), Lyons (1999), von Heusinger (2002a,b), Gutiérrez Rexach (2003), and the references
therein.
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introduced by a determiner with referential force are interpreted as a proper noun or a
pronoun, i.e., they always denote an individual, and lack quantificational properties. There are
some well known tests that isolate nominals with an exclusively referential interpretation:
these nominals are, first, not subject to weak cross-over effects; second, they may bind a
pronoun across sentential boundaries; and third, they can escape “scope islands”. As shown in
(7), a DP headed by cierto does not show weak cross-over effects (cf. (7a)), it can bind a
pronoun across a sentential boundary (cf. (7b)), and escapes a scope island such as the one
created by the protasis in conditionals (cf. (7c)):
(7)

(a) Sui padre saludó a [cierto actor]i cuando visitó la ciudad.
‘Hisi father greeted [a certain actor]i when he visited the city’
(b) [Cierto periodista]i se equivocó. Éli creía que la izquierda iba a ganar las elecciones.
‘[A certain journalist]i was wrong. Hei thought the left would win the election’
(c) Si me encuentro con [cierto candidato]i, loi insulto.
‘If I meet [a certain candidate]i, I insult himi’

The idea that cierto always has referential force, and lacks quantificational properties, is
confirmed by the data in (8), showing that DPs headed by this lexical item can not occur in
syntactic contexts in which only quantifying nominals are allowed, such as being an
appropriate answer to the interrogative quantifier cuántos (cf. (8a)), or the complement of a
measure verb such as durar (cf. (8b)), or the “differential” in an additive construction with a
quantitative “base” (cf. (8c)):
(8)

(a) ¿Cuántos alumnos han suspendido?: {*Ciertos/Dos}.
‘How many students have failed?: {*Certain/Two}’
(b) La discusión duró {*ciertas/dos} horas.
‘The discussion lasted {*certain/two} hours’
(c) He leído {*ciertos/dos} libros más de los cuatro que pensaba leer.
Lit: ‘I have read {certain/two} books more of the four that I was meant to read’

The defining feature determiner cierto has as compared to other indefinites (its being
inherently specific) may also underly the strict co-occurrence restrictions it obeys within a
nominal expression. As illustrated in (9), specific cierto is preceded by no determiner at all in
current Spanish: 5

5

Notice, however, that examples are attested in current Spanish in which the sequence un cierto with a
specific reading precedes a count noun:
(i) (a) Partiendo de una cierta estructura, obtenemos otra significativamente distinta.
‘Starting off from a certain structure, we get a very different one’
(CREA, J. Pozuelo, Técnicas culinarias, España)
(b) Y un cierto pecado de nuestra educación es precisamente ese.
‘And a certain sin in our education is just that’
(CREA, 1998, Anzorena, Ver para comprender, España)
(c) Y sobre todo defender unas ciertas ideas con coherencia.
‘And above all defending certain ideas coherently’
(CREA, 1993, Oral, Gente de primera, 09/11/93, TVE1, España)
(d) ... realizar una determinada política y establecer unas ciertas alianzas, es otra cuestión.
‘...carrying out a particular policy and forming certain alliances, that is another issue’
(CREA, 1995, P. J. Ramírez, David frente a Goliat. Jaque mate al felipismo, España)
This idiolectal variation comes as no surprise. As will be seen in section 4, the sequence un cierto with a
specific interpretation was widely used in previous stages of the language.
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(a) *{Todos/Ambos} ciertos comentarios.
‘{All/Both} certain remarks’
(b) *{Estos/Los/Mis} ciertos comentarios.
‘{These/The/My} certain remarks’
(c) *{Más/Menos/Demasiados/Tantos/Cuántos} ciertos comentarios.
‘{More/Less/Too many/So many/How many} certain remarks’
(d) *{Otro/Ningún/Cualquier} cierto comentario.
‘{Another/No/Any} certain remark’
(e) *{Dos/Muchos/Pocos/Bastantes/Varios} ciertos comentarios.
‘{Two/Many/Few/Enough/Various} certain remarks’

The occurrence of two true determiners within the same DP is excluded either by the θcriterion, adopting Higginbotham’s (1985) notion of θ-binding of the referential argument of
N by Det, or by a ban on vacuous quantification, if all determiners are taken to be, in a broad
sense, quantifiers. Accordingly, it has to be the case that, whenever two lexical items
functioning independently as Dets show up within the same DP, only the first one is a true
determiner, and the second is a predicate, may it be a predicate of quantity, for example, as
the cardinal cinco in the sequence esos cinco comentarios ‘those five remarks’, or a predicate
of contrast, as otros in los otros comentarios ‘the other remarks’.
If all this is true, for cierto to have been allowed in the sequences in (9), it ought to have
been a predicate. However, just because of its intrinsic specific interpretation and related
referential force, the cierto we are now dealing with always heads an argumental DP, and can
never be a predicate within the DP (taking also into account that specific cierto, as opposed to
determinado, does not function as a prenominal adjective in current Spanish). Regardless of
some other conceivable semantic mismatches that might be at work in some cases, this is the
main reason for the ungrammaticality of all the sequences in (9).6
We believe, in short, that one of the salient semantic properties determiner cierto has (that
of being a specificity marker) explains both the fact that it lacks quantificational force and the
restricted combinatorial behaviour it shows. However, as often noticed, this can not be the
whole story. As shown in (10) and (11), determiner cierto is not to be merely defined as a
specific indefinite:
(10) (a) En primavera viajaremos a [un país que quiere gobernar el mundo].
‘In spring we will be visiting [a country that wants to rule the world]’
(b) En primavera viajaremos a [cierto país que quiere gobernar el mundo].
‘In spring we will be visiting [a certain country that wants to rule the world]’
(11) (a) [Un famoso actor] trabaja ahora en series de televisión.
‘A famous actor now works in TV series’
(b) [Cierto famoso actor] trabaja ahora en series de televisión.
‘A certain famous actor now works in TV series’
If this were the case, the sentences in (10a,b) and (11a,b) should be synonymous. But they
clearly are not. We may wonder then which semantic feature cierto adds up to the meaning of
the DPs in brackets in (10b) and (11b) in comparison to those introduced by the indefinite
article in (10a) and (11a), which also have a specific interpretation, now simply deriving from
6

Both the core semantic properties of determiner cierto and its most peculiar distribution within the DP can be
captured in a split-DP structure such as the one developed in Zamparelli (2000), by arguing that this item first
heads a Predicative Determiner Phrase (the intermediate layer where indefinites are located), and then moves,
due to its inherently specific nature, to the head of the uppermost Strong Determiner Phrase (the position in
which, in Zamparelli´s view, definite determiners with a referential reading are generated).
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the inclusion within the DP of either a relative clause in the indicative mood, or a prenominal
non-restrictive qualifying adjective.7
On this issue, Hintikka (1986) claims that a certain “is used [in English] to indicate that
the identity of a particular thing or person is known, but not revealed”. Following this idea,
Leonetti (in press) holds that “cierto conveys the meaning [in Spanish] that the speaker
attempts to refer to a particular object he probably knows of, but conceals its identity to the
hearer”. On this view, cierto could be characterized as an “elusive indefinite”, i.e., the speaker
knows which entity he is talking about, but avoids saying it to the hearer. This
characterization of determiner cierto no doubt points in the right direction, but is not fully
accurate. As the examples in (12) show, the speaker may use a nominal introduced by cierto
without knowing the identity of the individual he is referring to:
(12) (a) Ciertos jóvenes (que no conocía de nada) me robaron la tienda.
‘Certain young men (who were totally unknown to me) broke into my shop’
(b) En cierto momento sale el protagonista (pero no sé exactamente cuándo).
‘At a certain time the main character comes on scene (but I don’t know exactly
when)’
Moreover, as shown in (13), the identity of the individual the speaker is referring to can be
well known to the hearer:
(13) (a) Cierto profesor (ya sabes quién) le ha vuelto a castigar.
‘A certain teacher (you know who) has punished him again’
(b) Cierta jovencita (bien sabes quién es) te llama por teléfono otra vez.
‘A certain young lady (who is well-known to you) is asking for you on the phone
again’
With a different idea in mind, Longobardi (1988) suggests, on his part, that the use of specific
cierto implies an “evaluative identification” of some sort: in his words, Italian un certo
“intensionally defines a set on the basis of some relevant property which is shared by all its
members”. However, although this semantic presupposition might well be present in some
cases, as in the sentences in (14), it does not necessarily show up in all uses of cierto:
(14) (a) Vi a ciertos jóvenes en el metro que me parecieron sospechosos.
‘I saw certain young men in the underground that looked suspect to me’
(b) Ciertos políticos van a llevar este país a la ruina.
‘Certain politicians are due to ruin the country’
It seems then that the notions of elusive and/or evaluative identification do not suffice to
account for all the contexts in which specific cierto occurs. An alternative is needed. We
would like to argue, on this point, that the semantic feature cierto always adds to a DP with a
specific reading is that of “imprecision”, i.e., in all contexts, Spanish determiner cierto loosely
identifies an individual: a speaker using cierto identifies a particular member of a class whose
existence is presupposed, but either is not able to or does not want to determine the identity of
that individual precisely. In other words, the speaker is not being precise either because he
ignores the exact identity of the entity he is referring to or because he knows it but does not
reveal it to the hearer. If this idea is on the right track, the common elusive meaning cierto
conveys can be seen as just an instance of a more basic semantic property, that of being an
“imprecise identifier”. And the evaluative flavour cierto sometimes has can also be derived
7

Bosque (2001) shows that prenominal evaluative adjectives force the specific reading of a DP headed by an
indefinite determiner in Spanish.
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from this basic semantic property: looseness in the identification of a referent would favour
the occasional interpretation of cierto as an evaluator of a noun’s descriptive content.
Defining cierto as an imprecise identifier may also help us explain a remarkable difference
between this lexical item and other identifying (non-quantificational) determiners, such as the
definite article, demonstratives or possessives. As shown in (15), vague numerals, cardinals
and indefinite otro can follow the definite article, demonstratives and possessives within the
same DP. As said before, in these cases cardinals, vague numerals and otro are predicates of
quantity or contrast. Notice, however, that cierto can never be followed by numerals or by
predicative otro:
(15) (a) {Los/*Ciertos} muchos problemas que tengo.
‘{The/*Certain) many problems that I have’
(b) {Esos/*Ciertos} pocos jugadores.
‘{Those/*Certain} few players’
(c) {Mis/*Ciertos} cinco estudiantes de doctorado.
‘{My/*Certain} five research students’
(d) {El/*Cierto} otro artículo que he escrito.
‘{The/*Certain} other paper I have written’
As illustrated in (16), this paradigm obtains in copulative sentences as well:
(16) (a) {Los/*Ciertos} problemas que tengo son muchos.
‘{The/*Certain} problems that I have are many’
(b) {Esos/*Ciertos} jugadores son pocos.
‘{Those/*Certain} players are a few’
(c) {Mis/*Ciertos} estudiantes de doctorado son cinco (en número).
‘{My/*Certain} research students are five (in number)’
(d) {El/*Cierto} artículo que he escrito es otro.
‘{The/*A certain} paper I have written is another one’
The contrasts in (15)-(16) might well be attributed to the distinction between extensional
precision and extensional imprecision just by claiming that quantities can only be predicated
of precisely identified individuals, and by equally saying that a contrast within the members
of a class can not be made unless the DP containing the predicate of contrast has a precise
reference.8
Summing up so far, in this section it has been argued that the Spanish determiner cierto is
an intrinsically specific indefinite that lacks quantificational force, and also entails looseness
or imprecision in the identification of individuals.9 The last part of this statement allows us to
view cierto from a novel perspective. If our characterization of determiner cierto as an
imprecise identifier is correct, this lexical item could then be included within the class of so
called “markers of approximation”, or “slack regulators”, in Lasersohn’s (1999) terms.10
Lasersohn (1999) offers a comprehensive account of linguistic imprecision (or “loose
talk”) based on the notion of a ‘pragmatic halo’.11 Pragmatic halos, Lasersohn says, are sets
approximating the denotation of an expression. This notion captures the fact that in many
cases one may speak with a certain degree of slack or looseness, and the utterance is still close
enough to the truth for practical purposes (to put an example, a sentence like Mary arrived at
8
9
10
11

On the grammar of Spanish otro see Eguren & Sánchez (2003, 2004).
Specific a certain in English, and the corresponding sequences in languages like French, Italian or Catalan,
also have these properties, so it seems.
We thank Louise McNally for drawing our attention to Lasersohn’s paper and insights.
On the semantics of vagueness see also Ballmer & Pinkal (1983).
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three o’clock can be uttered felicitously even if it is the case that Mary arrived a few seconds
before or after 3:00). Deviation from the truth is then licensed because discourse participants
find it convenient to ignore irrelevant distinctions and details, and the degree of deviation
allowed is determined not solely by the pragmatics of the situation of utterance, but also in
part by the occurrence of particular words within the utterance itself. Lasersohn calls these
words “slack regulators”, and claims that they serve to fix or readjust the pragmatic halo of
the expressions they combine with.
Two main classes of slack regulators (or markers of approximation) are to be
distinguished:12 “more precise” approximators, that tighten or contract the pragmatic halo of
the expression they modify -like exactamente ‘exactly’, totalmente ‘totally’ or perfectamente
‘perfectly’-, and “less precise” approximators, that widen or expand a pragmatic halo -like
aproximadamente ‘approximately’, casi ‘almost’, más o menos ‘more or less’, unos ‘some’
(as in the sequence unos quince libros ‘some fifteen books), como (as in the sentence El piso
está como mojado ‘The floor is like wet’), or the suffix –izo (in derived adjectives like rojizo
‘reddish’)-. The idea we would like to put forward here is that determiner cierto belongs to
this second class of “less precise” markers of approximation.
In the next section it will be shown that looseness or imprecision is the semantic feature
determiner cierto shares with prenominal predicative cierto, a “less precise” approximator
that now affects the descriptive content of nouns.
3. Prenominal predicative cierto
As mentioned above, specific cierto does not combine with any determiner at all in Spanish.13
This is repeated in (17):
(17) (a) *{Todos/Ambos/Estos/Los/Mis} ciertos comentarios.
‘{All/Both/These/The/My} certain remarks’
(b) *{Un/Otro/Ningún/Cualquier} cierto comentario.
‘{A/Another/No/Any} certain remark’
However, cierto can also have a non specific interpretation, and in that case it follows a
determiner, as in the examples in (18):14
(18) (a) Se necesita una cierta cantidad de agua para llenar esta piscina.
‘A certain amount of water is needed to fill this swimming pool’
(b) Ese hombre ya tiene una cierta edad.
Lit: ‘That man already has a certain age’
(c) La situación política actual despide un cierto olor a podrido.
‘The current political situation gives off a certain putrid smell’
(d) Me miraba con un cierto aire de tristeza.
‘She looked at me with a certain air of sadness’

12
13
14

See Sauerland & Stateva (2006). We are again thankful to Louise McNally for having informed us on the
existence of Sauerland & Stateva´s work.
See, however, fn. 5 on idiolectal variation as regards the specific reading of the sequence un cierto in current
Spanish.
Notice that indefinite un may be absent if the DP containing intensional cierto occurs in a governed position:
(i) (a) Tiene (una) cierta edad.
([+intensional])
‘She has a certain age’
(b) (*Una) cierta edad es crucial en la vida de una persona.
([+specific])
‘A certain age is crucial in people’s life’
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The idea we will develop is the following: in these cases, cierto is a predicative item that
modifies the intension of the noun it combines with. In other words, it will be argued that
prenominal predicative cierto is an intensionally oriented adjective. Moreover, looseness or
imprecision will be identified as the property that distinguishes prenominal predicative cierto
from other intensionally oriented adjectives, like verdadero, mero or claro, and relates it to
determiner cierto.
As a predicate of imprecision, cierto may convey two different meanings: it denotes
quantitative intensional imprecision in examples like (18a) and (18b), and it can also express
merely intensional imprecision, as in (18c) and (18d).15 It will be shown that these two
readings are just instances of a basic semantic feature: lack of precision. Whenever a sense of
quantity is included in the intension of the noun cierto modifies, the outcome will be that the
phrase denotes imprecision of a quantity; if this is not the case, cierto will just indicate pure
intensional imprecision. That is to say, both readings- quantitative imprecision and merely
intensional imprecision- just derive from the combination of the semantics of predicate cierto
with the semantics of the noun it modifies. Let us first deal with quantitative intensional
imprecision.
Cierto conveys a sense of quantitative intensional imprecision in combination with nouns
that denote a dimension (altura ‘height’, profundidad ‘depth’, distancia ‘distance’, etc.), like
in (19a), or nouns that denote a measure (número ‘number’, grado ‘degree’, nivel ‘level’,
etc.), like in (19b), and it also denotes imprecision of a quantity when preceding certain mass
nouns, as in the example in (19c):16
(19) (a) El tren llegó con un cierto retraso.
‘The train arrived with a certain delay’
(b) Tienes que tomar una cierta cantidad de jarabe si quieres que te haga efecto.
‘You must have a certain amount of cough syrup if you want it to have any effect’
(c) Llegó tarde porque había un cierto tráfico.
Lit: ‘He arrived late because there was a certain traffic’
A remarkable property of this use of cierto is that it always involves a positive evaluation of a
quantity. That is to say, in these cases, the degree or magnitude of the entity denoted by the
noun modified by cierto goes beyond the point fixed by a standard of comparison. This is
why the sentences in (20) are odd:
(20) (a) ??Su camión tiene una cierta altura, de modo que cabe por la puerta del garaje.
Lit: ‘His lorry has a certain height, so that it can get through the garage door’
(b) ??Tengo una cierta, aunque escasa, cantidad de dinero en el banco.
Lit: ‘I have a certain, though scarce, amount of money in the bank’
(c) ??Había un cierto tráfico, por eso he llegado rápidamente.
Lit: ‘There was a certain traffic; that is why I came so quickly’
Given the fact that some DPs containing cierto have a quantitative interpretation, it might be
argued that cierto (or the sequence un cierto) is a degree quantifier in these cases. There is,
however, concluding evidence suggesting that this idea is to be rejected.
15
16

As the glosses in (18) indicate, this idea also holds for English.
Plural ciertos does not denote quantitative intensional imprecision. In (i)a, for example, singular cierto
denotes quantitative imprecision, whereas in (i)b plural ciertos has a specific reading only:
(i) (a) Tienes que actuar con (una) cierta precaución.
‘You have to behave with a certain precaution’
(b) Tienes que tomar ciertas precauciones.
‘You have to take certain precautions’
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Notice, first, that cierto is not in complementary distribution with degree quantifiers, which
ought to be the case if cierto were a member of that class. As shown by the contrast in (21),
degree quantifiers do not combine with indefinite un in Spanish:
(21) (a) Pasó un cierto tiempo.
Lit: ‘A certain time passed’.
(b) *Pasó un {mucho/poco/bastante} tiempo.
Lit: ‘A(n) {much/few/enough} time passed’
This would force us to consider that un cierto is a complex quantifier, much like the sequence
un poco. However, this is not a good solution either. See the contrasts in (22):
(22) (a) Un poco de tiempo/*Un poco tiempo.
Lit: ‘A little of time/A little time’
(b) *Un cierto de tiempo/Un cierto tiempo.
Lit: ‘A certain of time/A certain time’
In (22a), poco is a noun, and the sequence un poco heads a pseudopartitive construction.
However, in (22b) cierto can not be a noun, and the sequence un cierto is not followed by a
partitive coda introduced by de.
There is a second argument against considering that cierto (or un cierto) is a degree
quantifier. If that were the case, the constrasts in (23) should not arise:
(23) (a) Debes tomar una cierta *(cantidad de) agua con las comidas.
Lit: ‘You must have a certain (quantity) of water with meals’
(b) En el pasillo se agolpaba una cierta *(cantidad de) gente.
Lit: ‘In the corridor a certain (quantity of) people crowded together’
The data in (23) show that certain mass nouns, like agua or gente, only combine with un
cierto when they function as the coda of a pseudopartitive construction headed by a measure
noun. Again, if it were a degree quantifier, un cierto should combine with all mass nouns, as
true degree quantifiers do, and sequences as *una cierta agua or *una cierta gente should be
expected to be well formed. But they clearly are not.
Finally, unlike degree quantifiers, cierto (or un cierto) does not give rise to scope
ambiguities in negated sentences. The sentence in (24), for instance, has two different
meanings: either the proposition denoted by the sentence is negated (cf. (24a)), or the
quantifier mucho is the focus of negation (cf. (24b)). However, the sentence in (25) has only
one meaning: the whole sentence can also be negated (cf. (25a)), but un cierto can never be
under the scope of negation (cf. (25b)).
(24)

Este asunto no tiene mucho interés.
‘This issue does not have much interest’
(a) “No es el caso de que este asunto tenga mucho interés”
‘It is not the case that this issue has much interest’
(b) “El interés que tiene este asunto no es mucho”
‘The interest this issue has is not much’
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(25)

Este asunto no tiene un cierto interés.
‘This issue does not have a certain interest’
(a) “No es el caso de que este asunto tenga un cierto interés”
‘It is not the case that this issue has a certain interest’
(b) *“El interés que tiene este asunto no es un cierto”
‘The interest this issue has is not a certain’

The restricted combination of un cierto with negation merits some further comments. Notice
that the readings in (24a) and (25a) correspond to the so called “metalinguistic or external
negation”. As just said, only with this interpretation a sentence including a DP introduced by
un cierto can be negated. This is proved by the fact that the occurrence of un cierto in
negative contexts that block a reading of refuting negation always results in
ungrammaticality. See the examples in (26a) and (26b):
(26) (a) *Esta es una novela sin un cierto interés.
‘This is a novel without a certain interest’
(b) *Este problema no entraña ninguna cierta dificultad.
‘This problem entails no certain difficulty’
This peculiar behaviour of cierto also obtains with other intensionally oriented Spanish

adjectives, like relativo, claro or mero: these adjectives, like cierto, only occur in negative
sentences with an external negation reading. Accordingly, they are also excluded in negative
contexts that block such an interpretation. This is illustrated in (27):
(27) (a) *Esta es una novela sin un relativo interés.
‘This is a novel without a relative interest’
(b) *El equipo no lleva ninguna clara ventaja a sus oponentes.
‘The team does not have any clear advantage over their opponents’
(c) *Esto no es ningún mero contratiempo.
‘This is no mere setback’
Why is it the case then that cierto and these other intensionally oriented adjectives can never
be the focus of negation? A plausible answer to this question may lie in a semantic property
all these items share: these adjectives evaluate the intension of the noun they modify. And it is
perhaps this evaluative meaning that makes cierto and other intensional adjectives
incompatible with negation.17
So far we have tried to show that cierto (or the sequence un cierto) are not degree
quantifiers in DPs with a quantitative meaning. The evidence for this idea has been the
following: (a) cierto (or un cierto) are not in complementary distribution with true degree
quantifiers (like poco or un poco), (b) unlike degree quantifiers, they do not combine with all
mass nouns, and (c) unlike degree quantifiers, they can not be the focus of negation.
As mentioned above, our alternative proposal is that, in the cases discussed so far, cierto is
a predicate of quantitative imprecision. Crucially, and this has to be emphasized, quantitative
imprecision is not to be confused with vague quantification: cierto sometimes expresses lack
of precision of a particular quantity, but it does not vaguely quantify over nouns, as true vague
quantifiers (such as mucho ‘many’ or poco ‘few’) actually do.

17

Notice that prenominal qualifying adjectives in Spanish, which are clearly evaluative, can not be negated
either: cf. Escribió una novela {con/*sin} un extraordinario argumento ‘She wrote a novel {with/*without}
an extraordinary argument’.
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With all these ideas in mind, let us now go back to the three different cases of quantitative
imprecision illustrated in (19), which are repeated again in (28), and see how they can be
accounted for:
(28) (a) El tren llegó con un cierto retraso.
‘The train arrived with a certain delay’
(b) Tienes que tomar una cierta cantidad de jarabe si quieres que te haga efecto.
‘You must have a certain amount of cough syrup if you want it to have any effect’
(c) Llegó tarde porque había un cierto tráfico.
Lit: ‘He arrived late because there was a certain traffic’
The DPs in (28a) (un cierto retraso) and (28b) (una cierta cantidad de jarabe) denote a
quantity just because the nouns they contain denote a quantity, either implicitly (the
dimensional noun retraso includes a quantitative meaning) or explicitly (the measure noun
cantidad obviously denotes a quantity itself). In these cases, cierto does not quantify over the
noun denoting a quantity. It just indicates that we are referring to an imprecise quantity, i.e., it
predicates imprecision of a quantity. This idea can easily be extended to the case in (28c) (un
cierto tráfico), in which cierto precedes a mass noun and the phrase has a quantitative
interpretation: as has often been pointed out in the literature, the semantics of mass nouns is
inherently quantitative, in the sense that they are interpreted as the sum of identical parts.
Accordingly, also in (28c), cierto predicates imprecision of an implicit quantity.
To conclude so far, in our view, cierto is not a degree quantifier in DPs with a quantitative
meaning. It is an approximator that predicates imprecision of a quantity, and belongs to the
class of intensionally oriented adjectives. As shown in (29), in this use, cierto patterns with
other intensionally oriented adjectives that are also predicated of a noun denoting a quantity,
such as relativo, claro, or grande:
(29) (a) Una {cierta/relativa/clara} distancia.
‘A {certain/relative/clear} distance’
(b) Una {cierta/relativa/gran} cantidad de gente.
‘A {certain/relative/great} amount of people’
Let us finally deal with the merely intensional, non-quantitative, use the predicate of
imprecision cierto has in sentences such as the ones in (30):18
(30) (a) Un cierto aire de tristeza se reflejaba en su rostro.
‘A certain air of sadness was reflected in her face’
(b) Sus novelas tienen un cierto estilo modernista.
‘Her novels have a certain modernist style’
This merely intensional reading is the only one available when predicative cierto follows a
determiner other than the indefinite article, as in (31):

18

Merely intensional cierto can not be plural:
(i) (a) *Unos ciertos aires de tristeza se reflejaban en su rostro
‘Certain airs of sadness were reflected in her face’
(b) *Sus novelas tienen unos ciertos estilos modernistas.
‘Her novels have certain modernist styles’
This fact seems to be related to the semantic restrictions this item imposes on the nouns it combines with:
merely intensional cierto is predicated of mass nouns only (see below) and, as it is well known, plural mass
nouns are converted into count nouns.
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(31) (a) Perderán el cierto halo romántico que tienen ahora.
Lit: ‘They will lose the certain romantic aura they now have’
(CREA, El País, 01/04/2000, España)
(b) ...aquella cierta dificultad de ser que aquejaba en sus últimos momentos a
Fontenelle.
Lit: ‘...that certain difficulty of being that afflicted Fontenelle in his last moments’
(CREA, 1982, F. Savater, Invitación a la ética, España)
(c) Y una falta que puede tener su cierto peligro, va a ser botada ...
Lit: ‘And a fault that might have its certain danger is going to be thrown ...’
(CREA, Oral, Diversos fragmentos de partidos de fútbol radiados,
Madrid y provincias, 19/01/92, Cadena COPE, España)
In the examples in (30) and (31), cierto adds a sense of looseness or approximation that might
be paraphrased as follows: the sequence un cierto estilo modernista in (30b), for example,
means ‘{something like/a sort of} a modernist style’. There is no doubt then that, in this case,
cierto is predicated of a noun’s intension, and so belongs to the class of intensionally oriented
predicates, that also include in Spanish prenominal adjectives like verdadero ‘true’, completo
‘total’, puro ‘pure’, simple ‘simple’ or mero ‘mere’. These adjectives direct the interpretation
of the phrase towards the exhaustivity of reference, and indicate that the corresponding
denomination fully applies to the referent. Cierto, on the contrary, directs the interpretation of
the phrase towards the non-exhaustivity of reference, as it does not make the denomination
apply to the referent at all events. The meaning of cierto would then be quite similar to the
meaning of the intensional adjective relativo ‘relative’ as opposed to other intensional
adjectives like claro ‘clear’.
However, the adjectives cierto and relativo are not synonymous. Look at the contrast in
(32):
(32) (a) Un cierto éxito con las mujeres puede aumentar tu autoestima.
‘A certain success with women can increase your self-respect’
(b) ??Un relativo éxito con las mujeres puede aumentar tu autoestima.
‘A relative success with women can increase your self-respect’
“A certain success” is not a full success, but it is close to it, whereas “a relative success” is
quite distant from what a success is. In other words, as compared with relativo, cierto, in
addition of conveying a sense of looseness, also implies a positive evaluation on the noun’s
intension. If this is true, the fact that cierto denotes a quantity that goes beyond a standard
when it occurs in DPs with a quantitative meaning- remember the examples in (20)- directly
follows from its unique properties as an intensional adjective.
Notice also that, if cierto is taken to be an intensional predicate in these cases, the
restrictions it imposes on the nouns it combines with can easily be accounted for: like any
other predicate, cierto selects the nouns it modifies.19 Non-quantitative merely intensional
cierto rejects, in particular, both concrete and abstract count nouns (cf. Sánchez 1999):

19

The limited distribution of intensional cierto also matches the fact that approximators often obey
combinatorial restrictions (cf. Sauerland and Stateva 2006):
(i) (a) {*Completamente/*parcialmente/exactamente/aproximadamente} tres.
‘{*Completely/*partially/exactly/approximately} three’
(b) {Completamente/parcialmente/*exactamente/*aproximadamente} seco.
‘{Completely/partially/*exactly/*approximately} dry’
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(33) (a) Se ha comprado {*un cierto/una especie de} descapotable rojo.
‘She has bought {a certain/a sort of} red convertible’
(b) Nos presentó {*un cierto/una especie de/un a modo de/una suerte de} argumento
que no nos convenció.
‘He put forward {a certain/a sort of} argument that did not convinced us’
These restrictions do not derive from an incompatibility of some sort between nonexhaustivity and the semantics of count nouns. In fact, as the examples in (33) also illustrate,
approximative expressions such as especie de, suerte de or a modo de indicate in Spanish that
the denomination of a particular count noun does not fully apply to a referent. What these
restrictions really show is that predicative cierto has specialized in modifying a subgroup of
nouns. This outcome is to be expected. Other intensional adjectives also select the nouns they
modify. See the contrasts in (34):
(34) (a) Van a construir un {*mero/simple} bloque de oficinas.
Lit: ‘They are going to build a {mere/simple} block of offices’
(b) Aquel suceso demostró su {*relativo/escaso} talento para los negocios.
Lit: ‘That incident showed his {relative/limited} talent for business’
To finish this section, we would like to say a few words on the remarkable combination of the
sequence un cierto with proper names. As the examples in (35) show, the co-occurrence of un
cierto and a proper name, which is widely used nowadays in languages such as English or
Italian, was also quite common in previous stages in the history of the Spanish language:
(35) (a) Principalmente, un cierto Andrónico Cyrrhestes.
‘Mostly, a certain Andrónico Cyrrhestes’
(CORDE, 1582, M. de Urrea, traducción de la Arqueología de M. Vitrubio Pollión)
(b) Hice amistad con un cierto Francisco de Perea, de Sevilla.
‘I met a certain Francisco de Perea, from Seville’
(CORDE, 1705, Raimundo de Lanterry, Memorias)
(c) Se deben a un cierto Doubrouski, persona muy lista.
‘They are obliged to a certain Doubrouski, a very clever man’
(CORDE, 1850-1875, Juan Valera, Correspondencia)
In current Spanish, this construction has been replaced by a sequence that includes the
qualitative demonstrative tal. The contrasts in (36) illustrate this change:
(36) (a) Un {*cierto/tal} Juan Sánchez pregunta por ti.
‘A certain Juan Sánchez is asking for you’
(b) Un {*cierto/tal} Zapatero es el presidente del gobierno español.
‘A certain Zapatero is the president of the Spanish government’
Some recent examples are documented, however, that seem to indicate that this use of cierto
is subject to idiolectal variation to a certain extent:
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(37) (a) Había un cierto Euquenor, rico y valiente, que era vástago de [...]
‘There was a certain Euquenor, rich and valiant, that was an offspring of ...’
(CREA, 1994, E. Lledó, Días y libros, España)
(b) Un cierto Manuel de Valladolid.
‘A certain Manuel de Valladolid’
(CREA, 1987, J. Eslava Galán, En busca del unicornio, España)
There is of course a question that has to be raised on this issue: What does cierto exactly
mean in this construction? What we would like to suggest on this point is that the
denominative, non-referential, use of proper names allows cierto to function as an intensional
adjective in this case as well, conveying looseness or imprecision in the assignment of a
particular proper name to an individual. Notice, at this respect, that there is an important
difference between the denoting properties of determiner cierto and those of the sequence un
tal when they combine with a proper name in current Spanish. Compare the two sentences in
(38):
(38) (a) Voy a ver a cierto Juan Sánchez.
‘I am meeting a certain Juan Sánchez’
(b) Un tal Juan Sánchez pregunta por ti.
‘A certain Juan Sánchez is asking for you’
In (38a), the speaker is talking about a specific person whose adscription to the class of
individuals named Juan Sánchez is not questioned, but he is not being precise in the
identification of that individual. In (38b), the situation is reversed: there is now no looseness
in the identification of an individual, and the lack of precision lies in the adscription of this
individual to a particular denominative class. Putting it simply, when using the expression un
tal Juan Sánchez in (38b), somebody who claims (or is said) to have that name is referred to,
but the speaker is not able, or does not want, to confirm if that is really true. If we are on the
right track, those speakers that take the sequences un cierto+proper name and un tal+proper
name to be synonymous might then be using the merely intensional predicative cierto in this
case, and assimilate the descriptive content of proper names when used as common nouns to
the descriptive content of common nouns whose intension can be loosely evaluated by
predicative cierto.
4. The history of cierto
As mentioned in the introduction, in addition to being a determiner and an intensional
adjective, cierto also behaves nowadays as a qualifying adjective with the meaning of ‘known
to be true, sure, indubitable’ (DRAE, s. v. cierto). The historical link between these three uses
of cierto is fairly clear: both the determiner and the intensional adjective result from a set of
complex changes that affected the qualifying adjective in previous stages of the language.
This process has three defining features. First, it is not a substitution process, since the
qualifying adjective cierto is fully used nowadays. Second, we are partly dealing here with a
categorial change that turns a lexical category into a functional category (i.e., an instance of a
process known as “grammaticalization” in historical studies). And third, this categorial
change is associated with a semantic change whereby determiner cierto (and the
homophonous intensional adjective) lost the original meaning the qualifying adjective had,
and ended up conveying a sense of imprecision or approximation.
The qualifying adjective cierto means ‘true or indubitable’ in current Spanish, and it
combines with either propositions (Es cierto que... ‘It is true that...’), or nouns denoting verbal
productions (palabra ‘word’, declaración ‘pronouncement’, acusación ‘charge’...), units of
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information (argumento ‘argument’, pensamiento ‘thought’, hipótesis ‘hypothesis’...), and
ideas or events (historia ‘story’, hecho ‘fact’, acontecimiento ‘happening’...). As shown in
(39), qualifying cierto already obeyed these combinatorial restrictions in Old Spanish,20
(39) (a) Et agora es cierto que el Rey ha cometido muy grant guyerra con don Johan
Nunnes.
‘And it is now true that the King was engaged in a very big war with don Joan
Nunes’
(1334, An., De Pedro Martínez Calvillo al rey de Aragón)
(b) Yo respondré & te dare la cierta estoria & que dize las verdaderas razones.
‘I will answer and tell you the true story which explains the true reasons’
(1275, Alfonso X, General Estoria, 2ª parte)
but it conveyed some extra meanings that are now expressed by other adjectives. It could
also mean ‘aware of the truth of some fact’, as seguro ‘sure’ currently does (cf. (40a)), it was
synonymous with the adjective auténtico ‘authentic’ (cf. (40b)), and it functioned as an
adverbial that equalled current expressions like de cierto or con certeza ‘without doubt’ (cf.
(40c)):21
(40) (a) [...] cierto só que, en pos deste pesar, gran conorte nos ha de venir.
‘I am sure that a big solace will comfort us after this grief’
(1300-1305, An., Libro del cavallero Zifar)
(b) [...] non puedes dezir que non auien jurado, pues la scriptura es cierta.
‘You cannot say that they did not take the oath, because the document is authentic’
(c. 1310, An., Leyes de estilo)
(c) [...] toma daquellos rectificamientos los que supieres bien cierto que son
verdaderos.
‘Take those corrections that you certainly know to be true’
(c. 1277, Rabí Zag, Libros de las armellas)
The first step in the evolution of qualifying cierto was the development of intensional uses;
that is, the property denoted by cierto started to be predicated of the relation that holds
between a denomination and the referent it applies to. This was shown in the lost of the
selectional properties cierto originally had: whereas the property of being true or indubitable
can only be predicated of nouns or propositions that denote ideas or facts, the relation
between a denomination and its referent is independent of the noun´s meaning, and,
consequently, this relation can in principle be modified in all cases.
The orientation of this use of cierto could be twofold: if it was oriented towards reference,
the property of ‘certainty’ was interpreted as ‘corresponding to the truth in the identification
of the referent’; if the same property was oriented towards the noun´s intension, it was
interpreted as ‘corresponding to the truth in the substantiation of a relation between a
denomination and its referent’. These two options are the origin of determiner cierto and
intensional cierto, respectively. In both cases, cierto was originally a “restrictor” of a
“pragmatic halo” (cf. § 2). A main semantic change took then place when cierto finally

20
21

All the examples in this section are taken from CORDE (Diachronic Reference Corpus of Spanish).
As an manner adverb, cierto competed with ciertamente:
(i) Retórica es que muestre omne su razón ciertamente e breve.
‘Rethoric consists in showing one´s arguments truly and briefly’ (c. 1285, An. Libro de los Cien Capítulos)
This use of the –mente adverb is lost nowadays. Ciertamente is a modality adverb in current Spanish: it
modifies a whole sentence, and reveals the speaker´s attitude towards the propositional content of the
sentence.
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conveyed a sense of imprecision or approximation, so “extending” the pragmatic halo of the
expression that contained it.
4.1. The origin of cierto as a specificity marker
When it was oriented towards reference, cierto began to be used as a lexical marker of
specificity, on a par with the adjective determinado ‘specific’. As illustrated in the examples
in (41), this use of cierto was very common in legal documents in which specific prices,
numbers, dates, etc. are alluded to whose exact value needs not (or can not) be determined:
(41) (a) Si alguno logare sos casas por cierto precio, troa tiempo sabudo, dize el fuero que si
el sennor de las casas […] quisiere vender aquellas casas […] bien las puede
cobrar.
‘If somebody rents his houses for a certain price, and for a certain time, the law
says that the owner can recover them if he wants to sell them’
(1247, An., Fueros de Aragón, BNM 458)
(b) Les ouiessen mandado que eyllos en el dich monasterio establesciessen
perpetualmente çierto numero de monges segunt las ffacultades del dicho
monasterio.
‘They were ordered to establish a certain number of monks on the monastery
perpetually according to its capacity’
(1345, An., Convenio para la división de rentas y de bienes de Irache)
The occurrence of cierto as a specificity marker most probably relies on the relation between
“verifiableness” and specificity, since a truth claim can only be made of items that have been
singled out as opposed to virtual or general values. As regards determinado, the literal
meaning of the original participial form exactly points to this sense of ‘fixation or
particularization’ of a specific value as opposed to other possible values: something that is
fixed or predetermined must be specific. In the case of cierto, particularization may result
from confirmation or verification: a verified value has to be specific also, and it can not be
any of all possible values.22
As a specificity marker, Old Spanish cierto could introduce a DP by itself, as shown in the
examples in (41), but it was often preceded by the indefinite un (cf. (42a)), and may also
follow the noun (cf. (42b)):23
(42) (a) [...] las aves que nos clamamos grius, los quales se toman en un cierto tiempo del
Anyo.
‘... the birds we call eagle, which appear at a certain time of the year’
(1396, J. Fernández de Heredia, Libro de Marco Polo)
(b) [...] que ellos fuessen a un día cierto a Meyanedo.
‘... that they should go to Meyanedo some particular day’
(1282, An., El gobernador de Navarra aprueba el amojonamiento del Sesma)
Postnominal cierto was early lost (no examples of specific cierto following the noun can be
found from the XVIth century on), but the occurrence of the sequence un cierto became more
22

23

The semantic affinity of cierto with other (adjectival) specificity markers lies behind the fact that they could
often be coordinated:
(i) Y aquellas balas que sean de un cierto y determinado peso todas.
‘Those bullets all must have a certain and specific weight’ (1592, Luis Collado, Plática natural de Artillería)
This pattern resembles the behaviour of determinado in current Spanish: this adjective can either precede or
follow the noun (un determinado lugar/un lugar determinado ‘a certain place’), and can also be a determiner
(at least in the plural form): Determinados estudiantes se pusieron en huelga ‘Certain students went on
strike’.
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general, as it also combined with both person nouns and proper names. This combination is
not attested before the XVIth century, but it was widely used afterwards.
(43) (a) En este malvado y nefando sacrilegio le ayuda un cierto falso profeta de Menfis.
‘A certain false prophet from Menfis helps him in this evil and abominable
sacrilege’
(1587, F. de Mena, Traducción de la Historia Etiópica de los amores de Teágenes)
(b) Dezía que llevaban un cierto mancebo extranjero.
‘He said that they were taking with them a certain foreign young man’
(1587, F. de Mena, Traducción de la Historia Etiópica de los amores de Teágenes)
(c) Principalmente, un cierto Andrónico Cyrrhestes.
‘Particularly, a certain Andrónico Cyrrhestes’
(1582, Miguel de Urrea, Traducción de la Arg. De Marco Vitrubio Pollion)
The examples in (43) clearly illustrate a stage in the history of Spanish specific cierto in
which (a) this item was always prenominal, (b) indefinite un very often preceded it, and (c)
the sequence un cierto combined with count nouns of all kinds, including person nouns, in
order to identify a particular member of a descriptive class. This picture is quite similar to the
one found in languages such as English, French, or Italian nowadays: in these languages, the
forms a certain, un certain and un certo share all the relevant features the corresponding
construction in Old Spanish had at this stage. However, the evolution of Spanish specific
cierto did not stop here, and the process of grammaticalization went even further.
As said above, the sequence un cierto with a specific reading always coexisted with bare
specific cierto in Old Spanish, and despite the observed tendency towards the generalization
of the indefinite in the XVIth century, examples like the one in (44), in which cierto is already
a true determiner, were also used at that time:
(44) [...] rompio una gruessa pared con una barra de plata y cobre que cierta muger le dio.
‘... He broke a solid wall with a silver and copper bar that a certain woman gave to
him’
(1554, F. López de Gómara, La 1ª parte de la Historia natural de las Indias)
In contrast to French, Italian or English, the option in (44) has finally been chosen in Spanish,
and, leaving idiolectal variation aside (see fn. 5), the sequence un cierto is no longer a
specificity marker nowadays. Putting it in other words, in current Spanish, but not in English,
Italian or French,24 specific cierto has fully obtained the categorial status of a determiner, and
can not cooccur with any other member of that class (cf. § 2). We are dealing here then with
the conclusion of a grammaticalization process whereby a lexical item (a qualifying adjective)
has been turned into a new grammatical form (an indefinite determiner with an inherently
specific meaning in this case).25

24

25

At least in the singular form. Notice that specific certain could also occur without the indefinite in previous
stages of the French language (the example is taken from Nyrop 1858-1931):
(i) Certaine abesse un certain mal avoit.
‘A certain bee had a certain disease’ (La Fontaine, L’abesse, v. 53).
This situation parallels the behaviour of specific cierto in Old Spanish. However, French has finally chosen a
different option, and, unlike Spanish, the complex singular form un certain is currently used as a specificity
marker in that language.
This process fits well with any of the two general meanings the word “grammaticalization” has in historical
linguistics: according to Hopper & Traugott (2004: 1-2), this term is used to describe either “how new
grammatical forms and constructions arise” or “the processes whereby items become more grammatical
through time”. Theoretical issues on grammaticalization will not be discussed here (on this topic see Hopper
& Traugott 2004, Heine & Kuteva 2002, and Roberts & Roussou 2003, amongst others).
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But this is not the end of the story. This process of grammaticalization goes hand-in-hand
with a crucial semantic change. The use of cierto as a lexical specificity marker in Old
Spanish converted it into a “restrictor” of pragmatic halos, since it identified a particular
referential value as opposed to other possible values. However, as argued in section 2,
specific cierto also denotes looseness or imprecision in the identification of an individual in
current Spanish, and so behaves as a “less precise” approximator that expands a pragmatic
halo. Why did this radical semantic change take place? How is it the case that an item that
makes reference more precise ends up conveying a meaning related to extensional looseness
or imprecision?
We will put forward a tentative proposal on this issue within the so called “Invited
Inferencing Theory of Semantic Change“ (Traugott & Dasher 2002, Eckardt 2006, amongst
others). The advocates of this theory hold that an item may get a novel meaning as a result of
the conventionalization of certain pragmatic implicatures (or “invited inferences”), which are
invoked when that item is used in particular contexts of utterance, and are then reinforced
until they become conventional and finally give rise to a new codified meaning.
In our view, the sense of looseness or imprecision determiner cierto adds to the reference
of the DP it introduces originates in the conventionalization of an (invited) inference that may
derive from the combination of two semantic features: specificity and indefiniteness. On the
one hand, indefinite DPs refer to individuals that are not accessible to the hearer in the context
of utterance, and on the other, a lexical marker of specificity denotes that the referent of a
nominal expression is unique and identifiable. The conjunction of these two semantic
properties in the same sequence may invoke an (invited) pragmatic inference: when using
determiner cierto, the speaker is being deliberately imprecise, since he avoids making
accesible to the hearer a particular referent that he should be able to identify. If our analysis is
correct, the conventionalization of this inference explains why the indefinite and (inherently)
specific determiner cierto also denotes looseness or imprecision in the identification of
individuals in current Spanish.
4.2. Intensional cierto: a semantic change without reanalysis
When it was oriented towards the intension of the noun it combined with, cierto was
equivalent to current intensional adjectives like verdadero ‘true’, exacto ‘precise’ or auténtico
‘real’, and so denoted an exhaustive or precise relation between a denomination and its
referent. In the example in (45a), cierto means ‘exact’ or ‘precise’, whereas in (45b) and (45c)
it means ‘authentic, real, true’:
(45) (a) De saber en qual grado del zodiacho es el logar cierto de la planeta.
‘To know in which degree of the zodiac the planet is precisely located’
(1276-1277, Alfonso X, Cánones Albateni)
(b) Ordeno, fezo e establecio su cierto procurador a Martin Ponz.
‘He made Martin Ponz his real attorney’
(1367, An., Documentos lingüísticos de Navarra)
(c) [...] notifiquenlo en casa suya a alguna persona cierta de casa...
‘... notify it in his house to any true people from the house...’
(1414, An., Ordinación dada a la ciudad de Zaragoza por el rey don Fernando I)
Nevertheless, adjectival cierto lost these original intensional values fairly early in the history
of the language, and its meaning was displaced towards the denotation of intensional
looseness or imprecision (cf. § 3). How did this semantic change take place?
The value of quantitative intensional imprecision may have arised as a result of the
combination of the adjective with abstract mass nouns that can not be thought to express a
specific or fixed quantity. As said above (see (41)), cierto was commonly used in Old Spanish
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with nouns like price, number, date, etc. to identify a specific (but not mentioned) quantity.
The use of cierto may have then been extended to similar cases in order to refer to an
unknown, imprecise quantity, instead of denoting a known quantity. This could be the case in
the examples in (46a,b,c). And this interpretation is even more natural when cierto precedes
abstract nouns that have the semantics of mass nouns but are not measurable, so that the
quantity that is being referred to can not be precisely identified. The latter case is illustrated in
(46d).
(46) (a) Et diole cierta tierra en que se mantuuies.
‘And he gave him a certain amount of land to establish there’
(1376-1391, Juan de Heredia, Gran crónica de España III)
(b) [...] veya todas las cosas que serán en tu medeçina (...) con cierto peso et con çierta
mesura, confaçionado segunt conviene.
‘He sees everything that will be in your medicine ... with a certain weight and a
certain measure ..., made as it suits’
(1376-1396, J. Fernández de Heredia, De secreto secretorum)
(c) Traen toque para conoscer el oro, e romana para pesarlo e pesar la plata labrada e
otros metales, e conóscenlo muy bien; e traían cierta cantidad de lo uno e de lo otro.
‘They bring an assay for checking gold, and a steelyard to weigh it, and to weigh
wrought silver and other metals, and they know it well; and they brought a certain
amount of all that’
(1535-1557, G. Fernández de Oviedo, Historia general y natural de las Indias)
(d) Hijo, mi amor, yo tengo cierta priesa; di de ahí lo que mandas.
‘Lit: Dear son, I am in a certain hurry. Say what you want’
(1534, Feliciano de Silva, Segunda Celestina)
With regard to the cases in which cierto denotes merely intensional imprecision, the sentence
in (47) is one of the first examples that illustrate this use of adjectival cierto (notice that this
example is ambiguous: cierto might mean either ‘specific’ or ‘a sort of’):
(47)

[...] lures fillas lieuen en su cuello un cierto ornament que ha nombre bulla.
‘Their daugthers wear a certain ornament called bulla on her neck’
(1379-1384, J. Fernández de Heredia, Vidas paralelas de Plutarco III)

In the examples in (48) the sense of imprecision is much more transparent. Cierto is clearly
used now as an approximator that expands the pragmatic halo of the noun it modifies.
(48) (a) [...] me ha causado una cierta mezcla de cuita e de alegría.
‘It gave me a sort of a mixture of worry and happiness’
(1459, A. de Palencia, Tratado de la perfección del triunfo militar)
(b) [...] adornado de un cierto volver d’ojos muy airoso.
‘... blessed with something like a very graceful turning of eyes’
(1559, Montemayor, Los siete libros de Diana)
(c) Tiene un cierto no sé qué de briosa y cortesana.
Lit: ‘She has a kind of I don’t know what of elegant and courtly’
(1588-1595, Lope de Vega, Ursón y Valentín)
As might have been expected, this use of cierto was very common in texts written by the
chroniclers of the Indies, who were forced to describe new objects and situations, whose
denomination was consequently often accompanied by markers of approximation:
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(49) (a) Dio [...] una cierta sarna en las ovejas y en otros animales del campo, que mató
como pestilencia las más d’ellas en los llanos.
‘Sheeps and some other farm animals had a kind of mange that killed most of them
on the fields as if it were pestilence’
(1554, F. López de Gómara, La 1ª parte de la Historia Natural de las Indias)
(b) [...] comen pescado y una cierta fructa blanca que crease en la corteza de un árbol,
la cual fructa es semejante al culantro confitado, y llámase ambulon.
‘They eat fish and a kind of white fruit growing on the bark of a tree which is
similar to the candied coriander and is named ambulon’
(1535-1557, G. Fernández de Oviedo, Historia general y natural de las Indias)
Unlike determiner cierto, the evolution of the intensional adjective has not concluded in any
categorial change. However, a similar semantic displacement did take place in this case also
whereby an adjective that originally restricted the pragmatic halo of the noun it modified
ended up denoting a sense of looseness or approximation in the assignment of a denomination
to a given referent. Such a semantic displacement may have benefited from the previous
consolidation of imprecision as an added semantic property of the specific determiner cierto.
This idea is supported by the fact that the use of cierto as a merely intensional adjective of
imprecision is not extended until the XVIth century, a stage of the language in which the use
of cierto as an imprecise marker of specificity was already well established. Be it as it may, a
similar semantic change takes place in both cases which has been triggered by the “weakening
of the pragmatic value” of a particular item as a consequence of the association of its meaning
with the invited inference of imprecision.26
Summarizing so far, the history of cierto allows us to cast light on the present-day situation
in which a qualifying adjective meaning ‘true or indubitable’ exists side by side with both an
indefinite determiner that functions as an imprecise identifier and an intensional adjective,
that also works as an imprecise marker of approximation. The process whereby the qualifying
adjective is turned into an indefinite determiner or an intensional adjective has three main
landmarks:
(a) An extension in the uses of the qualifying adjective, which stopped being oriented
towards the noun´s meaning only, and was also predicated of the relation between the
noun´s intension and its referent. The outcome of this first step in the evolution of
Spanish cierto was the use of adjectival cierto as a prenominal predicate meaning
either ‘particular or specific’ (when oriented towards reference), or ‘real or exact’
(when oriented towards the relation between a denomination and its referent).
(b) A (radical) semantic change triggered by “invited pragmatic inferences” consisting of
the association of those former uses of adjectival cierto with the value of imprecision.
This value (which was first a pragmatic property, and then became a semantic feature)
could be oriented either towards the referent or towards the noun´s intension.
(c) A categorial change, i.e., a reanalysis of the reference-oriented use of adjectival cierto
that resulted in the recategorization of the prenominal predicate, which ended up being
an indefinite determiner.

26

This type of displacement in the meaning of a particular word that ends up as what might be called a
“radical” semantic change is not unknown in the history of Spanish. Other radical semantic changes turn
deontic auxiliaries or adverbs into epistemic ones (e.g., the case of auxiliary deber ‘must’ or the –mente
adverb seguramente ‘surely’), convert adjectives that modify facts into adjectives that modify hypothesis
(e.g., the adjective probable ‘probable’), and make generality expresions have an imprecise flavour (e.g.,
generalmente ‘generally’).
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5. Conclusion
In this paper it has been argued that determiner cierto and prenominal predicative cierto are
both markers of approximation in current Spanish sharing a semantic feature which is related
to the notion of looseness or imprecision. This meaning of non-precise approximation can be
either extensional or intensional: extensional (or referential) imprecision is a defining
property of determiner cierto, an item that heads specific nominals with a loosely identified
reference; intensional imprecision, on its part, derives from the effect prenominal predicative
cierto might have on the intension of the noun it modifies. Two different cases have been
distinguished as regards intensional cierto. In nominals including a sense of quantity within
the noun’s intension, cierto conveys a sense of imprecision of the quantity denoted by the
noun. In nominals with no quantitative meaning, cierto merely denotes imprecision in the
adscription of the noun it precedes to a particular descriptive class. The sentences in (50)
illustrate these three options:
(50) (a) Cierto estilo pictórico tiene muchos detractores.
[extensional imprecision]
‘A certain pictorial style has many critics’
(b) Tiene un cierto estilo al caminar.
[quantitative intensional imprecision]
‘She walks with a certain style’
(c) Su obra tiene un cierto estilo modernista.
[merely intensional imprecision]
‘Her works have a certain modernist style’
The evolution of Spanish cierto has also been throughly studied in this article, and we have
come to the conclusion that there are basically three steps in the process that converted the
qualifying adjective cierto into either an indefinite determiner or an intensional prenominal
predicate: (a) the acquisition of novel (intensional) meanings by the adjective, (b) a semantic
change by invited pragmatic inferences that turned a marker of precision into a marker of
imprecision, and (c) the recategorization of specific adjectival cierto as a determiner.
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Topics from Ibiza: Differential Object Marking and Clitic-Dislocation
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1. Introduction1
As is well known, Romance languages differ with respect to the grammatical properties of
direct objects. Spanish and Romanian use a preposition to introduce direct objects when the
noun phrase has certain properties roughly related to definiteness and animacy, hence the
contrasts in (1) and (2):
(1)

He
visto *(a) tu madre
have-1SG seen to your mother
‘I have seen your mother’

(2)

He
visto (*a) tu coche
have-1SG seen to your car
‘I saw your car’

(Spanish)

French and Italian, on the other hand, have no DOM, i.e. do not use any particular device to
mark animate/definite/specific objects, so in the neutral word order they are adjacent to the
verb, as in (3)-(4):
(3)

J’ai
vu (*a) ta
mère
I-have seen to your mother
‘I have seen your mother’

(French)

(4)

Ho
visto (*a) tua madre
have-1SG seen to your mother
‘I have seen your mother’

(Italian)

The use of a special marker for some direct objects in languages such as Spanish is referred to
in the literature as Differential Object Marking (hereinafter, DOM), following Bossong
(1991) and Aissen (2003). The functional motivation for DOM is to distinguish subject and
object. The more subject-like an object is, the greater the likelihood of its being overtly case
marked. Languages differ with respect to the parameters that govern the choice of a special
mark for certain objects. Definiteness and animacy have been pointed out as the relevant
distinctions to explain why the special mark (usually a preposition) appears, though the
identification of the exact conditions that govern its occurrence is still a much debated issue
(Comrie 1989, Brugè & Brugger 1996, Pensado 1985, Torrego 1999, von Heusinger & Kaiser
2003, Leonetti 2004).
Catalan is described as manifesting DOM in a very restricted way, with pronouns only, at
the upper end of the scale of definiteness. The aim of this paper is to present some data
showing that an independent parameter rooted in topicality is also active for most speakers of
1

I am very grateful to the audience of the 3rd NEREUS International Workshop (Alcalá de Henares, Madrid, 6-7
October 2006) for helpful discussion. I am also indebted to M. Leonetti, G. Rigau, and B. Vicente for detailed
comments and suggestions. The research has been partially supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education
through the grant HUM2006-06630 for the project “SPYCE: Semántica procedimental y contenido explícito”. I
keep the whole responsibility for the ideas I finally adopted.
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Catalan: a preposition can occur to introduce topical object participants as well. This is not an
unexpected result, since topicality is indeed one of the salient prototypical properties of
subjects, so topical objects should be suitable candidates for DOM as well. I will focus on
DOM in Clitic Dislocation and explore the intra-linguistic variation within the Catalan
domain. I will consider the differences among the Ibizan dialect (as a representative variant of
Balearic Catalan), standardised written Catalan, and spoken Central Catalan. I will show that
the marking of the object-related constituent is alive in all spoken varieties, although dialects
can vary with respect to the extension and the conditions governing the occurrence of the
preposition. The fact that DOM in Cl-D environments is not permitted by prescriptive
grammars is due to a misunderstanding of the properties of Cl-Dislocation and a mistaken
analysis of its linguistic features.
The analysis presented here can provide some further pieces of evidence for the idea that
topicality is relevant as a triggering factor for DOM to appear and extend (Laca 1987,
Leonetti 2004). Thus, when information packaging devices are taken into account, a different
picture of DOM in Catalan emerges.
2. DOM in Catalan
Modern Catalan patterns with French and Italian with respect to the absence of DOM:
(5)

He
vist (*a) ta
mare
have-1SG seen to your mother
‘I have seen your mother’

Prescriptive grammarians are very clear in this respect:
En català el complement directe de persona es construeix sense preposició; i ho dic així
per a evitar que l’anàlisi de les excepcions a la regla ens faci perdre de vista la mateixa
regla. (Badia 1994: 207)2
There are, actually, a few restricted contexts in which DOM is not only possible, but
compulsory. These are the following (Badia 1980, 1994; Moll 1952):
- When the object is a strong personal pronoun (regardless whether the pronoun is
doubled with a clitic or not):
(6)

Jo t’ajudo *(a) tu i
tu
m’ajudaràs
*(a) mi
I you-help to you and you me-help-FUT.1SG
to me
‘I’ll help you and you’ll help me’
- When the object pronoun appears in a reciprocal construction:

(7) Ens miràvem
l’un
*(a) l’altre
Us looked-1PL the-one to the-other
‘We looked at each other’

2

In Catalan the direct object referring to a person has no preposition, and I put it this way to
keep the analysis of some exceptions to the rule from blurring the rule itself. (Badia, 1994: 207)
[my translation, V E-V]
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Thus, DOM appears precisely when the differentiation is more needed, i.e. in the case of
personal pronouns. In fact, in modern Catalan the strong pronouns have only unmarked case
(=nominative), with the single exception of the first person singular, which is case-marked
(Nominative: jo; oblique: mi).3
In addition, the preposition introducing the direct object is not obligatory, but is
nevertheless accepted (and even largely preferred) in the following cases:
- When the object is a universal quantifier, such as tothom (‘everyone’) and tots (‘all’):
(8)

Hi
he
saludat (a) tothom
There have-1SG greeted to everyone
‘I greeted everyone’

(9)

Els
ha aprovat (a) tots
Them has passed to all
‘He passed all of them’
- When the object is the relative pronoun el qual (‘whom, which’); in this case, the
preposition merges with the pronoun: a el qual > al qual:

(10) Vaig
veure-hi el teu amic, { el/al} qual volien
presentar com a
Have-1SG see-there the your friend, who(m)
wanted-3PL present as
candidat
candidate
‘There I saw your friend, whom they wanted to present as a candidate’
Thus, the situation of DOM in Catalan seems clear: only some strong pronouns can carry the
special mark before the direct object.
The literature about DOM in other languages has suggested various scales to account for
the typological variation in the occurrence of DOM (Aissen 2003, von Heusinger & Kaiser
2003); those scales make it possible to account for inter- and intra-dialectal variation and to
predict further extensions of the phenomenon. According to Aissen (2003), Catalan is a
language sensitive to definiteness, along with Hebrew, Turkish and Japanese, among many
others. The scale is the following:
(11) Definiteness Scale
(Aissen 2003:437)
Personal pronoun > Proper name > Definite NP > Specific NP > Non-specific NP
Pronoun

P.Name

Def.NP

Indef.NP
+Spec
-Spec

Catalan
Pitjantjatjara
Hebrew
Turkish
Written Japanese

3

Interestingly, this exception does not affect Balearic Catalan, which has uninflected pronouns only: compare
(7) with Balearic (i):
(i) Io t’ajud
a tu i
tu m’ajudas
a io.
I you-help to you and you me-help-.2SG to I
‘I help you and you help me’
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Therefore, modern standardised Catalan represents an instance of a language in which DOM
manifests itself at an early stage: it occupies a position at the leftmost end of the hierarchy.
However, the distribution of DOM in Catalan is not, actually, as clear-cut as it might seem,
and some considerations are due here. To begin with, DOM is attested in ancient Catalan in a
wider number of contexts. According to Meier (1947; apud Sancho Cremades 1995), the
occurrence of the preposition with proper names, though not common, was not unusual in the
old language, from the Middle Ages to the 19th century (Moll 1952: 217; Sancho Cremades
1995:188-190). The following examples show unequivocal cases of prepositions appearing
before proper names:
(12) Faeren
rey a don Anrich
Made-3PL king to Sir Henry
‘They made Sir Henry King’
(13) Ja
tenia
a Jacob de Cleves a terra
per occiure’l
Already had-3SG to Jacob of Cleves to ground to kill-him
‘He already had JoC on the ground to kill him’
(14) Així
se
prove si
ames
a Jesuchrist
In-this-way it-is proved whether love-2SG to JesusChrist

(Jaume I)

(Curial)

(St Vincent Ferrer)

The same goes for 19th century writers, who could use the preposition to introduce human
definites, as can be gathered from Moll’s (1952:217) considerations:
Els escriptors de la Renaixença anteriors a la restauració gramatical depurada, eren poc
escrupulosos quant a la supressió de la preposició: Estimen a la mare (Verdaguer), No hi han
trobat al vicari (Vilanova) 4

Modern normative Catalan is the result of a standardisation process that took place at the turn
of the last century. Those rules include an insistent recommendation that the higher registers
should absolutely avoid the preposition with direct objects (Fabra 1918:112). Since then,
prescriptive grammars of Catalan have been very keen to warn speakers against the use of the
prepositional accusative, which is considered a reprehensible transfer from Spanish.
The diachronic data suggest, though, that there is no need to assume that any instance of
DOM in Catalan other than pronominal DOM should necessarily be a transfer from Spanish.
In fact, many other Romance dialects have developed various sorts of DOM in an

4

The writers of the Renaixença period [roughly, 19th century], prior to the polished grammatical restoration,
weren´t very scrupulous about the deletion of the preposition: Estimen a la mare [‘They love to the mother’]
(Verdaguer), No hi han trobat al vicari [‘They didn’t find to the vicar’] (Vilanova). [my translation, V E-V].
When using written texts as a source of data, however, one should bear in mind that some phonetic features
of Catalan can make things look more complicated. In most varieties, including the dialects of Central
Catalonia and the Balearic Islands, the sounds of unstressed a and unstressed e neutralise to the schwa sound
[ә], so when they are adjacent, they merge. Thus, the preposition a merges with the first vowel of the
masculine definite article el/els: a + el > al. As a result, when hearing the sequence [әl vicari] it is impossible
to know whether the speaker is saying el vicari (‘the vicar’) or al vicari (‘to the vicar’). Since the speakers of
Catalan have not been taught basic literacy in their own language until very recently, it is no surprise that a
number of old (or even modern) texts could render the object either way, without any significant implication
for the actual syntax with respect to the use of the preposition with the direct object. The only safe way to
know whether there is a preposition is to consider the expressions in which vowel merging does not take
place, as happens for instance in the feminine (Cf. Estimen a la mare, ‘They love to the mother’). To sum up,
a number of cases of prepositional accusative may well be instances of mistaken spelling, not real examples
of DOM; and vice versa, some examples of real DOM might have been hidden by the wrong spelling.
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independent way, such as most southern varieties of Italian, Sardinian, and the French of
Brussels.5
In addition, the fact that prescriptive grammars have emphasised in the past, and keep on
emphasising, the need to avoid a before the direct object seems to indicate that spoken
registers do in fact depart from the received standard. Badia (1994: 209) points out that
[...] les excepcions (obligades o tolerades) a la norma general («el CD de persona no duu
preposició») constitueixen un veritable cap de pont vers una extensió progressiva de la
preposició a casos en què la tradició i l’estructura la rebutgen.6

As a matter of fact, it would be no surprise to find this ‘bridgehead effect’, i.e., that other
prepositional accusatives appear following the definiteness scale, given the universal
functional pressure to extend DOM downwards: once an object is marked for a given position
of the scale, the absence of the marker on any lower position will tend to be interpreted as
indicating a subject. The more object-types are marked, the stronger the pressure to interpret
unmarked NPs as subjects (Zeevat & Jäger 2002). However, this prediction is not borne out.
In the neutral, unmarked, word order, both Balearic and Central Catalan stick with the
standard norm with respect to the prepositional accusative. There are no significant downward
extensions, neither in the high register nor in colloquial, spontaneous speech. There are,
nevertheless, other constructions in which prepositional accusatives do appear: they will be
presented in the next sections.
3. Clitic Dislocation
Word order in Catalan is a very complex issue. According to Vallduví (2002), there is a very
rigid (S)VOPP in unmarked sentences, together with a very rigid placement of the tonal peak,
which obligatory falls on the rightmost constituent. In this respect, Catalan is very different
from English or Spanish, and quite similar to Italian. In fact, any attempt to modify the
intonational contour gives rise to an ill-formed structure, as shown in the following examples:
(15) (a) Vaig
ficar els ganivets al
CALAIX
Have-1SG put the knives
to-the drawer
‘I put the knives in the drawer’
(b) *Vaig ficar els GANIVETS al calaix
(c) *Vaig FICAR els ganivets al calaix

(Vallduví 2002)

In addition, Catalan has a strong need to mark information structure, which favours the
existence of a wide number of alternative constructions. So when the speakers want to stress
“intermediate” constituents, they have to resort to different syntactic pattern, namely Clitic
Dislocation (hereinafter, Cl-D). Clitic Dislocation is a structure in which a constituent occurs
as a dislocated item, either at the leftmost periphery or at the rightmost end; it is co-referential
with a clitic in the core sentence (See Cinque 1983, Zubizarreta 1998, Villalba 2000, López
2003).
5

6

The extreme case of DOM in the area is represented by the language spoken in Valencia; in this variety,
DOM shows up with the same pattern of distribution that has in Spanish (Sancho Cremades 1995: 199) and is
most probably due to Spanish influence:
(i) No veig
{a Cast / als
xiquets} des
de fa
sis anys
Not see-1SG {to Cast / to_the children} from of it-makes six years
‘I haven´t seen Cast/the children for six years’
This case will not be considered here.
[…] the exceptions to the general rule (“personal direct objects are never introduced by a preposition”), both
those obligatory and those merely tolerated, are a real bridgehead towards a progressive extension of the
preposition for cases rejected by tradition and by structural reasons. [my translation, V E-V]
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When the dislocated constituent appears to the right, we have an instance of Right
Dislocation (Cl-RD), as in (16):
(16) Clitic Right-dislocation
(a) Els
vaig
ficar al

CALAIX,

els ganivets

Them have-1SG put to-the drawer, the knives
‘I put the knives in the drawer’
(b) Vaig
ficar hi
els GANIVETS, al
calaix
Have-1SG put
there the knives,
to-the drawer
‘I put the KNIVES in the drawer’
(c) Els
hi
vaig
FICAR, els ganivets, al
calaix
Them there have-1SG put,
the knives,
‘I PUT the knives in the drawer’

to-thedrawer

Thus, the main part of the sentence still has its final peak, whereas the non-rhematic material
is dislocated to a peripheral position, linked to the clitic in the core of the sentence. The
dislocated constituent is pronounced without any intonational peak, with the speaker’s lower
register (Prieto, 2002: 11.2.1.4). A comma is usually written to mark off the dislocated
constituent from the rest of the sentence, but this is merely a graphic convention and does not
necessarily indicate that there is any kind of pause.
The dislocated constituent can appear at the left as well, and then the construction is
labelled Clitic Left Dislocation (Cl-LD), as in (17):
(17) Clitic Left-dislocation
(a) Al
calaix, vaig

ficar hi

els

GANIVETS,

To-the drawer have-1SG put there the knives
‘As for the drawer, I put the KNIVES there’
(b) Els ganivets, els

vaig

ficar al

CALAIX

The knives, them have-1SG put to-the drawer
‘As for the knives, I put them in the DRAWER’
In this case, the dislocated constituent is pronounced with a rising intonation (Prieto, 2002:
11.2.1.4); again, no pause is necessary.
As the examples suggest, not only objects, but also locatives can be cl-dislocated. The
clitic is obligatory in both cases; otherwise, the sequence would be ungrammatical, as shown
in (18):
(18) (a) *(Els) vaig ficar al CALAIX, els ganivets (Cfr. 16a)
(b) Els ganivets, *(els) vaig ficar al CALAIX (Cfr. 17b)
This syntactic flexibility is thus a compensation for the tonal rigidity. Both Cl-LD and Cl-RD
are a means to treat the dislocated constituent as information given, thematic or defocalised.
However, there is a difference in interpretation between Cl-RD and Cl-LD: Cl-RD is the less
marked order and is merely a way for maintaining or reintroducing an already active topic.
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Cl-LD, on the other hand, is a more marked construction, and has a contrastive value: it
indicates the choice of an element from a contextually established set. (See Villalba 2000: ch.
2 & 3, Vallduví 2002: 4.5.3.2, and López 2003 for details).
Now the question arises as to what is the relationship between DOM and Cl-D: do cliticdislocated constituents have DOM? Given that pronominal DOM is present in all varieties in
the unmarked word order, the first prediction is that pronominal DOM would manifest in ClD structures as well. This prediction is, in fact, borne out, as shown in the following
examples, common to all varieties:
(19) (a) *(A) tu, no t’estima
To you not you-loves-3SG
‘S/he doesn’t love you’
(b) *(A) ell, no’l
conec
To him, not-him know-1SG
‘I don’t know him’
However, when considering other kinds of dislocated constituents (i.e., Proper names, definite
human NPs, definite non-human NPs, indefinite NPs), the written standard, Ibizan and spoken
Central Catalan all happen to exhibit significant differences. The written standard has exactly
the same distribution of DOM both for unmarked word order and for Cl-D structures, so the
dislocated constituent is never introduced by a preposition, with the only exception of
pronouns. This contrasts in a very remarkable way with other dialects, as will be shown in the
next section.
4. DOM and Cl-D in Ibizan
The dialects of the Balearic Islands (Ibiza, Majorca and Minorca) are among the most
differentiated variants within the Catalan domain. The population of the Islands (particularly,
the small ones) has been monolingual and mostly illiterate for centuries, with very limited
contacts with Spanish until the forties. The geographic isolation has both contributed to the
maintenance of very archaic features and favoured the growth of peculiar and innovative
solutions (Veny 2002).
The data I will present come from various sources. Some examples have been taken from
naturally occurring, spontaneous speech; others have been constructed by me as a native
speaker of Ibizan to illustrate different points. All the examples and their interpretations have
been checked with a representative sample of native speakers of Ibizan (14 individuals: 9
females and 5 males; range of age: 20 to 90 years; with different social backgrounds).
As mentioned before, in Ibizan prepositional objects are consistently rejected in unmarked
(S)VO order, and DOM is accepted only with strong pronouns, reciprocal constructions,
relative pronouns and universal quantifiers (Cf. the examples in (8)-(13) above). The situation
is quite different when Cl-D —a construction with some syntactic and morphological features
peculiar to Ibizan— is taken into account. Consider the contrast between (20), on the one
hand, and (21), on the other:
(20) No estima
{en Joan / na María}
Not loves-3SG {the John / the Mary}
‘S/he doesn’t love John/Mary’
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(21) (a) {An en Joan / A na Maria}, no
To the John / To the Mary,
not
‘John/Mary, s/he doesn’t love’
(b) No l’estima,
{an en Joan /
Not him/her-loves-3SG, to the John /
‘S/he doesn’t love John/Mary’

l’estima
him/her-loves-3SG
a na Maria}
to the Mary

(20) is a sentence with unmarked (S)VO order, and the direct objects en Joan / na Maria have
no preposition —en and na are not prepositions, but forms of the “personal article”7. The
examples in (21), on the other hand, are instances of Cl-LD and Cl-RD. The dislocated
constituents are introduced by the preposition a (‘to’) or its Balearic allomorphic variant an8.
Now, what is interesting about the contrasts between (20) and (21) is that in the very
same dialect and for the very same speaker, DOM is consistently absent in direct objects but
appears in dislocated object-related constituents. Prescriptive grammars usually include
examples like (21) as further instances of a non-acceptable use of the preposition with the
direct object, so the sentences in (21) and those that will follow in the next sections are
excluded from the normative language. What traditional grammarians have not taken into
account is that neutral SVO sentenced and sentences with Cl-D have different syntactic
structures. The dislocated constituent in (21) is a prepositional accusative and is referentially
linked to the direct object of the sentence; however, it is not the direct object of the sentence,
but an adjunct, a peripheral constituent; the real direct object is the clitic. Therefore, there is
no contradiction between the non-existence of DOM with direct objects and the appearance of
a special mark for dislocated constituents: there are two different structures that obey different
grammatical constraints. The ban against the occurrence of the preposition in these latter
cases seems to stem from a misunderstanding of the structure.
This strongly suggests that the conditions governing the occurrence of the preposition in
unmarked word order and in Cl-D constructions are independent of each other. Given that ClD is a construction that detaches the topic from the rest of the sentence, it has to be assumed
7

8

The “personal articles” en / na are a special kind of definite article used to introduce proper names. They are
widely used on the Balearic Islands, in a much more extensive way than in other varieties, in which both
forms, and especially the feminine form na, tend to be replaced by the regular article el/a. This does not
happen on the Islands, with a peculiar definite article es / sa ; es / ses (‘the’, sing.masc/fem; plu.masc/fem),
which developed from Latin IPSE. This is probably the easiest feature to notice from Balearic Catalan. Only
Sardinian and a recessive dialect in Ampurdà (north-eastern Catalonia) have a similar feature; the rest of the
Romance languages have a definite article that developed from ILLE.
The form an is used to avoid the merging of two adjacent, unstressed vowels (very much like the homograph
English indefinite article). Thus, the euphonic nasal sound appears only when the next segment is neither a
consonant nor a stressed vowel (cf. Badia 1980: 51); otherwise it does not occur:
(i) Dona-ho an es mestre
/ a sa mestra
Give-it to the teacher (masc.) / to the teacher (fem.)
Only place names are excluded from this rule:
(ii) Va
a(*n) Eivissa
Goes-3SG to
Ibiza
This allomorphic variation, peculiar to the dialects of the Islands, is one of the features that prescriptive
grammars have rejected in a more ardent way (Fabra 1918: 115).
Given that this is a non-standard variant, there is not a common way to spell the nasal infix. I have chosen
the proposal by Alcover (an es mestre), but there is also a French-like solution a-n-es mestre. Some
unacceptable spellings can also be found, such as an’es mestre, a’n es mestre.
The fact that the variant an is homophonous with the preposition en (‘in’) and with the personal article en —
all pronounced as [әn]— has favoured a number of other misspellings, such as en es mestre, and has spread
the idea that Balearic Catalan is characterised by a generalised confusion between the prepositions a and en;
but this confusion is at most a matter of spelling, not of grammar, as shown by the cases in which there is no
nasal infix
(iii) Vaig anar an es castell / *en es castell / a sa plaça
I_went
to the castle / *in the castle / to the market
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that the dislocated constituent is positive marked for the feature [±topic]. So, in order to
properly understand the distribution of the preposition a, a different parameter rooted in
topicality must come into play. Thus, what we have in (21) is a case of topic marking for
accusative, not a prepositional direct object.
The only exception among prescriptive grammarians is Moll (1975), from Balearic origin,
who offers the examples in (22) as instances in which the preposition should be accepted, thus
following the general use of Balearic Catalan:
(22) (a) No la cridis,
a la senyora
Not her call-2SG, to the lady
‘Don’t call the lady’
(b) Colliu-les, a les peres, que
ja
són
Pick-them, to the pears, that already are-3PL
‘Pick the pears, ‘cause they are ripe’

(Moll 1975: §239)
madures
ripe

Moll’s examples are interesting because they illustrate the distribution of the phenomenon in
Balearic Catalan: besides proper names, also definite NPs trigger DOM in topic positions,
both human, as in (22)a, and non-human, as in (22)b. Thus, definite human NPs, which do not
have any preposition in unmarked word order sentences, do exhibit DOM in Cl-D structures:
(23) (a) A ta
mare, la vaig
vore ahir
To your mother, her have-1SG see yesterday
(b) La vaig
vore ahir,
a ta
mare
Her have-1SG see yesterday, to your mother

(Cfr. Vaig vora (*a) ta mare)

The same goes for definite non-human NPs. Compare the examples in (16)-(17) with some of
their Ibizan renderings in (24):
(24) (a) Vaig
ficar (*an) es ganivets an es calaix
Have-1SG put
the knives
to the drawer
(b) An es ganivets, els vaig
ficar an es calaix
To the knives, them have-1SG put to the drawer
(c) Els
vaig
ficar an es calaix, an es ganivets
Them have-1SG put to the drawer, to the knives
Thus, topics are consistently marked for DOM, whereas rhematic objects are unmarked.
Modern descriptive grammarians also acknowledge the occurrence of the preposition with
dislocated constituents, both with animate and non-animate NPs. Rosselló —a linguist from
Balearic origin as well— gives the examples in (25). She refuses, however, to write the nonprescriptive preposition a / an and gives a phonetic transcription [ә]- [әn] instead:
(25) (a) Ja
ho sé,
[әn] això
Already it know-1SG, to
this
‘This I KNOW’
(b) No la tenc,
[әn] aquesta
Not her have-1SG, to
this-one
‘This one I haven’t got’
(c) Les he
trobades, [ә] ses faltes
Them have-1SG found-FEM, to the mistakes
‘The mistakes I have FOUND’

(Rosselló 2002: 13.4.1.3)
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As one should expect, multiple dislocated constituents are also allowed, as shown in the
following examples:
(26) (a) Ja
ho sabia,
jo,
Already it knew-1SG, I,
‘I already KNEW’
(b) Tu, an això, ho tens
You, to this, it have-2SG
‘Your chances are nil’

an això
to this
molt complicat
very complicated

In these cases, there are no grammatical restrictions with respect to the order of the topicalised
constituents:
(27) (a) Na Maria, an es meu cotxe, no l’ agafarà
mai
The Mary, to the my car, not it- take-FUT-2SG never
‘Mary will NEVER drive my car!’
(b) An es meu cotxe, na María, no l’agafarà
mai
To the my car, the Mary, not it- take-FUT-2SG never
The examples in (21)-(27) show a regular pattern in Balearic Catalan: definite dislocated
constituents are marked with the preposition, whether they are human or not.
Things are far more complex when indefinite NPs are considered with respect to DOM and
Cl-D. This is so both for general and specific reasons: the general reason is the usual
limitations on the appearance of indefinites topic positions; and the particular reason is the
disagreement among speakers about the occurrence of the preposition to introduce indefinites.
As for the general issue, it has usually been assumed that indefinites do not normally occur
in topic positions, so the prediction is that they will not appear in Cl-D constructions. It is true
that indefinites that introduce new referents without any kind of anchorage to previous
discourse sound strange as dislocated constituents:
(28) (a) He
vist (*a) un
Have-1SG seen to a/one
‘I saw a/one dog’
(b) L’he
vist, (??a) un
It- have-1SG seen, to a
(c) (??A) un ca, l’he
To a dog, it- have-1SG

ca
dog
ca
dog
vist9
seen

However, as shown by Villalba (2000: ch. 2 & 3) and Vallduví (2002: § 4.5.3.2), this does not
mean that any indefinite is systematically excluded. The examples in (29)-(30), from Vallduvì
(2002), illustrate the two ways in which an indefinite can get around this difficulty:

9

The descriptive content of the indefinite NP can be topicalised, but then a different structure would have to
be used instead, namely the partitive construction, with the clitic en and a dislocated constituent introduced
by the partitive preposition de:
(i) En
he
vist un, de ca
Of-it have-1SG seen one, of dog
(ii) De cans, en
he
vist un
Of dogs, of-it have-1SG seen one
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(29) (a) Un gelat,
me’l
prendria
amb molt de gust
An ice-cream, to-me-it would-take-1SG with much of pleasure
‘An ice-cream, I would have with great pleasure’
(b) Me’l
prendria
amb molt de gust,
un gelat
To-me-it would-take-1SG with much of pleasure, an ice-cream
(30) Vaig
Have-1SG
llodriguera
warren

caçar dos conills. Un conill el vaig
matar a prop de la
bag two rabbits. One rabbit it have-1SG kill
near
the
i
l’altre…
and the other…

The indefinite in (29) is an instance of an intensional indefinite: therefore, it does not
introduce a new referent, but merely provides some descriptive content, and so it can be
dislocated. The dislocation is possible as well with the indefinite in (30): although it does
introduce a new referent, this new referent is selected from a previously mentioned set. Thus,
non-referential indefinites and discourse-anchored indefinites do not introduce new referents
and can occur as dislocated constituents.
Furthermore, though it is true that indefinites introducing new referents are excluded from
dislocated constructions, the heavier (i.e. the more informative) the indefinite, the better as a
dislocated constituent, as shown by the following contrasts:
(31) (a) ??Un home, no el trobaràs
mai
A man, not him find-FUT-2SG never
‘A man, you will never find’
(b) Un home així,
no el trobaràs
mai
A man like-this, not him find-FUT-2SG never
(32) (a) ??Fixa’t: un home, l’han
tornat a agafar per violació
Look: a man, him-have-3PL come to catch for rape
‘Look: a man they caught him again for rape’
(b)
Fixa’t: un home que havia
estat tancat vuit voltes per violació,
Look: a man that had-3SG been jailed eight times for rape,
l’han
tornat a agafar per es mateix delicte
him- have-3PL come to catch for the same crime.
Therefore, there are some cases in which indefinites are accepted as topics. With the
conditions governing their occurrence in mind, one should ask whether the indefinites that can
appear as dislocated topics have DOM.
The speakers of Ibizan disagree about the occurrence of the preposition with dislocated
indefinites. Half of the informants consulted for this research tend to reject it, so they would
only accept the structures in (31)-(32); the other half are perfectly happy to accept and
produce examples such as (33)-(34):
(33) (a) A un gelat,
me’l
prendria
amb molt de gust
To an ice-cream, to-me-it would-take-1SG with much of pleasure
(b) Me’l
prendria
amb molt de gust,
a un gelat
To-me-it would-take-1SG with much of pleasure, to an ice-cream
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(34) Vaig
caçar dos conills. A un, el vaig
matar a prop de la llodriguera
Have-1SG bag two rabbits. To one, it have-1SG kill
near
the warren
i
a s’altre…
and to the other…
This disagreement probably suggests that indefinites represent the outer border for the
extension of DOM in Cl-D. In section 6.1, however, a different explanation for such
asymmetry will be put forward.
The picture of DOM in Ibizan is now complete and can be summarised as follows. For
non-topical, rhematic direct objects, DOM occurs with pronouns only, with no significant
extensions to other categories. In Cl-D constructions, on the other hand, DOM appears again,
which suggests that topicality is the relevant trigger for the occurrence of the preposition. In
these cases, DOM seems to be sensitive to definiteness, since for a relevant number of
speakers the prepositional marking is excluded with indefinites. This fact suggests that DOM
has not completed its downward extension to the whole scale.
The distribution of DOM in Ibizan and the constraints governing it can be represented as in
the following table:
(34) DOM in Ibizan:
Definiteness

Topicality

Pronouns

Proper Names

Def.NPs

Indef.NPs

-top
(SVO)
+top
(Cl-D)

This situation is in stark contrast with written standardised Catalan, in which the distribution
of DOM is the following
(35) DOM in written standard Catalan:
Definiteness

Topicality

Pronouns

Proper Names

Def.NPs

Indef.NPs

-top
(SVO)
+top
(Cl-D)

5. DOM and Cl-D in spoken Central Catalan
As shown in the previous section, Balearic and written standardised Catalan differ with
respect to the extension of DOM. Spoken Central Catalan —roughly corresponding to the
area from which the standardised language grew— exhibits a behaviour that is halfway
between the two. In fact, despite the prescriptivists’ warnings, the occurrence of the
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preposition is perfectly usual in the spoken variety in Cl-D constructions with proper names,
as in (36):
(36) A en Joan, no l’estima
To the John, not him-loves-3SG
‘John, s/he doesn’t love’
Thus, (36), from spoken Catalan, and (20), from Balearic Catalan, are similar with respect to
DOM, except for the fact that (36) does not display the epenthetic -n that would occur in the
Balearic area in that phonetic context.
In spoken Catalan DOM is also extending downwards to definite NPs with the feature
[+human]:
(37) (A) la teva tia, l’he
vista
només un cop
To the your aunt, her-have-1SG seen-FEM only one time
‘Your aunt, I have seen only once’
The above example is taken from López del Castillo (1999:47), which considers it in his
section on topicalisation, a syntactic operation that he links with oral, non-formal discourse;
no comments are made, however, about the relationship between the Cl-D construction and
the prepositional accusative. Further examples can be found in Solà (1994: ch. 9).
The preposition is totally excluded in this dialect with non-human entities. Thus, the only
accepted sequences are like those in (18)a and (19)b, but not those in (24), accepted in
Balearic Catalan only.
The spoken variety shows, thus, that DOM is extending downwards through the
definiteness scale on the side of topical objects. This confirms the intuition that topicality is a
relevant parameter as well. On the other hand, the fact that proper names and [+human]
definite NPs are accepted indicates that the animacy scale also plays a role, at least as a
transitional category, in the sense of von Heusinger & Kaiser (2003). The three relevant
parameters thus interact in a complex, nested hierarchy:
(38) DOM in spoken standard Catalan

Topicality

Pronouns

Definiteness
Proper Names
Def.NPs
Animacy
[+hum] [-hum]

Indef.NPs

-top
(SVO)
+top
(Cl-D)

6. Further discussion
In the previous sections, an analysis has been presented of the distribution of DOM in some
varieties of Catalan. There is a number of related issues that I can’t deal with in any detail
here, but which, nevertheless, seem worth mentioning to obtain a clearer picture of the
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phenomenon. These are the cases in which the preposition seems to be optional, on the one
hand, and those in which seems to be redundant, on the other.
6.1 Optionality of DOM
The occurrence of the preposition with Cl-dislocated constituents seems to be optional for
Ibizan in certain cases. In fact, some of the above examples could have appeared without the
preposition as well. Consider the sentences in (39):
(39) (a) (An) en Joan, no el coneix
To the John, not him knows-3SG
‘John, s/he doesn’t know’
(b) (A) sa seua neboda, l’han
fet consellera
To the his/her niece, her-have-3PL made minister
‘His/her niece, they appointed minister’
(c) (A) ses claus, no sé
on
else vaig
posar
To the key, not know-1SG where them have-1SG put
The keys, I don’t know where I put them
(d) (An) això, no m’ho esperava
To this, not me-it expected-1SG
‘This I wouldn’t have expected’
Interestingly, optionality of DOM involves Cl-Left Dislocation only: the preposition is always
required in Cl-Right Dislocation. The examples without the preposition would be
ungrammatical in Ibizan:
(40) (a) No el coneix,
*(an) en Joan
Not him knows-3SG, to the John
‘John, s/he doesn’t know’
(b) L’han
fet consellera, *(a) sa seua neboda
Her-have-3PL made minister,
to the his/her niece
‘His/her niece, they appointed minister’
(c) No sé
on
else vaig
posar, *(a) ses claus
Not know-1SG where them have-1SG put,
to the keys
‘The keys, I don’t know where I put them’
(d) No m’ho esperava,
*(an) això
Not me-it expected-1SG, to this
‘This I wouldn’t have expected’
In this situation, the question that must be asked is what it means for the preposition to be
optional: is it just a stylistic matter, or rather, is there a grammatical motivation? The data
seem to point at the latter. The speakers consulted report a very strong contrast between (41)a
and b:
(41) (a) Sa roba, ja
l’he
estés(a)
The cloth, already it-have-1SG hung(FEM)
‘I hung out the washing
(b) A sa roba, ja
l’he
estés(a)
To the cloth, already it-have-1SG hung(FEM)
‘As for the washing, I already hung it out’
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CL-LD has been characterised as having a contrastive value, that is, as indicating a choice of
an element from a contextually established set (Villalba 2000; Valduví 2002; López 2003).
Now, curiously enough, the choice interpretation is available for (41)b —the example with
the preposition—, but not for (41)a. In fact, each of these sentences is felicitous in a different
contextual environment. So, for example, if someone has been asked to both hang out the
washing and do the dishes, and s/he has completed the hanging out only, then s/he could only
use (41)b, since there is a contextually established set (clothes/hanging out, dishes/washing
up) from which only an option is chosen. Thus, (41)b could be continued as in (42):
(43) …, però an es plats no els he
rentat
encara
…, but to the dishes, not them have-1SG washed up yet
‘… but the dishes I haven’t washed up yet’
Therefore, when the contrastive interpretation is required, the preposition should appear;
otherwise, the sentence would seem unnatural. In contrast, if there is no choice involved, then
the sentence without the preposition is accepted. (41)a can be used as a discourse-initial, outof-the-blue utterance. An extreme situation would be one in which someone has been asked to
hang out the washing and do the ironing: if s/he has not done the ironing yet, then (41)a
would be a perfect contribution, since there is no contrast between two topical object, but
between two predicates.
This suggests that two different constructions are involved here: the one with the
preposition is a case of real Cl-LD, and is subject to the same syntactic condition that governs
Cl-RD, namely the obligatory use of some form of case-marking for the dislocated
constituent. The dislocated constituent is interpreted as chosen from a contextually defined
set. The example without the preposition, on the contrary, seems to be an instance of Hanging
Topic construction (See among others, Cinque 1983 for an overview of the differences
between Hanging Topic and Cl-LD, and Villalba 2000: ch 2 for Catalan). This is a structure in
which the topic occurs as a dislocated constituent on the left, with a resumptive element (a
clitic, but also a strong pronoun or an epithet) in the core of the sentence, without any overt
case-marking. Thus, the case features of the dislocated constituent and the clitic do not match:
(43) Es teu germài, en canvi, a elli sí que li
agradava
The your brotheri, instead, to himi yes that to-himi pleased-1SG
‘Your brother, instead, he did LIKE it’
The hanging topic construction is used to shift attention to a new topic. This would, then,
explain why the contrastive reading does not arise in (41)a.
If this analysis is on the right track, the optionality of DOM in Ibizan becomes only
apparent in Cl-LD. The non-marked noun phrases represent instances of a different
construction.
This can also explain some of the contrasts in the acceptability of DOM with indefinites.
When tested without any specific context, speakers usually prefer the indefinite without the
preposition; however, when presented with a context that introduces a choice among
alternatives, they immediately tend to use the prepositional topic. Thus, in the ice-cream
examples, when asked to choose between coffee and ice-cream, they naturally produce
examples such as (44):
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(44) A un cafè no, però a un geladet
sí que me’l
prendria,
ara,
To a coffee not, but an ice-cream, yes that to-me-it would-have-1SG now
amb molt de gust
with much of pleasure
‘Not a coffee, but an ice-cream I’d love to have’
This shows again that when contrastivity is involved, the preposition is preferred in all cases.
Interestingly, the same analysis can be extended to the related partitive constructions. It has
been assumed in the literature that the partitive preposition is optional for dislocated
constituents in Balearic Catalan: again, this optionality apparently affects the Cl-LD only.
Compare the following examples:
(45) (a) (De) fruita, n’hi
ha molta, enguany
Of fruit, of-it-there has many, this-year
‘This year, there is a LOT of fruit’
(b) (De) cans, n’he
vist només un
Of dogs, of-them-have-1SG seen only one
‘I saw only ONE dog’
(46) (a) N’hi
ha molta, enguany, *(de) fruita
Of-it-there has many, this-year, of fruit
‘This year, there is a LOT of fruit’
(b) N’he
vist només un, *(de) ca
Of-them-have-1SG seen only one, of dog
‘I saw only ONE dog’
It seems plausible to assume, then, that when the preposition appears, the construction is a
kind of Cl-LD; when it is absent, we have a Hanging Topic instead. If so, one would expect
that only Cl-LD partitives could have a contrastive interpretation. This prediction is in fact
borne out:
(47) De pomes, n’hi
ha hagut moltes; de peres, en canvi, poques
Of apples, of-them-there has had
many; of pears, in change, few
‘Apples, there have been many; pears, on the other hand, only a few’
When a new topic is introduced, the NP without preposition is clearly preferred, without any
contrastive interpretation:
(48) Vent, no en fa
massa, avui
Wind, not of-it makes-3SG much, today
‘It isn’t very windy today’
(49) Cabres salvatges, n’hi
ha, encara?
Goats wild,
of-them-there has, still?
‘Are there still any wild goats?’
As a matter of fact, as discourse-initial utterances, the sentences with the preposition would
sound very strange.
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6.2. DOM and the preposition “ane”
Prescriptive grammars also mention a third allomorphic variant of the preposition a, ane
[әnә], which they also reject. Thus, the example in (50)a is excluded from the written
standard, where only the sentence in (50)b is admitted:
(50) (a) Ane qui ho enviarem?
To who it send-FUT-1PL?
‘Whom will we send it to?’
(b) A qui ho enviaren?

(Fabra, 1918: 112)

As in other previous cases, this rejection merely reflects a poor understanding of the linguistic
data: no analysis was made on the motivations for this new variant. A more careful
examination will show that there is a reason, and that this reason can have some bearing on
DOM.
Consider the following examples —provisionally, I will give a phonetic transcription [әnә]
of the preposition:
(51) (a) [әnә] que et
refereixes?
To what you refer-2SG?
‘What are you referring to?
(b) No m’ho ha dit, [әnә] jo
Not to-me-it has said, to I
‘To me, s/he didn’t say it’

(some Majorcan speakers)

Notice, first, that both in (50)a and (51) the preposition is used with a dative complement. In
(51)a the verb referirse (‘to refer’) needs a prepositional complement. In (51)b the dislocated
constituent is linked to the indirect object and therefore it needs to be case-marked —
remember that Balearic Catalan does not inflect strong personal pronouns, so the preposition
is obligatory. The preposition is thus required in any case, so it is not the appearance of the
preposition itself that is rejected by prescriptivists, but its morphological realisation. The
standardised form would be the one in (52), always with the preposition:
(52) (a) A que et refereixes?
To what you refer-2SG?
‘What are you referring to?
(b) No m’ho ha dit, a mi
Not to-me-it has said, to me
‘To me, s/he didn’t say it’
Notice, furthermore, that the [әnә] form occurs with pronouns only, namely with interrogative
and personal strong pronouns; actually, it is excluded with any other category.
(53) *No li
ha dit, [әnә] en Joan
Not to-him has said, to
the John
‘To John, s/he didn’t say it’
This suggests that its occurrence has some strong relation with the need to case-mark
pronouns —interestingly, the first motivation for DOM.
If the variant [әnә] is the standard form to case-mark some pronouns in certain varieties,
one should expect that it would also occur with direct objects, as further instances of DOM.
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This prediction is again borne out for strong pronouns, so for the Majorcan speakers for
whom (51)b is possible, (54) is possible as well:
(54) Ell sempre m’ha
estimat molt, [әnә] jo
He always to-me-has loved much, to I
‘He has always loved me very much’
As for accusative interrogatives, the prediction is that they will not bear any preposition, since
they do not appear in Cl-D constructions:
(55) (a) Qui has
vist?
Who have-2SG seen?
‘Who did you see?’
(b) Què has
vist?
What have-2SG seen?
‘What did you see?’

(all dialects)

However, with [+human] accusative interrogatives, the occurrence of [әnә] is possible as well
in Balearic Catalan, as in (56):
(56) [әnә] qui has
vist?
To who have-2SG seen?
‘Whom did you see?’
Notice that (56) is not a Cl-D structure. Nevertheless, the occurrence of the preposition
triggers a contrastive-topic interpretation, as in Cl-LD. Thus, (55)a is a genuine question,
whereas (57) is a sort of clarification question, in which it has to be presupposed that a choice
set is active. An adequate context would be the one illustrated in (57):
(57) Però tu, [әnә] qui has
vist (an en Joan o a na Maria)?
But you, to who have-2SG seen to the John or to the Mary?
‘But, finally, whom did you see, (John or Mary)?’
If all these considerations are put together, a motivated explanation comes to mind. My
proposal is that the form [әnә] is the result of double-marking for pronouns. First, the
preposition a is used to case-mark the pronoun, yielding forms such as a qui (‘to whom’), a
que (‘to what’), a jo (‘to me’). Next, those expressions were reanalysed as a single word, and
the feeling that the first segment was actually a case-marking preposition was lost. This can
be favoured for the strong tendency of many dialects to use an epenthetic schwa sound [ә] in
initial positions for emphasis. Then, given the absolute need for pronouns to be case-marked,
the speakers felt that the preposition was missing, and then it was added again. This time, the
phonological environment was different because the new word aqui started with a vowel, so
the an variant had to be chosen:
(58) a qui > aqui > an aqui
The forms with the [әnә] preposition are thus cases of double-DOM for some pronouns. The
written form ane is thus merely an awkward spelling that conceals the internal structure of the
expression.
The interesting thing is that this is not an isolated case. Bossong (1991) found a similar
process in the Raetho-Romanic dialect of Valle Engadina (Canton Ticino, Southern
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Switzerland). There, the first person pronoun me merged with the preposition a, yielding ame.
This new form was reanalysed as non-case-marked, and received the preposition again,
sometimes with an anti-hiatic consonant d in between:
(59) a me > ame > a(d)ame
Therefore, the need to case-mark pronouns can be identified as the driving force behind
these unusual forms. This further supports the motivation for DOM as a means to distinguish
subjects and objects when it is more necessary.
7. Conclusions
The data presented in the previous sections has shown that Catalan exhibits DOM in a wider
distribution than is currently assumed in the literature. All varieties of Catalan show the same
distribution of the preposition a with rhematic objects: it appears with pronouns only, i.e.,
with the category that has more features in common with subjects.
(60) DOM in Catalan dialects: Rhematic Objects
RHEMATIC OBJECTS
Pronouns

Proper Names

Def NPs
[+hum]
[-hum]

Indef NPs

Written Catalan
Spoken Centr.Cat
Spoken Balearic
As for thematic objects, they share an important feature with typical subjects, namely
topicality, and therefore they are suitable candidates for DOM to appear. In fact, despite the
attempts of prescriptive grammars to condemn it, the preposition a is present in most spoken
varieties in Cl-D constructions, both in Left- and Right-(Dislocation). For spoken Central
Catalan, the marking is necessary when topical objects share other properties with subjects,
such as definiteness and animacy. The extension of DOM is almost complete in Balearic
Catalan, with all definite topical objects marked. This suggests that for Catalan topicality is an
independent parameter of its own. The differences among dialects concern the degree of
extension of the phenomenon, not the phenomenon itself, as shown in the following table:
(61) DOM in Catalan dialects: Topical Objects
TOPICAL OBJECTS (IN CL-D)
Pronouns

Proper Names

Def NPs
[+hum]
[-hum]

Indef NPs

Written Catalan
Spoken Centr. Cat
Spoken Balearic
The picture emerging from the previous considerations is not uncommon in the area of
Romance languages. The idea that topics are the root of DOM can be found in the proposals
by Rohlfs (1971), Pensado (1985) and Laca (1987) for the prepositional accusative. The
marking of topical definites is, in fact, what one founds in medieval Spanish, as the following
examples show (from Laca 2006):
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(62) (a) Escarniremos
las fijas
del
Campeador
Ridicule-FUT-1PL the daughters of-the Campeador
(b) A las sus fijas
en braço las prendia
To the his daughters in arm them took-3SG
‘His daughters he carried in his arms’

(Cid 2251)
(Cid 275)

A similar situation obtains in Sardinian, a language with DOM, in which the preposition can
be omitted with rhematic objects, but never with topical, Cl-dislocated constituents. Compare
the following examples from Jones (1995:44):
(63) (a) Appo
invitadu (a) su preideru a su matrimoniu
Have-1SG invited to the priest
to the marriage
‘I invited the priest to the marriage’
(b) *(A) su preideru, invitadu l’as
a su matrimoniu?
To the priest,
invited him-have-2SG to the marriage?
(‘As for) the priest, did you invite him to the marriage?’
Even in Italian, a language without DOM, the preposition can occur with some dislocated
constituents. According to Cardinaletti (2002:33), in colloquial Central and Southern Italian a
right-dislocated [+human] accusative can be preceded by the Case-marking preposition a;
without the clitic, the sequence would be totally ungrammatical, as in the following example:
(64) *(L’) abbiamo invitato noi, a Gianni
Him-have-1PL invited we, to John
‘WE invited John’
Thus, in colloquial Italian the correlation between the clitic and the possibility to have the
dislocated item marked with the preposition obtains again.
Balearic Catalan has gone a step further and has generalised DOM to all topical dislocated
objects. The data and the analysis presented here offer, thus, new evidence for the idea that
topicality can be a relevant factor in the emergence and the development of DOM. The fact
that none of the varieties of Catalan marks rhematic objects makes clear that it is indeed
topicality that triggers DOM;
Several questions are still to be answered. Most of them regard diachronic issues. Is the
situation of modern Balearic Catalan an archaic feature, i.e., the preservation of the 13th
century system, or rather an independent evolution? The fact that the three Islands share the
same distribution suggests that topic marking was present in the language they received after
the Reconquest, though the extension to inanimate NPs could perfectly be a further extension.
To answer this question it would be crucial to have some data about previous stages, but
unfortunately those are lost forever, since they cannot be found in written texts. As for the
general issue of the relationship among topicality, definiteness and animacy, the data
presented her show that this is indeed a very complex issue, which deserves further attention.
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1. Introduction*
The goal of this paper is to offer a semantic analysis of the Spanish and Catalan examples in
(1), which contain bare singular nominals (henceforth, BSNs) in object position of a specific
set of verbs.
(1)

SPANISH / CATALAN
(a) Busco
piso. / Busco
pis.
look-1SG flat
look-1SG flat
‘I’m looking for a flat.’
(b) Necesito canguro. / Necessito cangur.
need-1SG baby-sitter need-1SG baby-sitter
‘I need a baby-sitter.’
(c) Lleva sombrero. / Porta barret.
wears hat
wears hat
‘(S)he wears a hat.’
(d) Tiene apartamento. / Té
apartament.
has
apartment
wears hat
‘(S)he has an apartment.’
(e) Esta tarde
hay
reunión. / Aquesta tarda
hi
ha reunió.
this afternoon there-has meeting this
afternoon there has meeting
‘There is a meeting this afternoon.’

Given the standard assumptions made in the linguistic literature on the syntax-semantics
mapping of nominal expressions in natural languages (cf. Carlson 1977; Longobardi 1994,
2001; Chierchia 1998), an adequate analysis of the data in (1) raises at least the following
three questions, which we will address in this paper. First, what is the interpretation of the
class of predicates that allow BSNs as objects? Second, what is the interpretation of the BSNs
occurring in (1) and how do they combine with the verb? Third, why and under what
conditions are BS nominals also allowed in existential sentences (as exemplified in (1e)),
which differ from the rest of the examples in (1) in being ostensibly monoargumental.
In order to deal with these questions we are going to explore three different hypotheses.
H1. What the sentences in (1) all have in common is that they contain a ‘characterizingHAVE’ predicate, a VP that denotes a potentially characterizing property of the
entity in subject position.

*

This text corresponds to talks presented at the III Nereus Internacional Workshop. Definiteness, specificity
and animacy in Ibero-Romance languages (Alcalá de Henares, October 2006), and the Fourth Workshop on
Cognitive Science and Language (Barcelona, November 2006). We would like to thank the organizers of
these workshops for allowing us to present our ideas there. The first author acknowledges financial support
from the Spanish Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia (grants HUM2006-13295-C02-01), and the Generalitat
de Catalunya - DGR (grant 2005SGR-00753); the second, support from the Generalitat de Catalunya
(Distinció de la Generalitat per a la Promoció de la Recerca Universitària).
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H2. The postverbal nominal serves as a predicate modifier (cf. Dayal 2003, DobrovieSorin et al. 2006), and denotes a property.
H3. This analysis can be extended to existential-haber/haver with BSNs (see (1e)). The
oblique clitic y/hi will serve to anchor the characterizing property situationally.
With regard to Hypothesis 1 it will be shown that our analysis of BSNs in Romance differs
from Dayal’s (2003) analysis of BSNs in Hindi, in the sense that Romance BSNs occur in
VPs that do not necessarily denote institutionalized activities. In making crucial use of the
notion of ‘characterizing property’, it also differs from Borthen’s (2003) description of the
HAVE-relations that license BSNs in Norwegian. Finally, it subsumes notions such as
inalienable possession (cf. Baron et al. 2001) and moreover makes clear connections between
the notion of characterizing property and otherwise inexplicable syntactic restrictions on
BSNs.
Hypothesis 2 focuses on the type of compositional operation needed in order to account for
the linguistic meaning of those VPs that contain BSNs in Romance. Rather than Semantic
Incorporation (Van Geenhoven 1996), Unification (Farkas & deSwart 2003) or Restrict
(Chung & Ladusaw 2004), we suggest a variation on Selective Binding (Pustejovsky 1995) as
a more precise implementation of Dayal’s (2003) and Dobrovie-Sorin et al.’s (2006)
proposals.
The relevance of Hypothesis 3 is that it provides a natural explanation for the possibility of
BSNs in certain types of Spanish and Catalan existential sentences, a possibility which, as
will become clear below, would otherwise be completely unexpected.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is devoted to a description of the relevant
data that allow BSNs in the Romance languages we have studied; Section 3 focuses on the
type of predicate involved; Section 4 deals with the semantic rules of compositional semantics
being required in order to license an interpretation to BSNs in object position; and, finally,
Section 5 extends this semantic analysis to existential-HAVE sentences.
2. Description of the data
First, notice that, although it is unexpected given Chierchia’s (1998) Nominal Mapping
Parameter, BSNs can occur in object position of non-idiomatic expressions (as already
illustrated in (1)). According to this parameter, determinerless nominals in Spanish and
Catalan, as in other Romance languages, are [-arg, +pred]; that is, BSNs in Romance
languages are expected to behave as predicates, not as arguments, and are expected to denote
a property rather than an individual. As a result, they should not be allowed in argument
position unless a Determiner category is projected.
Second, observe that BSNs are semantically distinct from singular indefinites (see (2b))
and bare plurals (henceforth, BPs; see (2c)).
(2)

CATALAN
(a) Busco
pis. = (1a)
look-1SG flat
‘I’m looking for a flat.’
(b) Busco
un pis.
look-1SG a flat
‘I’m looking for a flat.’
(c) Busco
pisos.
look-1SG flats
‘I’m looking for flats.’
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Two different tests show that BSNs are semantically more similar to BPs than they are to
indefinite singular with a determiner. On the one hand, the data in (3) show the various scope
effects of these three classes of nominal expressions under the scope of operators such as
negation: whereas (3a) and (3b) only allow a narrow interpretation with regard to the negative
operator (cf. Carlson 1977), (3b) is ambiguous between a narrow (i.e. I’m not looking for any
flat) and a wide scope reading (i.e. there is a flat I’m not looking for).
(3)

CATALAN
(a) No busco
pis.
not look-1SG flat
‘I’m not looking for a flat.’
(b) No busco
un pis.
not look-1SG a flat
‘I’m not looking for a flat.’
(c) No busco
pisos.
not look-1SG flats
‘I’m not looking for some flats.’

On the other, the data in (4) illustrate a difference regarding the telic/atelic distinction. BSNs
and BPs show an atelicity effect (see (4a) and (4c)), whereas examples with a singular
indefinite allow both a telic en-modifier and an atelic durant-one.
(4)

CATALAN
(a) Ha buscat pis #en un matí
/ durant un matí.
has looked flat in one morning / during a morning
‘(S)he has looked for a flat for a morning.’
(b) Ha buscat un pis en un matí
/ durant un matí.
has looked a flat in one morning / during a morning
‘(S)he has looked for a flat for one morning (and by the end of the morning (s)he
found one). / for one morning (and she has possibly not found one).’
(c) Ha buscat pisos #en dos mesos / durant dos mesos.
has looked flats in two months / during two months
‘(S)he has looked for flats for two months.’

However, in other ways BSNs behave similarly to remnant bare singulars (usually found in
polarity contexts; cf. Déprez 2000, Espinal 2000), but differently from n-words, other number
phrases, and BPs, thus suggesting that they constitute a special type of indefinite expression.
This is shown by the examples in (5), which illustrate that the Spanish BSN secretaria
‘secretary’ can alternate, like the remnant nominal gran cosa ‘big thing’, with another BSN
such as agenda ‘agenda’, but not with a cardinal quantifier expression (cf. Espinal &
Dobrovie-Sorin 2006:341).
(5)

SPANISH
(a) No necesito secretaria. {Necesito agenda. / #Necesito dos.}
not need
secretary. Need
agenda. / Need
two.
‘I don’t need a secretary. I need an agenda.’
(b) No necesito gran cosa. { Necesito agenda. / #Necesito dos.}
not need
big thing. Need
agenda. / Need
two.
‘I don’t need much. I need an agenda.’
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In contrast, both the Spanish indefinite expression una secretaria ‘a secretary’ and the BP
secretarias ‘secretaries’ can alternate in a discourse context with an n-word and with a
cardinal quantifier, but not with a BS, as illustrated in (6).
(6) SPANISH
(a) No necesito una secretaria. { No necesito a nadie. / Necesito dos. /
not need
a secretary. Not need
to nobody. / Need two./
#Necesito agenda.}
Need agenda
‘I don’t need a secretary. I don’t need anybody. /I need two. /I need an agenda.’
(b) No necesito secretarias. { No necesito a nadie. / Necesito una secretaria./
not need
secretaries. Not need
to nobody. / Need
one secretary.
#Necesito agenda.
Need agenda.
‘I don’t need a secretary. I don’t need anybody. /I need one secretary. /I need an
agenda.’
These facts suggest that BSNs lack any kind of number feature to contrast, while the other
types of indefinites do have such features, whether manifest in a determiner or in plural
marking (see Dobrovie-Sorin et al. 2006 for additional arguments concerning number in BPs
vs. BSNs).
An additional property that characterizes BSNs, and in which they contrast with both
singular indefinites and BPs, is that they license only type-anaphora and not token anaphora
(cf. Borthen 2003). Assuming that partitive clitics are type-anaphoric expressions and
accusative clitics are token anaphors, what the Catalan data in (7) illustrate is the fact that
BSNs do not allow anaphoric relationships to token individuals, whereas singular indefinites
do.1
(7)

CATALAN
(a) Sempre porta barret. { En
porta hivern i
estiu. /
always wears hat.
It-PART wears winter and summer.
#El
porta hivern i
estiu.}
It-ACC wears winter and summer
‘(S)he always wears a hat. (S)he wears one in winter and summer./(S)he wears it
in winter and summer.’
(b) Sempre porta un barret. { #En
porta hivern i
estiu. /
always wears a hat.
It-PART wears winter and summer.
El
porta hivern i estiu.}
It-ACC wears winter and summer
‘(S)he always wears a hat. (S)he wears one in winter and in summer. / (S)he wears
it in winter and summer.’

With regard to this test, bare plurals, under a default interpretation, are also involved in typeanaphoric relationships, as shown in (8a). However, under appropriate contextual settings
they can be antecedents to token anaphors, as illustrated in (8b).

1

We would like to thank T. Cabré, J. Mateu, and I. Vallès for their judgements on the data in (7) and (8).
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(a) Sempre porta barrets. {En
porta hivern i
estiu. /
always wears hats.
Them-PART wears winter and summer.
#Els
porta hivern i
estiu.}
Them-ACC wears winter and summer
‘(S)he always wears hats. (S)he wears some of them in winter and summer./(S)he
wears them in winter and summer.’
(b) Sempre porta barrets. {Els
compra a El Corte Inglés.}
always wears hats.
Them-ACC buys
at El Corte Inglés
‘(S)he always wears hats. (S)he buys them at El Corte Inglés.’

A third relevant property of BSNs is that the class of predicates that license them does not
correspond to the class of predicates that denote institutionalized activities, which are those
encyclopaedically associated with canonical objects or probable themes (Dayal 2003, 2006).
Thus, in spite of the fact that in particular contexts ‘to read books’ and ‘to sell newspapers’
might be said to denote institutionalized activities, (9a) and (10a) are ungrammatical in
Romance but not in Hindi, because in this language BSNs are number neutral from a
morphosyntactic perspective.
(9)

SPANISH
(a) *Juan leía libro.
Juan read book
(b) Juan leía libros.
‘Juan read books.’

(10) (a) *María vende diario.
Maria sells newspaper
(b) María vende diarios.
‘Maria sells newspapers.’
In contrast to these examples, Spanish and Catalan BSNs are licensed with tener / tenir ‘have’
only if, in accordance with specific contextual information, the VP could plausibly denote an
essential possession of the entity in subject position.2
(11) CATALAN
(a) #En Joan té joguina.
DET Joan has toy
(b) En Joan té pis / parella.
DET Joan has flat / partner
‘Joan has a flat / a partner.’
(12) (a) #L’ ordinador té virus.
The computer has virus
(b) Aquest ordinador porta windows XP / té pantalla d’ alta resolució.
This
computer has Windows XP / has screen of high resolution
‘This computer runs Windows XP / has a high resolution screen.’
With regard to the class of predicates that license BSs, it should be noticed that they can occur
in the complement position of Catalan intensional verbs such as necessitar ‘need’ or buscar
2

The # symbol is intended to mark this dependence on context, since on particular occasions the VPs in (11a)
and (12a) can be said to denote essential properties of the subject. We thank V. Escandell for this
observation.
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‘look for’, but this is possible only when the noun describes something that plausibly would
be had by the subject on a permanent basis. This is illustrated in (13) and (14). The examples
in (13b) and (14b) show that singular indefinites are not subject to this same restriction.
(13) CATALAN
(a) Necessites secretària / ??beguda.
Need
secretary / drink
‘You need a secretary / a drink.’
(b) Necessites una secretària / una beguda.
‘You need a secretary / a drink.’
(14) (a) Busco pis / ??clau.
look for flat / key
‘I’m looking for a flat / a key.’
(b) Busco un pis / una clau.
‘I’m looking for a flat / a key.’
Given the above data we should expect that BSNs are licensed productively with a small set
of verbs that entail a possessive or locative relation, subject to the condition that the relation
be potentially characteristic of the individual to which it is applied. This is exactly what we
have observed in both Catalan and Spanish.
(15) CATALAN
(a) En Joan porta motxilla.
DET Joan carries backpack
‘Joan carries a backpack.’
(b) S’ ha posat faldilla.
REFL has worn skirt
‘She wears a skirt.’
(16) SPANISH
(a) Usa bastón.
uses stick
‘(S)he walks with a stick.’
(b) Quien quiera vender piso...
who want sell
flat
‘Those who want to sell a flat…’
An additional semantic property that characterizes the compositional meaning of the V + N
combination is that BSNs license only an individual level reading. This is made evident by the
strong preference for a stage-level, accidental possession reading when a determiner and a
boundary-denoting modifier are present (Bleam 2006, Gutiérrez-Rexach 2006, Leonetti
2006).
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(17) CATALAN
(a) En Joan ha portat motxilla tot
el dia / *a les tres.
DET Joan has carried backpack whole the day / at 3 o’clock
‘Joan has carried a backpack the whole day.’
(b) En Joan ha portat la motxilla tot
el dia / a les tres.
DET Joan has carried the backpack whole the day / at 3 o’clock
‘Joan has carried the backpack the whole day.’
It is also the case that a locative expression is usually licensed only when the postverbal
nominal is either a definite or indefinite DP or a plural NP. That is, if the complement is
marked by a definite or an indefinite determiner, only a stage-level reading for the predicate is
possible, as (18b) and (19b) illustrate appropriately.
(18) CATALAN
(a) En Joan porta motxilla (*a la mà).
DET Joan carries backpack at the hand.
‘Joan carries a backpack in his hand.’
(b) En Joan porta la motxilla a la mà.
DET Joan carries the backpack at the hand
‘Joan carries the backpack in his hand.’
(19) (a) Tinc cotxe (*al
garatge).
Have car
at-the garage
‘I have a car in the garage.’
(b) Tinc un cotxe / cotxes al
garatge.
Have a car / cars at-the garage
‘I have a car / some cars in the garage.’
In contrast, it is interesting to note that those count nouns that can be made mass behave like
BPs and, consequently, allow modification by a locative PP (cf. Borer 2005:102).
(20) CATALAN
Hi ha ( força / bastant)
pollastre a la nevera.
there is much / quite a lot chicken at the fridge
‘There is (much / quite a lot of) chicken on the fridge.’
In addition, the contrast in (21) seems to suggest that when the sentence describes a
potentially characterizing property of the location, then the sentence is also well formed. (We
shall come back to these data in Section 5).
(21) CATALAN
(a) *Al carrer hi
ha cotxe.
at-the street there is car
(b) A aquest hotel hi
ha piscina.
At this hotel there is pool
‘There is a swimming-pool in this hotel.’
Finally, in this description of the set of properties that characterize the occurrence of BSNs in
Romance, it should be noted that BSNs do not occur as subjects, even of unaccusative verbs.3
3

The only exception we have found so far is given in (i), where the predicate arribar senyal ‘get a signal’ can
be conceived of as a characterizing property of a location: l’altaveu ‘the loudspeaker’.
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(22) CATALAN
(a) * Vam aconseguir que arribés metge.
PAST manage
that arrive doctor
(b) * Passa tren.
Pass train
(c) * Creix flor.
Grows flower
To sum up this descriptive characterization, we have shown that BSNs are semantically
distinct from both BPs and singular indefinites marked with a determiner, and that the set of
verbal predicates that allow BSNs in object position are characterizing-HAVE predicates.
3. The type of predicate involved
We now turn to a more precise analysis of the characterizing-HAVE predicates. Specifically,
we address two questions: 1) how can we formally capture the semantics of these predicates?
And 2) how can we use this semantics to account for the distribution of BSNs vs. BPs?
We begin by considering the proposal in Dayal (2003:16) (inspired in Dowty 1979) and
indicating why it will not work for Catalan and Spanish. Dayal argues that in Hindi the verbs
that combine with BSNs are those which describe ‘appropriately classificatory’ events, as
defined in (23).
(23) An event denoted by a predicate δ that incorporates a property γ is appropriately
classificatory iff
probable(∃e[δ(e) & ∃y[Ag(e)=y] & ∃x[γ(x) & Th(e)=x]]) (extensional verbs)
probable(∃e[δ(e) & ∃y[Ag(e)=y] & Th(e)=γ]) (intensional verbs)
Intuitively, (23) says that an event of type δ is appropriately classificatory if its theme is
typically an individual of type γ. As we observed earlier, however, this notion of
‘appropriately classificatory’ does not explain the unacceptability of examples such as those
in (9a) and (10a), whose counterparts in Hindi are, to our knowledge, acceptable.
A more promising alternative is that proposed in Borthen (2003:190). Borthen proposes
that BSNs in Norwegian are licensed (inter alia) as the possessed argument of a predicate that
introduces a ‘have’-relation either explicitly or implicitly. A ‘have’-relation is an
asymmetrical coexistence relation between two arguments, where the possessor is superior to
the possessed rather than the other way around. An argument can be superior to some other
argument in terms of control, part-whole dependency, animacy or point of view.
Given the data in Section 2, Borthen’s characterization seems closer to what is needed for
Spanish and Catalan. However, there are two facts she does not directly account for. First, her
analysis does not explain why an accidental possession reading is blocked because it does not
discriminate between subclasses of ‘have’-relations: in Norwegian, both essential and
accidental ‘have’-relations can be expressed using BSNs, but Catalan differs in this respect
(see (11)-(12)). Second, Borthen’s description fails to account for the fact that this ‘have’relation cannot be expressed by a passive with the BSN as subject – again, a difference
between Norwegian, which allows passives with BSN subjects, and Catalan, which does not.
In order to solve the first of these problems, it seems clear that we need something like a
notion of ‘essentiality’. Gutiérrez-Rexach (2006) has recently proposed incorporating just
(i) Vam aconseguir que arribés senyal a l’
altaveu
PAST manage
that arrive signal at the loudspeaker
‘We managed to get a signal to reach the loudspeaker.’

(Brucart 2002:1455)
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such a notion into the semantics of existential ‘have’ constructions. A slightly adapted version
of his definition spears in (24):
(24) P is essential for x iff [P(x) iff x exists].
However, (24) is also not quite what we want. It basically says that an essential property is
one that is necessary for an individual’s existence, but examples such as portar motxilla
‘carry a backpack’ indicate that we want something weaker. If we say En Joan porta motxilla
‘Joan carries a backpack’, we are not suggesting that carrying a backpack is a necessary
condition for his existence; we are not even necessarily committed to his carrying a backpack
every day. Rather, we are saying that carrying a backpack is something which characterizes
him or could potentially characterize him with respect to some other individual or group of
individuals in the context. Thus, the notion we need is not linked to existence, as is GutiérrezRexach’s, and it must be modalized.
We propose capturing the semantics we need via a lexical rule which applies only to the
class of ‘have’-predicates – that is, those predicates which explicitly or implicitly express a
‘have’-relation, as described by Borthen – and which detransitivizes the predicate and adds
the appropriate entailment concerning its ‘characterizing’ or ‘essential’ nature. We define this
rule, which we will call the Characterizing Property rule (CP-rule), as in (25).
(25) CP(λyλxλeλw[V(e,w) & θ1(x,e,w) & θ2(y,e,w) &
∃w'∃e'[Depend(e,w,e',w') & Haver(x,e',w') & Havee(y,e',w')]])
= λxλeλw [V(e,w) & θ1(x,e,w) & ∃w'[C(w')]
[∃e'∃y[Depend(e,w,e',w') & Haver(x,e',w') & Havee(y,e',w') & Char(x,e',w')]]
We assume a Parsons-style event semantic representation for verbs. Thus, the CP-rule applies
to a transitive verb and removes one of its arguments. However, the input to the CP-rule must
meet some additional conditions. First, whatever situation it denotes in the world of
evaluation w must be one which depends in some way on the existence of a ‘have’-relation
involving the subject and object in some (not necessarily the same) possible world w' – this
complex condition is represented by the predicate Depend(e,w,e',w') and the accompanying
requirement that x be the Haver in e' and y, the Havee. For example, the CP-rule might apply
to Spanish and Catalan tener / tenir ‘have’, which depends on what we might call a
prototypical ‘have’-relation holding in the very same world of evaluation. But it might also
apply to necesitar / necessitar ‘need’, which requires a ‘have’-relation to hold only in those
(not necessarily actual) worlds in which the subject’s needs are met.
Now consider the output of this rule. The object argument and its corresponding thematic
role have disappeared. This leaves us for the moment with the problem of how to combine the
BSN with the verb, a problem to which we return in the next section. However, let us focus
for now on the effect the CP-rule has on the lexical entailments of the input predicate.
Observe that the situation described by the output predicate must also depend on the existence
of a ‘have’-relation; however, since there is no longer a variable in the predicate’s semantics
corresponding to the object argument, that argument must be introduced via existential
quantification, as is done in Semantic Incorporation and similar operations (see e.g. Van
Geenhoven 1996). We have embedded this existential quantifier in the nuclear scope of the
existential quantifier over worlds (which we now represent via a tripartite quantificational
structure in which the domain of quantification is restricted contextually by the variable C) in
order to allow for the possibility that the Havee exist only in those possible worlds where the
‘have’-relation exists. For instance, if we say La Marta necessita festa ‘Marta needs a
holiday’, there is no entailment that any such holiday exists for her except in the potentially
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nonactual worlds in which her needs are met.4 However, in Section 4 we will reformulate the
CP-rule in such a way that explicit reference to existential quantification over the object
argument will disappear altogether.
Finally, observe that the output of the CP-rule adds the condition Char(x,e',w'). This is
simply meant to express that ‘have’-relation described by the detransitivized predicate
potentially characterizes the subject. However, note that this extra condition has a welcome
consequence: it will always require there to be an individual which the detransitivized
predicate can characterize. This can be considered the semantic reason behind restricting the
CP-rule to transitive predicates, a restriction which, as we will see in the next section, will
effectively guarantee that BSNs never appear in subject position.
Let us now see how the output of the CP-rule combines with BSNs in the compositional
semantics.
4. Compositional semantics
As mentioned immediately above, the CP-rule produces monoargumental verbs. If this is the
case, we have to deal with an open question about the sort of semantic relationship that holds
between the BSN and the verbal head. Following a recent proposal by de Hoop (2006), we
take it that at the syntax-semantics interface transitivity should be considered a sort of
gradient phenomenon. The most prototypical case of transitivity will involve a verb of type
<e,<e,t>> combining via function application with a nominal of type <e> (or, alternatively, a
generalized quantifier of type <<e,t>,t>). Slightly less prototypical might be the sort of case
represented by Semantic Incorporation (Van Geenhoven 1996); following this view the verb
denotes in type <<e,t>,<e,t>> – not a usual type for a predicate – which incorporates a weak
object: a property-type argument of type <e,t>. Still farther away from standard transitivity is
the sort of scenario originally proposed in de Hoop (1992), in which the verb is semantically
of an intransitive type <e,t>; since this type of predicate cannot combine with an <e> type
internal argument by function application, de Hoop suggested that weak Case nominals were
in fact predicate modifiers (type <<e,t>,<e,t>>). These three possibilities are represented in
(26).
(26)(a)
V

V
<e, <e,t>>

4

N
<e>

Of course, if the ‘have’-relation on which the situation described by the detransitivized predicate depends is
one that must hold in the actual world, its satisfaction conditions will guarantee that the Havee exists in the
actual world.
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(b)
V

V
N
<<e,t><e,t>> <e,t>
(c)
V

V
<e,t>

N
<<e,t><e,t>>

In this section we will propose a variant of this last option, on which the verb denotes in type
<e,<e,<ev,t>>>, like any standard transitive verb (where “ev” corresponds to the verb’s event
or situation argument), but on which the BSN simply denotes a property (type <e,t>).
Before turning to our proposal, however, we first reconsider Dayal’s (2003, 2006)
semantic pseudo-incorporation in light of this gradient transitivity. Although Dayal’s paper
emphasizes the differences between her proposal and Semantic Incorporation, from a
compositional point of view her proposal, repeated below in (27), resembles Semantic
Incorporation rather closely: Certain ordinary transitive verbs (see (27a)) can be represented
as ‘incorporating predicates’ of type <<e,t>,<e,t>> (as in (27b)).
(27) (a) λxλyλe[V(e) ∧ Ag(e) = y ∧ Th(e) = x]
(b) λPλyλe[P-V(e) ∧ Ag(e) = y ∧ Appropriately Classificatory(e)]
Though there is the additional modal entailment discussed above, that is, the incorporating
alternant must satisfy a modal requirement that applies not to V or N alone, but to their
combination (see also Carlson 2003), Dayal claims that in Hindi there is no difference in
valency between ordinary transitives and incorporating transitive verbs, the only difference
being that, whereas the first express relations between individuals, the latter introduce
relations between individuals and properties.
What remains unclear on this proposal is how exactly P-V in (27b) is to be understood –
the relationship between the verbal predicate V and the bare singular predicate P is essentially
left to intuition. Dobrovie-Sorin et al. (2006), adapting Dayal’s (2003) proposal for bare
singulars in Romance, attempt to make this more explicit with the representation in (28).
(28) λPλyλe[V(e) ∧ Ag(e)=y ∧ Th(e) has P ∧ Appropriately Classificatory(e)]
Specifically, (28) makes clear that the property denoted by the bare nominal is predicated of
the understood theme of the verb. Like Dayal’s analysis, this proposal has the virtue of not
forcing an existential entailment with respect to the bearer of the theme role. It also resembles
Dayal’s analysis in having the verb lexically select for the property-type nominal.
What we want to preserve from Dayal’s and Dobrovie-Sorin et al.’s analyses is the
intuition that the BSN is a verb modifier rather than a ‘true’ argument; we also want to
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maintain the maximally simple hypothesis that the BSN denotes in type <e,t>. However, we
want to avoid having the verb lexically select for the BSN. In order to do this, we propose that
the verb and the BSN combine not via function application but rather via an alternative
semantic composition rule similar to modification rules existing in the adjective literature,
most specifically Pustejovsky’s (1995) Selective Binding (see also Larson 1998, and McNally
- Boleda 2004). We present this rule in (29), where T(α) stands for the translation of α into a
logical representation.
(29) If T(V) = λxλe[V(e) & θ1(e)=x ] and there is some role function θ2 (≠ θ1) such that θ2(e)
is defined,
and if T(N) = N, a property of type <e,t>,
then T([V N]) = λxλe[V(e) & θ1(e)=x & N(θ2(e))]
Essential to (29) is the idea that the lexical semantics of a situation-describing predicate may
provide information about relations between that situation and participants other than those
who are explicitly represented in the predicate’s argument structure. The nominal, as a
modifying expression, may then modify the description of this situation indirectly by
providing a description of one of the individuals related to the event.
In order to use this rule with output of the CP-rule (cf. (25) above), we first slightly adjust
the latter, so that thematic roles are represented as functions on event-world pairs which yield
the corresponding participants for the relevant event-world pairs, as in (30):
(30) CP(λyλxλeλw[V(e,w) & θ1(e,w)=x & θ2(e,w)=y &
∃w'∃e'[Depend(e,w,e',w') & Haver(e',w')=x & Havee(e',w')=y]])
= λxλeλw [V(e,w) & θ1(e,w)=x & ∃w'[C(w')][∃e'[Depend(e,w,e',w') &
Haver(e',w')=x & Havee(e',w')=θ2(e',w') & Char(x,e',w')]]
Note that the output of the CP-rule fits the requirements for the compositional rule in (29) to
apply: the Havee role corresponds to θ2. We illustrate the workings of the rule in (31):
(31) T([portar motxilla]) = λxλeλw[portar(e,w) & θ1(e,w)=x & ∃w'[C(w')]
[∃e'[Depend(e,w,e',w') & Haver(e',w')=x & Havee(e',w')=θ2(e',w')] &  Char(x,e',w')
& motxilla(θ2(e',w'))]
The compositional rule in (29), which is deeply similar to Pustejovsky’s (1995) Selective
Binding rule, can be represented as in (32).
(32)
V <e,<ev,t>>

V
<e,<ev,t>>

N
<e,t>

The intuition behind Selective Binding is that the modifier works intersectively but indirectly,
ascribing a property to some individual or event properly included in the semantics of the
modifiee. (29) differs from Selective Binding only in that the latter presupposes and refers
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crucially to so-called Qualia Structures (see Pustejovsky 1995 for details). We want
something more general that can pick out implicit participants in the situation the verb
describes. The use of a role function such as Th(e) in (28) or θ2(e) in (29) is a way to do this
(and the reference to Qualia Structures could be recast in a similar fashion if desired).
The proposed analysis accounts for a number of facts. First, BSNs are not discourse
transparent because they do not license the introduction of any existentially quantified
variable or corresponding discourse referent. The necessary atelicity of the sentences in which
BSNs occur (recall the facts in (4)) is also due to lack of this variable/referent: without such a
referent, there is no way to individuate the relevant events. Finally, the ban on BSN subjects
follows both from the lexical rule proposed and (ultimately) from the fact that BSNs serve to
create potentially characterizing properties: those properties need some individual to be
predicated of, and if the subject were to be removed via a modified version of the rule
proposed here, there would be no argument/participant remaining of whom the charcaterizing
property could be predicated. In the next section we are going to extend our analysis to an
apparent exception.
To close this section, we briefly address some remaining questions. First, the analysis
raises the question of what BSNs in predicative position denote. Our answer is simple: they
have the same denotation as in the constructions under discussion here (i.e. properties of type
<e,t>). Second, we pointed out some differences between BPs and BSNs in section 2, raising
the question of what BPs denote. We do not have a definitive answer to offer here. Farkas - de
Swart (2003) assign BSNs and BPs the same type of denotation but argue that BPs
presuppose the existence of a discourse referent, while BSNs do not. Beyssade - DobrovieSorin (2005) and Dobrovie-Sorin et al. (2006) propose that BSNs denote (intensional)
properties while BPs denote (extensional) sets or sums (cf. Dobrovie-Sorin 2006). McNally
(2006) proposes that BSNs denote properties-qua-functions while BPs denote the entity
correlates of properties. Note that whatever analysis is eventually adopted, perhaps the most
important fact it will have to account for is the sharp contrast between the relatively free
distribution of BPs and the quite restricted distribution of BSN.
We now turn to a discussion of the facts involving existential-HAVE sentences in light of
the proposed analysis.
5. Related issue: existential-HAVE sentences
In this section we address a final question whose answer further contributes to our
understanding of the syntax and semantics of BSNs in Romance languages: why is it that
existential-HAVE (mainly, Catalan haver-hi lit. have+oblique clitic ‘there be’) may license
BSNs?5 The contrasts illustrated in (33) and (34) show that a BSN can occur in object position
of an existential HAVE predicate only if the BSN can be anchored by the oblique clitic.6
(33) CATALAN
(a) *Ha garatge.
has garage
(b) Hi ha garatge.
there has garage
‘There is a garage.’

5
6

Oblique clitic hi, which comes from the Latin demonstrative hic and the Latin adverb ibi, is supposed to
exhibit a double nature as a determiner and as a preposition (cf. Longa, Lorenzo & Rigau 1998, Rigau 1997).
Spanish existential haber differs from Catalan haver-hi with regard to the fact that the oblique clitic y is only
spelled out in the indicative present tense; because of this in the rest of the paper we shall focus only on
Catalan data.
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(34) SPANISH
(a) * Ha garaje.
has garage
(b) Hay
garaje.
has-there garage
‘There is a garage.’
Note that a construction similar to the one exemplified in (33) and (34) shows a locative verb
haver-hi followed by a full-fleged DP. This construction, which is exemplified in (35), has
been the object of study by syntacticians both in Romance and in English.
(35) (a) Hi havia el president.
there had the president
‘The president was here/there’
(b) There is a Ford T engine in my Saab.

(Hornstein et al. 2002)

In order to account for the semantic affinity between the verbs haver-hi ‘have’ and ésser ‘be’,
Rigau (1997, 2005) (following Kayne’s 1993 initial association between these two auxiliary
verbs, and Hale - Keyser’s 1993 syntactic argument structure theory) argues that the Catalan
locative verb haver-hi is an instance of the light verb ésser to which an abstract preposition of
central coincidence has been incorporated. According to the unaccusative argument structure
she assigns to sentence (35a), the clitic hi is moved from the Spec position of an abstract PP
to subject position.7
(36) (a) HiSubj havia el presidentCompl
(b)

VP

V

Pi

V
havia

PP

XP

P’

X
hi

P
DP
ti el president

Hornstein et al. (2002) (following also Kayne 1993 and Szabolcsi 1981, 1983) postulate an
analysis of the English sentence in (35b) which relies on a small clause structure. More
exactly, they defend the hypothesis that two different small clauses can be associated with
7

For quirky subjects in Romance languages, see also Masullo (1993), Longa, Lorenzo & Rigau (1998), and
Fernández-Soriano (1999). However, notice that the examples in (33a) and (34a) cannot be claimed to be
ungrammatical due to the need for an explicit subject, since (i) both Catalan and Spanish are pro-drop
languages, and (ii) in verbal tenses other than the indicative present Spanish existential-haber does not
require the locative clitic y.
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(35b), which correspond to the two readings given in (37): (37a), the integral whole-part or
inalienable interpretation, and (37b), the standard locative interpretation, which are
paraphrased in (38).
(37) There is a Ford T engine in my Saab.
(a) …[SC My Saab [ a Ford T engine ]]…
(b) …[SC a Ford T engine [ in my Saab ]]…
(38) (a) My Saab has a Ford T engine.
(b) (Located) in my Saab is a Ford T engine.
In contrast to these two analyses of existential sentences in which the complement of the verb
is a full DP, we suggest an analysis of existential haver-hi with an NP or NumP complement,
as the data in (39) exemplify.
(39) (a) Hi ha reunió.
there has meeting
‘There is a meeting.’
(b) Hi ha dos policies.
there has two policemen
‘There are two policemen.’
In accordance with these data, we postulate an unergative argument structure analysis such as
the one represented in (40) (cf. Hale – Keyser 2002, Mateu 2002), and, furthermore, in
contrast to a quirky subject analysis of the locative clitic, hi is analysed as the realization of a
situation argument to which the characterizing property denoted by the VP is anchored, as
illustrated in (41).
(40)
V

V

N

(41) (a) HiSit [VP ha reunió ]
(b) HiSit [VP ha dos policies ]
This syntactic analysis relies on the hypothesis that hi is situational and is not identified with a
syntactic subject when co-occurring with a bare noun. Furthermore, notice that even though
the verb is originally unergative, it can undergo the Characterizing Property rule postulated
above, since the availability of the situational argument contributed by hi will guarantee that
the property denoted by the verb plus the BSN can be ascribed. Finally, observe that without
the clitic hi we would have no situational anchor for the characterizing property.
The examples in (42) illustrate the fact that the oblique clitic that anchors the verb plus the
BSN situationally may be even bound to a locative PP or AdvP that occurs in a left or right
peripheral position.
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(42) (a) A l’ edifici, hi
ha garatge.
at the building there has garage
‘There is a garage in the building.’
(b) Hi ha garatge, a l’ edifici.
there has garage at the building
‘There is a garage in the building.’
However, when the PP occurs in predicate position of a small clause, only whole DPs, and not
BSNs, can occur as subjects of small clauses. The reason for this behavior, illustrated in (43),
is that the external argument of the non-verbal predicate must denote either an individual
entity or a generalized quantifier expression, but not a property.
(43) (a) */??Hi ha garatge a l’ edifici.
there has garage at the building
(b) Hi ha un garatge a l’ edifici.
there has a garage at the building
‘There is a garage in the building.’
(c) Hi ha el garatge al
mateix edifici.
there has the garage at-the same building
‘The garage is in the same building.’
Parallel to (43), the data in (44) show that it is also possible for an event nominal like reunió
‘meeting’ to get an existential interpretation when the constituent in dislocated position
situates the event inalienably with respect to a specific temporal coordinate.
(44) (a) A les tres hi
ha reunió.
at the three there has meeting
‘There is a meeting at 3 o’clock.’
(b) Aquesta tarda
hi
ha reunió.
this
afternoon there has meeting
‘There is a meeting this afternoon.’
(c) Avui hi
ha reunió.
today there has meeting
‘There is a meeting today.’
According to our analysis, the semantics of the existential verb haver-hi is the same as the
semantics proposed for characterizing ‘have’ sentences. It consists in extending the
Characterizing Property lexical rule to cases where a situational argument that satisfies the
relevant conditions is stated explicitly. The formula in (45) introduces a situational theta role
as the external argument of the event, and θ1 as the internal argument, and it claims that there
exists some event-world pair in which a situational argument has an internal property that is a
probable characteristic of that situation.
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(45) CP(λxλeλw[V(e,w) & θSit(e,w)=li & θ1(e,w)=x &
∃w'∃e'[Depend(e,w,e',w') & Haver(e',w')=li & Havee(e',w')=x]])
= λeλw [V(e,w) & θ Sit(e,w)= li & ∃w'[C(w')][∃e'[Depend(e,w,e',w') &
Haver(e',w')=li & Havee(e',w')=θ1(e,w) & Char(li, e',w' )]]
6. Conclusions
After a description of the relevant data, in this paper we have introduced a formal account of
characterizing ‘have’ predicates, which allow BSNs in object position of transitive verbs. We
have shown that BSNs in argument position denote properties (type <e,t>), but they
effectively function as verb modifiers. We have proposed capturing the semantics of these
predicates by means of a Characterizing Property rule together with a new modifier
compositional rule. The proposed analysis, which combines a V and an N intersectively to
give an intransitive complex verbal predicate, has been extended to existential-haver-hi ‘have’
predicates in languages like Catalan. Our analysis consists in extending the Characterizing
Property rule to cases where the external argument is situational.
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Differential Object Marking with inanimate objects
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1. DOM with animate and inanimate objects*
As is well known, in some languages only certain direct objects (DOs) are marked by an
object marker, while other DOs remain unmarked. Since Bossong (1985) this phenomenon is
known as Differential Object Marking (DOM). According to traditional, as well as to recent
approaches, DOM is controlled by individuating features of the object NP such as animacy,
definiteness or specificity, i.e. object marking is sensitive to the animacy scale, the
definiteness scale or a combination of these scales (cf., for instance, Aissen 2003, Bossong
1985, 1998, von Heusinger & Kaiser 2003, 2005, Laca 2006). With respect to Standard
European Spanish, which is the empirical focus of this paper, animacy seems to be the most
important factor among these conditioning features. Usually, definite and/or specific DOs are
not marked by the Spanish differential object marker, the preposition a, unless the referent is
human or at least animate. Consider the following examples:
(1)

(a) Conozco *a/ø esta película.
know-1.SG to this film
‘I know this film.’
(b) Conozco a/*ø este actor.
know-1.SG to
this actor
‘I know this actor.’

[+specific], [-animate]
[+specific], [+animate]

Since the DO in (1a) esta película is specific, i.e. referential, but clearly inanimate, it cannot
be marked by a. In contrast, the DO in (1b) este actor is animate and specific. Therefore, amarking is required. Given that there is some variation in a-marking with animate DOs, it is
often assumed that DOs in Spanish can only receive object marking when they are both
animate and specific, as it is the case with (1b) (cf. e.g., von Heusinger & Kaiser 2003).
However, although the category of specificity might play a certain role with respect to the
distribution of object marking in Spanish, it is outranked by animacy. This is shown by
comparing the examples in (1) with the following examples (cf. Leonetti 2003: 72-76):
(2)

(a) No he
visto *a/ø nada.
not have 1.SG seen to nothing
‘I haven't seen anything.’
(b) No he
visto a/*ø nadie.
not have 1.SG seen to
nobody
‘I haven't seen anybody.’

[-specific], [-animate]
[-specific], [+animate]

* The present paper is a revised version of a talk originally given at the workshop Definiteness, Specificity and
Animacy in Ibero-Romance languages, and later also presented in modified versions at the Linguistic
colloquium of the University of Cologne and the Optimal Communication Series at the University of
Nijmegen. I would like to thank all workshop and colloquium participants for their helpful comments,
particularly Patrick Brandt, Helen de Hoop, Daniel Jacob, Georg Kaiser, Silvia Kutscher, Beatrice Primus
and Peter de Swart. Special thanks go also to Stephanie Rott.
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In contrast to (1), in (2a) the absence of a-marking is expected since the DO is neither animate
nor specific. On the other hand, in (2b), a-marking is necessary, although the DO is clearly
non-specific. Obviously, object marking can only be due to the animacy-feature of nadie. As
already seen above, animacy is also the relevant factor in (1a), where a-marking is not
possible given that the DO is specific but inanimate. In conclusion, the examples (1) and (2)
show that the lexical category of animacy is the most important factor controlling a-marking
of DOs. Therefore, we will generally refrain from considering specificity effects in the
following and primarily focus on animacy-related issues.
According to Torrego Salcedo (1999: 1785ff.), a-marking does not only require animacy
on the DO, but also on the subject. Apparently, a-marking seems only possible with verbs that
require animate subjects. With verbs that admit animate as well as inanimate subjects, such as
esconder ‘hide’, buscar ‘search’ or conocer ‘know’, a-marking seems to appear only with
animate subjects:
(3)

(a) La diva conoce a muchos aficionados.
the diva knows to many aficionados
‘The diva knows many aficionados.’
(b) *La ópera conoce a muchos aficionados.
the opera knows to many aficionados
‘The opera knows many aficionados.’

Torrego Salcedo (1999: 1786)

Despite this general dependency on animacy, we do, however, find a-marking with inanimate
DOs as well as with inanimate subjects. Consider the examples given in (4) where a-marking
is obligatory.
(4)

(a) Un adjetivo acompaña / califica a un sustantivo.
an adjective accompanies / qualifies to a noun
‘An adjective accompanies/qualifies a noun.’
(b) Los días siguen
a las noches.
the days follow-3.PL to the nights
‘The days come after the nights.’
(c) El uno precede al
dos.
the one precedes to-the two
‘The one precedes the two.’
(d) En esta receta, la leche puede
sustituir al
huevo.
In this recipe the milk can-3.SG replace to-the egg
‘In this recipe, egg can be replaced by milk.’
(e) Esta cuesta supera
a aquella.
this slope outranks to that
‘This slope outranks that one.’
Torrego Salcedo (1999: 1788)

Why are these objects a-marked? That is the question we will try to answer in this paper. To
achieve this, we will focus on lexical and semantic factors, which seem to be the most
significant ones, apart from other conditions operating on the syntactic and discoursepragmatic level (cf. Weissenrieder 1991 among others).
The paper is organised as follows: In section 2, we will briefly look at the lexical level in
order to show which verbs are generally attested with inanimate a-marked DOs. In section 3,
we will discuss some recent approaches to DOM and put forward the hypothesis that
inanimate DOs receive a-marking when the DO referent is equally or more agentive than the
subject referent, whereas the notion of agentivity will be specified on the basis of Dowty
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(1991) and Primus (1999a, b, 2006). Finally, section 4 will present some data that seem to
confirm this hypothesis.
2. Verb classes
Since a-marking has expanded diachronically along the definiteness scale, at first being only
required with strong pronouns, but later also possible with less prominent DOs, such as
(animate) definite and indefinite NPs (cf. von Heusinger & Kaiser 2005), one might assume
that the examples in (4) are pointing to an expansion of a-marking along the animacy scale.
This would mean that in modern Spanish, object marking is principally possible not only on
human and animate DOs, but also on inanimate DOs, which is obviously not the case (cf.
(1a)). As will be shown in this section, a-marking with inanimate DO seems to be lexically
restricted. Furthermore, a-marking of inanimate DOs is attested from the very beginning in
medieval Spanish (cf. Laca 2006: 450-454) and has not significantly increased since then.
Therefore we cannot simply rely on language change in order to account for object marking in
this case.1
According to Torrego Salcedo (1999: 1788), a-marking in cases like those in (4) is
independent of the factors usually taken to trigger object marking: the animacy of the DO, the
specificity of the DO as well as the thematic role of the subject (i.e. its agency or non-agency)
do not seem to be relevant for object marking. Instead, she assumes that object marking is due
to verb semantics: “Semánticamente, parece tratarse de verbos cuyo sentido implica
relaciones de equiparación y contigüidad lineal o escalar entre el sujeto y el objeto. […] cabe
pensar que se trata de una clase semántica que asigna a al complemento en virtud de su
sentido” (Torrego Salcedo 1999: 1788). Similar observations are made by Fish (1967) and
Weissenrieder (1991: 147), who considers a small corpus based on three grammar books
listing the following verbs that most frequently occur with a-marked DOs:
(5)

modificar ‘modify’; llamar ‘call’; considerar ‘consider’; designar ‘designate’;
definir ‘define’; acompañar ‘accompany’; seguir ‘follow’;
caracterizar ‘characterize’;concretar ‘make specific’, preceder ‘precede’
calificar ‘describe’; distinguir ‘distinguish’; excluir ‘exclude’; especificar ‘specify’;
implicar ‘imply’; contener ‘contain’; introducir ‘introduce’; situar ‘locate’;
afectar ‘affect’; colocar ‘place’; clasificar ‘classify’; diferenciar ‘differentiate’;
explicar ‘explain’; encuadrar ‘frame’; […]; integrar ‘integrate’; separar ‘separate’;
ver ‘see’

According to Weissenrieder (1991: 148), these verbs form lexical classes. Most of them can
be characterised by the notion of ‘position’ or ‘placement’:
(6)

verbs of direct placement: colocar ‘place', poner ‘put’
verbs of separation or placement apart: distinguir, diferenciar ‘distinguish’
verbs of sequencing (placement before or after): seguir ‘follow’, preceder ‘precede’

To this class we might add verbs of replacement like sustituir or reemplazar (‘replace’).
Although all these verbs hint at a certain relation between the notion of placement and object
1

Company (2002), however, points at an explanation based on language change reporting a considerable
increase of a-marking with inanimate DOs in 20th century Mexican Spanish. From our view, a diachronic
account is problematic. It is not very likely that the expansion of DOM in Spanish will ever reach the end of
the animacy and definiteness scales, i.e. the point where a-marking of inanimate and indefinite DOs would
become obligatorily required. Such an expansion would lead to a formal ambiguity of the DO and the
indirect object, which is also (categorically) marked by a.
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marking, this relationship is rather an indirect one. In many cases, verbs of placement involve
participants that are on a par with respect to agentivity, as it is the case with preceder
(‘precede’) or seguir (‘follow’). In section 3.2 and section 4, we will show that this is because
these verbs often pattern with marked DOs. Moreover, semantic considerations like the notion
of placement, as well as the above mentioned relations of equation, linear or scalar contiguity
between subject and object pointed out by Torrego Salcedo (1999: 1788), should not be seen
as lexical restrictions since - in contrast to what Bello (1847/1951: §897) claimed with respect
to seguir and preceder - a-marking is not obligatory with any of the listed verbs (cf.
Weissenrieder 1991: 148, Delbecque 2002: 92f.). This holds also for verbs of naming and
singling out such as llamar (‘call’) or considerar (‘consider’), which often occur with amarked objects, but do not require the preposition obligatorily.
(7)

verbs of naming and singling out:
llamar ‘call’, caracterizar ‘characterize’, considerar ‘consider’, etc.

The verb llamar, for instance, only occurs with the preposition when it is used in a double
object construction such as in no llaman oración a la secuencia con verbo (‘they do not call
the sequence with a verb a sentence’). Other instances of llamar, especially those like llamar
la atención (‘to call attention’) will never occur with the preposition (cf. Weissenrieder 1991:
148). Constructions of the type llamar la atención are known as light verb constructions.
They are characterized by a semantically deprived (lexical) verb and an internal object NP,
which does not function as a proper participant of the event, but rather as the semantic
predicate which denotes the event. This predicative function of the object NP is also found in
cognate object constructions such as vivir una vida escandalosa (‘to live a shocking live’) or
very similar constructions like seguir el camino (‘follow the way’). It seems to be the case
that neither light verb constructions nor cognate object constructions allow for object marking
in Spanish (cf. Delbeque 2002: 107f., García García 2001, 2005a: 87 and section 4 below).2
Given that lexical restrictions do not provide a complete answer to the question of why
inanimate DOs are sometimes marked with the preposition, we should look beyond the lexical
level.
3. Semantic distinctness
3.1 Distinguishability
It is widely assumed that subjects tend to be cross-linguistically animate, whereas objects are
usually inanimate. Empirical evidence of this pattern can be found in corpus studies of
Russian (cf. Thomson 1909) or Swedish (cf. Jäger 2004). Given this configurational tendency,
traditional as well as more recent approaches rely on to the “unnaturalness” (Comrie 1979,
1989), “markedness” (Aissen 2003) or “rarity” (Haspelmath 2005) of animate DOs in order to
account for DOM. Comrie (1989: 128) puts it the following way: "The most natural kind of
transitive construction is one where the A is high in animacy and definiteness, and the P is
lower in animacy and definiteness; and any deviation from this pattern leads to a more
marked construction." As is well known, A and P do not refer to syntactic functions (subject
or object), but to the thematic roles of Agent and Patient respectively. In accusative languages
such as Spanish A is generally supposed to be linked to the subject and P to the direct object.
Comrie's characterisation is also the starting point of Aissen's (2003) influential model of
DOM, where thematic roles are, however, not assumed to be relevant. In line with Comrie's
2

Note that in languages with (morphological) case marking, such as Latin or German, cognate objects as well
as the NP of a light verb construction are categorically marked with accusative case (cf. García García 2001:
36-54, 2005a: 86-90).
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iconic view of differential case marking patterns, Aissen (2003: 438) holds that semantically
marked transitive objects, i.e. atypical objects such as animate and definite ones, are also
morphologically marked. As a functional motivation for this pattern Aissen (2003: 437)
adopts the traditional view (cf. e.g. Müller 1971) that only those objects that resemble typical
(i.e. animate and definite) subjects receive object marking. This means that object marking
might serve to disambiguate subjects from objects, or at least to maximise the difference
between them.3
Aissen formalises her generalisations in an Optimality Theoretic model that implements
the animacy and definiteness scales as well as two further constraints (an iconic and an
economy-based one). The details of the model, which aims to give a cross-linguistic
formalisation of differential case marking patterns, need not concern us here4 since its basic
assumptions are already contradicted by the data presented in this paper: As pointed out by de
Swart (2003: 31ff.), Aissen's model is able to account for object marking of animate objects,
but not for that of inanimate ones. According to Aissen, inanimate (and indefinite) objects,
i.e. semantically unmarked objects, should never receive object marking since they resemble
in no way typical subjects. This prediction, however, is falsified not only in Spanish, but also
in Malayalam (de Swart 2003: 32). One of the principal shortcomings of Aissen's approach to
DOM is that it focuses exclusively on the markedness of the DO instead of taking into
account the markedness of the whole construction - as, for instance, Comrie (1989), García
García (2005b) and, more consequently, Hopper & Thompson (1980) and de Swart (2003) do.
On the basis of the acute observation that object marking is not only found when both
subject and object are animate, but also when both are inanimate, de Swart (2003: 31f.) argues
that, in the latter cases, object marking is due to the subject's deviation of its typical (i.e.
animate) configuration. Consider (8) and one of our initial examples repeated here in (9):
(8)

Pedro ha besado a María.
Pedro has kissed to Maria
‘Pedro has kissed Maria.’

(9)

En esta receta, la leche puede
sustituir al
huevo.
in this recipe the milk can-3.SG replace to-the egg
‘In this recipe, egg can be replaced by milk.’

Whereas in (8) a-marking seems to be due to the fact that the object (María) resembles the
subject (Pedro) with respect to its animacy (and definiteness), in (9) a-marking might be due
to the circumstance that it is the subject (la leche) which resembles the object (al huevo) by
coding an inanimate (and indefinite, generic) referent. Thus, instead of confining to the
features of the DO, like Aissen (2003) and most of the traditional approaches do, de Swart
(2003) puts the focus on the (feature-)relation of subject and object. He assumes a principle of
Minimal Semantic Distinctness, which postulates that the core participants of a transitive
predication must be minimally distinct with respect to features such as animacy, specificity
and some other parameters taken from Comrie (1979) and Hopper & Thompson (1980). If the
core participants are not minimally distinct morphological (or structural) marking is required
(cf. de Swart 2003: 71). An alternative formulation of this principle, especially chosen to fit
3

4

As Aissen (2003: 437), Bossong (1998: 223) and Laca (1995: 70), among others, have pointed out, DOM
should not be understood as a strict disambiguating device since object marking is required in many instances
where the absence of object marking may not lead to ambiguity. In Spanish and many other languages
subject and object might not only be distinguished on the basis of prominence features (animacy and
referentiality), but also by means of agreement, thematic restrictions of the verb or word order. Cf. de Hoop
& Lamers (2006) for on overview and interplay of different distinguishability constraints.
Cf. Naess (2004) or de Swart (2003) for a detailed discussion of Aissen (2003).
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Spanish, is the distinguishability constraint given in (10), which relies on animacy and
specificity as the relevant distinctness parameters (Morimoto & de Swart 2006: 232; cf. also
de Hoop & Lamers 2006: 270).
(10) Distinguishability:
Mark objects that are not outranked by the subject in prominence (animacy, specificity).
Given that in all of our initial examples a-marking of inanimate DOs co-occurs with
inanimate subjects (cf. (4)), the distinguishability constraint seems to be borne out. In
principle, de Swart's approach seems very promising since it consequently treats DOM as a
relational clausal property, i.e. it emphasises that object marking does not only depend on the
semantic and referential properties of the DO, but also on those of the subject. One of the
main advantages of this approach is that it gives a unified account of DOM with animate as
well as inanimate DOs. Hence it seems to provide a straightforward and elegant explanation
of the pattern.
Yet, it is not clear whether animacy and specificity principally are the relevant dimensions
to which a-marking of DOs is sensitive in Spanish. If the distinguishability approach based on
these parameters was correct we could expect object marking to always occur with inanimate
DOs and subjects.5 This does not seem to be case.
(11) El entusiasmo vence
(a) la dificultad.
the enthusiasm conquers (to) the difficulty
‘Enthusiasm conquers difficulties’.
As de Swart (2003: 31) points out, in cases like (11) object marking is optional.6 In fact even
more variation is found (cf. section 3 and 4). Not only cases in which a-marking is rather
optional (cf. (11)) or obligatory (cf. (9)) are attested, but also cases in which a-marking with
inanimate DOs is anomalous or even impossible (cf. e.g. (13a.)). Let us explore the reason for
this variation.
As already noted in section 2, a-marking with inanimate DOs often occurs with placement
verbs such as preceder, seguir, sustituir, reemplazar, etc., although object marking is not
obligatory with these verbs. In order to prove to which extent the distribution of animacy
determines object marking, I have checked these verbs as well as the verbs vencer and
superar in the Base de Datos Sintácticos del español actual (BDS), a data based corpus
consisting of about 1.450.000 clauses.7 The results are given in the following table:

5
6

7

Note, however, that 'distinguishability' (10) is understood as a violable Optimality-Theoretic constraint.
Since a-marking is obligatorily required in the alternative construction with object preposing, de Swart
(2003: 89f.) considers this syntactic restriction as an additional factor which renders the presence of the
preposition obligatory:
(i) A/*ø la dificultad la
vence
el entusiasmo
to
the difficultyi clitici conquers the enthusiasm
‘Enthusiasm conquers difficulty’
Cf. Delbecque (1998: 400f.) as well as examples (23) and (29) below for a discussion of this syntactic
restriction.
The clauses are taken from 34 different texts belonging to different text sorts: narrative texts, essays, drama,
journal articles and even some spoken material. About 80 % of the texts are in European Spanish, about 20 %
are in American Spanish. Note that I have ignored the tokens in which the DO is cliticised since no variation
is found in these cases.
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(12) Object marking with inanimate DOs:
vencer, sustituir, reemplazar, preceder, seguir, superar

vencer
(‘conquer’)
sustituir
(‘substitute’)
reemplazar
(‘replace’)
preceder
(‘precede’)
seguir
(‘follow’)
superar
(‘surpass’)
TOTAL
(235 tokens)

Subj. [+animate], DO [-animate]
a+DO
DO
8 (40%)
8 (40%)

Subj. [-animate], DO [-animate]
a+DO
DO
1 (5%)
3 (15%)

0 (0%)

1 (6,66%)

11 (73,33%)

3 (20%)

1 (20%)

1 (20%)

2 (40%)

1 (20%)

0

0

10 (100%)

0

2 (1,31%)

125 (82,23%)

13 (8,55%)

12 (7,89%)

0

17 (51,51%)

2 (6,06%)

14 (42,42%)

11 (4,68%)

152 (64,68%)

39 (16,59%)

33 (14,04%)

As shown in the table, a-marking with inanimate DOs is most frequently realised in
combination with an inanimate subject (cf. the right column of the table): This is the case with
39 out of 50 a-marked tokens (i.e. 78%). We might argue that the distinguishability constraint
is roughly confirmed from this perspective, although, of course, we could expect a higher
percentage of marked objects. There are, however, two types of counter-evidence, which
challenge the distinguishability constraint. First, it should be kept in mind that in the very
same configuration, namely the one of inanimate subjects and inanimate objects (right
column), there are only 39 out of 72 tokens where the DO is marked with a (i.e. 54%), while
33 of the tokens occur without prepositional marking. Thus, object marking is not
categorically attested in cases where we would expect it according to the distinguishability
constraint. It only occurs in about half of the cases in which an inanimate DO is realised in
combination with an inanimate subject. The second type of - probably more serious - counterevidence to the distinguishability constraint consists in the fact that we also find object
marking in the combination of an inanimate DO and an animate subject, i.e. in the
semantically natural or unmarked configuration (cf. the left column of the table). Although no
apparent distinguishability problem should arise in this configuration, object marking is found
in 11 out of 163 tokens (6,75%), which is 22% of the total of 50 tokens that are marked with
a. Hence, object marking is attested in cases, where, according to the distinguishability
constraint, we would not expect any marking at all. Some of the relevant tokens will be
discussed in section 4.
More statistical counter-evidence is found in Buyse's (1998: 385) corpus study, which
attested 266 tokens of inanimate subjects and inanimate DOs. Apparently, object marking is
realised in only 22 of them (≈ 9%), whereas 240 tokens (≈ 91%) occur without prepositional
marking.8 We can conclude from this, as well as from the statistical analysis provided above,
8

Note that these numbers are not explicitly given in Buyse (1998). They can, however, be deduced from his
results (cf. Buyse 1998: 385): Within a corpus of 4750 examples relevant to DOM, a total of 752 tokens with
object marking are attested, whereas 2,9% (i.e. ≈ 22) of these tokens have an inanimate subject and an
inanimate DO. Of the total of 3998 tokens without object marking, 6% (i.e. ≈ 240) occur with an inanimate
subject and an inanimate DO. Thus, of the total of the 262 examples of inanimate subjects and inanimate
DOs, approximately only 9% (i.e. ≈ 22 tokens) occur with prepositional marking.
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that object marking cannot be (exclusively) predicted by the distribution of animacy. The
distinguishability constraint will not give us the right predictions, at least not, when only the
feature of animacy is taken as the relevant distinguishability parameter.
Finally, it should be noted that the distribution of object marking shown in (12) seems to
depend on the verb. 36 out of the overall 50 tokens with a-marking (i.e. 72%) are with the
verbs sustituir (‘substitute’), preceder (‘precede’) and seguir (‘follow’). This result is not
expected if the verb-independent category of animacy is taken as the trigger for object
marking, but may well be expected by considering clausal meaning, i.e. the level of thematic
information.
3.2 Thematic distinctness
Consider the following examples taken from Weissenrieder (1991: 149) where object marking
can appear in combination of an inanimate object and an animate subject:
(13) (a) El profesor reemplaza el libro.
the professor replaces the book
‘The professor replaces the book (with something else).’
(b) El profesor reemplaza al
libro.
the professor replaces to-the book
‘The professor takes the place of the book.’
DOM in (13) is challenging. It cannot be explained by the distribution of animacy, since (13a)
as well as (13b) show the same distribution of this category: both clauses have an animate
subject and an inanimate object. Therefore we should explore a different way of accounting
for DOM. As Weissenrieder (1991: 149) correctly points out, there is a subtle, but
nevertheless crucial meaning difference between the sentences in (13). Whereas the sentence
(13a) without a-marking means that it is the professor by himself who replaces the book with
another book or something else, the sentence (13b) with a-marking means that the professor
takes the place of the book. Thus, (13b) does not entail a proper causation on the part of the
subject referent, it does not mean that the professor replaces anything, but rather that he fulfils
the didactic, entertaining or whatever function we might attribute to the book.
As often reported in the literature on DOM in Spanish, there are many cases, in which the
alternation of a-marking is not systematic, but rather optional (cf. e.g. (11)), i.e. where some
speakers use the preposition, while others do not use it. Now, this optionality does not hold
with respect to (13). In this case object marking correlates systematically with the mentioned
meaning alternation, i.e. for a native speaker of Spanish it is not possible to utter sentence
(13b) meaning that the professor replaces the book with another book or something else.9 ‘To
take the place of’ instead of ‘to replace’ is also the natural and probably only possible
interpretation of our initial example given in (4d) and (9), where object marking is
obligatorily required: En esta receta, la leche puede sustituir al huevo (‘In this recipe egg can
take the place of/be replaced by milk’).
Although not noticed by Weissenrieder (1991), minimal pairs like the one in (13) challenge
most, if not all, of the accounts that relate DOM to common transitivity approaches. Object
marking in (13) can neither be predicted by accounts that follow the transitivity approach of
Comrie (1979, 1989), as, for instance, Aissen (2003), nor by those that draw on the
transitivity account of Hopper & Thompson (1980), as, for instance, Naess (2004). This is due
9

On the other hand, (13a) does not seem to be fully restricted to the meaning of ‘replace’, since it might also
be compatible with the interpretation of 'take the place of'. This, however, might be due to the definite article,
which also allows a generic reading. By replacing it with an indefinite one, the interpretation of 'take the
place of' is ruled out.
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to the fact that object marking is not found in (13a), where the DO is inanimate, but, after all,
referential and properly affected, but in (13b), where the DO is inanimate, generic and not
properly affected. Problematically for Comrie (1979), object marking does not pattern with
marked (unnatural), but with unmarked (natural) transitivity; problematically for Hopper &
Thompson (1980),10 object marking does not correlate with high, but with low transitivity.
We should, therefore, look for an alternative way to account for object marking with
inanimate objects. According to Weissenrieder (1991), object marking with inanimate DOs is
conditioned by the saliency of the object NP, which is conditioned by lexical, sentence and
discourse factors. With respect to cases such as (13), Weissenrieder (1991: 149) claims that
marking occurs “when the activity level of the DO noun [is] equal to or greater than the
activity level of the subject noun.” From my view, an overall saliency principle, such as
proposed by Weissenrieder, is problematic, since the notion of saliency is very vague.
According to an overall saliency principle operating on all linguistic levels, we should expect
that, for instance, at the discourse level, object marking is related to (prosodically) focused
elements, which does not seem to be the case (cf. Delbecque 2002: 85). Yet, as far as the
sentence level is concerned, Weissenrieder's proposal seems to be on the right track.
In order to specify Weissenrieder's account and the above-discussed examples more
precisely, we can think of the verb reemplazar as having two thematic grids, as shown in (14),
where the subject is linked to either an agent-like thematic role or to a theme-role. Only in the
latter case (14b), where both subject and object are linked to more or less the same thematic
role, namely a theme-like, less or equally agentive role, is the preposition required with the
DO.
(14) (a) reemplazar1: REEMPLAZ(xAGENT, yTHEME)
(b) reemplazar2: REEMPLAZ(xTHEME, yTHEME)

y = DO
y = a + DO

This representation is only intended to illustrate the main idea (cf. section 4.2 for a refined
analysis of (13)). We will not postulate two lexical entries for verbs like reemplazar, since the
meaning alternations do not seem to be a lexical, but rather a clausal phenomenon, also found
with other verbs (cf. section 4). If the meaning alternations can be pragmatically inferred from
the context they do not need to be coded lexically. Following Weissenrieder's (1991)
approach, on the one hand, and de Swart's (2003) on the other, I would like to put forward the
following hypothesis based on thematic distinctness:
(15) Thematic Distinctness: DOM with inanimate direct objects is correlated primarily with
the thematic relation between subject and object. When the direct object is equally or
more agentive than the subject, a-marking is required.
Note that (15) is formulated as a (unilateral) mapping from meaning to form, i.e. from the
level of thematic information to the level of the formal realisation of a-marking. The reversal
of (15) that maps a-marking to thematic distinctness is, probably, weaker, i.e. there might be
cases in which a-marking does not correlate with thematic distinctness, but with independent
syntactic or pragmatic conditions, such as object preposing or topicality. We will come back
to this issue in section 4.

10

As is well known, transitivity in Hopper & Thompson (1980) is understood as a clausal multi-factorial and
gradual phenomenon. Depending on the value of parameters such as individuation (i.e., [±animate],
[±definite], [±specific]), aspect [±telic], degree of agentivity, etc., a given construction is considered more or
less transitive. Assuming that DOM in Spanish always correlates with both a high-individuated subject and a
high-individuated DO, a-marking is seen as an iconic reflection of high transitivity (cf. Hopper & Thompson
1980: 256).
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The idea that object marking is somehow related to agentivity is at times mentioned in the
literature (cf. Company 1997: 159-162; 2002: 209-211, Laca 1995: 73f.; Torrego Salcedo
1999: 1792,1801), but hardly ever worked out in more detail..11 In the next sections we will
elaborate on this idea on the basis of Dowty's (1991) and Primus's (1999a, b, 2006) ProtoRole account.
3.3 Agentivity
Following Dowty (1991), as well as Primus (1999a, b, 2006), the number of thematic roles
can be reduced to only two prototypical roles, namely the Agent Proto-Role and the Patient
Proto-Role.12 These roles are defined by sets of basic semantic properties (Dowty 1991: 573):
(16) Contributing properties for the Agent Proto-Role:
(a) volitional involvement in the event or state
(b) sentence (and/or perception)
(c) causing an event or change of state in another participant
(d) movement (relative to the position of another participant)
((e) exists independently of the event named by the verb)13
(17) Contributing properties for the Patient Proto-Role:
(a) undergoes change of state
(b) incremental theme
(c) causally affected by another participant
(d) stationary relative to the movement of another participant
((e) does not exist independently of the event, or not at all)
According to Dowty's understanding of these cluster concepts, an agentive argument might
entail all of the contributing properties listed in (16), as is the case with the first argument of
the predicates murder or build, or only some of them, as is the case with the first argument of
observe or hear, traditionally classified as Experiencers rather than Agents. Unlike a murderer
or a builder, an observer or a hearer does not cause a change of state (16c) in another
participant, they neither need to move (16d) nor to be volitionally involved (16a) in a proper
sense. Nevertheless, all these arguments entail the properties ‘perception’ (16b) and
‘independent existence of the event named by the verb’ (16e). Thus, they can all be
considered agentive arguments, although with different entailments of agentivity. The same
holds for the notion of Proto-Patient, whose properties are, according to Dowty, (1991) partly
converses to that of the Proto-Agent. Causal affectedness (17c), for instance, is the converse
of the 'causation' property (16c) attributed to the Proto-Agent. We will have a closer look at
these relations and the Patient Proto-Role in the next paragraph. As is well known, Dowty
(1991: 576) assumes an Argument Selection Principle based on the two defined Proto-Roles:
“In predicates with grammatical subject and object, the argument for which the predicate
entails the greatest number of Proto-Agent properties will be lexicalized as the subject of the
predicate; the argument having the greatest number of Proto-Patient properties will be
lexicalized as the direct object.”
Primus (1999a, b, 2006) has developed Dowty's Proto-Role approach in many aspects. One
of these aspects concerns the above-mentioned relation between Proto-Agents and Proto11
12
13

One exception is the construction grammar approach of Delbecque (1998, 2002). Cf. footnote 20.
Cf. the macrorole approach of the Role and Reference Grammar for an alternative account based on two
thematic roles (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997).
This property - as well as the converse one in (17e) - is taken from Keenan's (1976) list of subject properties
and put in parentheses since Dowty is not sure, whether it should be included in the Proto-Role definition or
rather be attributed to the discourse associations of subjects (cf. Dowty 1991: 572).
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Patients. Primus (1999a, b, 2006) distinguishes two types of thematic information that define
Proto-Roles, namely involvement and dependency. Involvement is characterised by the
number and content of Proto-properties, which are roughly equivalent to those mentioned by
Dowty (1991), although volition is replaced by the more general notion of control, and
possession is listed as a further Proto-property. According to the relational nature of Protoproperties, they are modelled as basic thematic predicates. As shown in (18), these predicates
might have at least one argument, as indicated by x, or more arguments, as indicated by the
dots (Primus 1999b: 141):
(18) Basic thematic predicates and thematic roles of the Proto-Agent14
(a) CONTROL(x, …)
x controls/controller
(b) CAUSE(x, …)
x causes/causer
(c) MOVE(x, …)
x is physically active/mover
(d) EXPER(x, …)
x perceives/experiencer
(e) POSSESS(x, …)
x possesses sth./possessor
The second type of thematic information, i.e. the notion of dependency, characterises the
dependency relation of the involved thematic roles. According to Primus (1999a: 52, 2006:
56), the Proto-Patient is defined by its dependency on the Proto-Agent (co-argument
dependency). Thus, unlike Dowty (1991), Primus does not rely on a list of specific ProtoPatient properties since, on the basis of the mentioned co-argument dependency relation, these
properties are derivable from those of the Proto-Agent. Consequently, converse relations, like,
for instance, the one that Dowty assumes for the Proto-Agent property causation (16c) and the
Proto-Patient property of causal affectedness (17c) - causer / caused - are generalised over all
properties: “controller / controlled, mover / moved, experiencer / experienced (‘stimulus’),
possessor / possessed, etc.” (Primus 2006: 56). The co-argument dependency relation has to
be understood as the central characteristic that distinguishes the Proto-Agent from the ProtoPatient. Note that in Primus (2006), causation is no longer considered as an additional Protoproperty but as the crucial criterion, which characterises the co-argument dependency.
Formally, the co-argument dependency is represented by the relative position of the
arguments in the thematic structure. The first argument of a given thematic predicate is
always the independent one, i.e. the Proto-Agent, and the second is always the dependent one,
i.e. the Proto-Patient (Primus 2006: 59):15

14

15

Note that neither Dowty (1991) nor Primus (1999, 2006) include animacy as a defining Proto-Agent
property. Both claim that the assumed Proto-properties are generally independent of each other, although
Primus (1999, 2006) argues that some Proto-properties (basic thematic predicates) may unilaterally imply
others. Thus, for instance, the basic thematic predicate EXPER implies the predicate ANIMATE, i.e. only an
Agent that perceives other participants might be animate, which also holds for Agents that prototypically
control an event (Primus 1999b: 142). This means that, unlike the property of cause or control, animacy
seems to be a less central property of agentivity. An Agent is prototypically, but not necessarily animate.
Primus (2006) assumes that the two types of thematic information, i.e. involvement and dependency, are
related to distinct linguistic phenomena: Whereas dependency is tied to structural relations, such as word
order, involvement basically seems to be tied to case (marking). Yet, relying on the usual DOM patterns in
Spanish (i.e. object marking depending on animacy and definiteness), Primus (2006: 74) explicitly concedes
that case marking might also be related to other factors, such as individuation (i.e. animacy and definiteness).
Note that the different functions to which case and structure might be sensitive could co-occur, i.e. they do
not exclude each other. As far as DOM in Spanish is concerned, it seems that case is sensitive to
individuation (animacy and definiteness) and agentivity, whereas agentivity can be specified by both types of
thematic information: Involvement and dependency (cf. the discussion of our examples in section 4).
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(19)

type of involvement of y depends on type of involvement of x = Proto-Patient
|
pred(x, y)
|
independent involvement of x = Proto-Agent

In order to decide whether an argument of a two-placed predication outranks the other
argument of this predication with respect to agentivity, we will rely on Dowty (1991) and
Primus (1999, 2006) and refer to both co-argument dependency and involvement (i.e. Protoproperties) in the following. Note that, although the question of whether one argument is more
agentive than the other is often clear-cut, there are also less obvious cases in which both
arguments of a predicate might qualify as Proto-Agents.16 Following Primus (1999, 2006), in
predications of the type Peter pushed Mary away, Mary's movement is clearly dependent on
Peter's causal involvement in the event; thus, Peter has to be considered as a Proto-Agent and
Mary as a Proto-Patient. However, in a case like Peter follows Mary both arguments can, in
principle, be understood as Proto-Agents for both move and, apart from their spatial or
temporal ordering, neither movement is necessarily dependent on that of the other one. We
will come back to such examples in section 4.
On the basis of these specifications of agentivity and our thematic distinctness hypothesis
about object marking (cf (15)), we might come to a better understanding of the variation
found with a-marking of inanimate DOs. It seems that this hypothesis can predict object
marking in the above discussed examples in (13) with the verb reemplazar, as well as in most
of our initial examples in (4)17 and those that will be discussed in section 4. Moreover, it might
also account for the optionality of object marking in cases such as (11), repeated here in (20).
(20) (a) El entusiasmo vence (a) la dificultad.
‘Enthusiasm conquers difficulties.’
(b) [CAUSE(x, BECOME(STATE(y)))]

(de Swart 2003: 31)

Independently of the non-animacy of the given arguments, the subject NP (el entusiasmo) can
be interpreted as a Proto-Agent, and the object NP (la dificultad) as a Proto-Patient, since in
the denoted event the subject argument causes a change of state of the object argument, which
turns from ‘not-conquered’ into ‘conquered’. As well as in all the following examples, this is
rendered by a rough representation (cf. (20b)), which is based on Primus (1999a, b)
formalisation focusing on the thematic structure of the clause. If our interpretation of (20) is
correct, the distinguishability problem that might arise as a consequence of having two
inanimate referents does not exist on the thematic level and is thus unlikely to cause trouble.
This might account for the fact that a-marking is optional in this case.
In the next section we will discuss some data that provide more and clearer evidence in
favour of the hypothesis of thematic distinctness. Most of the data stems from the abovementioned test corpus research of the Base de datos sintácticos del español actual (BDS).
Section 4.1 is concerned with tokens in the semantically marked configuration of inanimate
subjects and inanimate DOs, section 4.2 discusses examples in the semantically unmarked
combination of animate subjects and inanimate DOs.

16
17

Cf. also Primus's (1999b: 145) discussion of the Proto-Recipient, which is characterised by bearing both
Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient properties.
Cf. section 4.2 for a refined analysis of (13) and section 4.1 for an analysis of some of the initial examples
given in (4).
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4. Data
4.1 Examples with [-animate] subjects and [-animate] DOs
Let us look first at examples with the verb preceder (‘precede’). All of the 10 tokens of
preceder attested in the BDS-corpus are examples with an inanimate subject and an inanimate
DO. Consider the following example:
(21) (a) Las mañanas que
precedieron a su
muerte
the mornings which preceded
to her/his death
‘The mornings which precede/came before her/his death.’

(CRONICA 11,18)

(b) [BEFORE(EXIST(x), EXIST(y))]
In (21), as well as in all of the other relevant tokens of the BDS, preceder means ‘come
before’, i.e. it expresses a mere temporal relationship between the arguments of the clause. In
contrast to the arguments of a predication like, for instance, Peter precedes Mary, where both
arguments entail the Proto-Agent property of ‘movement’, the core participants of (21a), do
not have this property: ‘mornings’ and ‘deaths’ do not move in a proper sense. All we can say
is that there is a temporal anteriority between these arguments, as shown in (21b). Crucially,
the involvement of these arguments is independent from each other, which is not only the case
with (21b) but also with tokens of the type Peter precedes Mary. Given this co-argument
independence relation, the subject and object of (21a) can be considered as equally (non)agentive; according to Primus (2006), we might classify both of them as Proto-Agents.
Following our hypothesis, this thematic non-distinctness requires object marking.
Note that the same reasoning can be applied to account for object marking in our initial
examples (4b) Los días siguen a las noches (‘The days follow the nights’) and (4c) El uno
precede al dos (‘The one preceded the two’). Both clearly refer to mere ordering relations.
This interpretation is consistent with the fact that there is a reversible relation underlying the
clausal meaning of the mentioned examples. In the mere temporal or spatial readings preceder
has the general meaning BEFORE(p[x], q[y]) which involves a reversible relation of the coarguments since it implies the predication AFTER(p[x], q[y]).18 The latter meaning is
explicitly stated by the examples with seguir in (4b) and (23) below.19
Although no tokens of preceder without a-marking are attested in the BDS, our analysis is
supported by the fact that there is nevertheless a systematic variation of the prepositional
marking depending on thematic information. Relying on different corpus data, Delbecque
(2002: 92) stresses that preceder can appear with or without the preposition. According to her
construction grammar approach, “[w]ith a, the notion of ordering is understood linearly […];
without a the relationship is one of dependency”( Delbecque 2002: 92; emphasis M.G.G.).20
18

19

20

A reversible relation is basically a symmetrical relation which is principally defined as follows: R is
symmetrical iff R(x,y) ⇒ R(y,x). A well-known example is the predicate marry: If Peter is married to Anna
Anna is married to Peter (cf. Bußmann 2002: 671).
Note that the central meaning difference between preceder and seguir concerns the perspective of the
referred situation. The underlying symmetrical relation is either conceptualised from the perspective of the
object argument, as it is the case with preceder, or from the perspective of the subject argument, as it is the
case with seguir.
The central claim of Delbecque's (1998, 2002) construction grammar approach to DOM is that Spanish has a
double transitive paradigm based on the a- vs. ø-alternation of DOs. The presence or absence of the
preposition models differences with respect to the subject-object relationship: Whereas the construction
without a marks the force-dynamics between the subject entity and the object entity as an unidirectional
relationship, the construction with a marks this relation as a bidirectional one. Consequently, she assumes
two different transitive frames: one with a single-role assignment (Actor-Goal), associated with the
construction without a, and one with a double-role assignment (Actor- Goal; Carrier-Attributor), related to
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(22) (a) La hipótesis de trabajo precede / orienta la verificación empírica
the working hypothesis precedes / orientates the empirical
verification
‘The working hypothesis precedes /orientates the empirical verification.’
(b) [CAUSE(x, BECOME(STATE(y)))]
As shown in the example (22) taken from Delbecque (2002: 92), preceder rather means
‘orientate’ or ‘influence’ than just ‘come before’. In line with Delbecque's, as well as with our
own proposal, it seems plausible to analyse this meaning shift in terms of thematic roles. In
contrast to (21), in (22) there is an obvious co-argument dependency relation: The ‘working
hypothesis’ influences and, thus, determines somehow the ‘empirical verification’ implying a
causal affectedness, whereas the final state of this causal affectedness is not specified by the
verb. This is shown by the representation in (22b). Since causation is a strong Proto-Agent
property (cf. (16c), (18b)) linked to the subject argument, the subject clearly outranks the DO
in agentivity. Consequently, a-marking is not required in (22).
As pointed out by Delbecque (2002: 93), the same patterning is found with seguir
(‘follow’), although even more meaning shifts than those assumed by Delbecque are
observable with this verb.
(23) (a) A la pregunta siguieron otras
to the question followed others
‘Other questions followed / came after this question’
(a') Otras preguntas siguieron a la pregunta
‘Other questions followed / came after this question’
(b) [AFTER(EXIST(x), EXIST(y))]

(JOVENES: 112, 36)

In (23a), which is taken from the BDS, seguir clearly means ‘follow’ in the sense of ‘come
after’. Thus, as well as in the above-discussed example with preceder, a mere temporal
relationship is expressed in this clause. In (23a), no question can be considered to be
dependent on the other one. Hence there is no co-argument dependency underlying the
thematic structure of this example. Subject and object can both be considered as Proto-Agents
or, at least, as equally (non-)agentive arguments. Given this lack of thematic distinctness
object marking is required. As already mentioned above, the absence of co-argument
dependency and thematic distinctness is directly related to the fact that (23) implies a
reversible relation between the subject and the object referent.
We might think, however, that a-marking in (23a) is really due to object preposing, which,
according to the Diccionario panhispánico de dudas obligatorily triggers object marking in
combination of an inanimate subject and an inanimate DO (cf. also de Swart 2003: 89f.). Note
that this syntactic factor does not contradict our semantic reasoning. Firstly, this is the case
because the hypothesis of thematic distinctness (15) is basically a unilateral constraint. It
postulates that inanimate DOs which are equally or more agentive than the subject must be
marked. The reversal does not necessarily hold, i.e. not every (inanimate) DO which is
marked by a must be equally, or more agentive than the subject. It might well be the case that

the construction with a-marking. Although several aspects of Delbecque's account are very enlightening, it is
not clear to me how to make use of her thematic analysis. Note that she claims that in predications with amarking the DO generally carries the causal Attributor role, beside the patient-like Goal role. This seems not
to be compatible with her interpretation that constructions of preceder with a-marking code a linear ordering
relation. How can the DO su muerte in (21) be understood as a causal Attributor role, when it is merely put as
an argument which is temporally located after the subject argument las mañanas?
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object preposing functions as a further constraint favouring the presence of the preposition.21
Secondly, we should consider that even without object preposing, a-marking is necessary (cf.
(23a')), at least, as long as the simple temporal relationship is expressed. If, otherwise, the
preposition is missing (Otras preguntas siguieron la pregunta), the sentence will not be
restricted to the temporal relation, but rather mean that 'the other questions' continued the
topic, style or whatever property we might attribute to the preceding question. Assuming that
the subject argument controls this continuation event, it clearly outranks the object in
agentivity, and, thus, the hypothesis of thematic distinctness will correctly predict no object
marking in this case. In the BDS we find several tokens of this type with the verb seguir.
Consider the following example:
(24) (a) El estado soviético sigue la política exterior del
régimen
zarista
the state soviet
follows the policy external of-the government czar
(TIEMPO: 74,14)
‘The Soviet state follows/continues the foreign policy of the czar government.’
(a') En cuanto a su política exterior, el estado soviético sigue el/al régimen zarista.
‘With respect to its foreign policy, the Soviet state follows the czar government.’
(b) [CONTROL(x, ACT-LIKE(x, y))]
In (24a), seguir means ‘follow’ in the sense of ‘continue’. Supposedly, the Soviet state
continues his foreign policy ‘volitionally’, which is one of Dowty's (1991) Proto-Agent
properties (cf. 16a)). Referring to Primus (1999a, b), we might argue that the state at least
controls its own foreign policy. This entails that it causes the continuity of its foreign policy,
which is another central Proto-Agent property (cf. (18b)). Consequently, the absence of amarking in this example seems to be due to the fact that subject and object argument are
thematically well-distinguished participants: The subject is obviously more agentive than the
DO.
One might probably object that the absence of a-marking is related to the fact that the
subject (the Soviet state) has a collective reading, and thus rather refers to an animate
argument. Since the DO (la política del régimen zarista) is inanimate, we could simply rely
on the traditional idea that no prepositional marking is required because the subject outranks
the DO with respect to animacy. This would, of course, be a much more comfortable
explanation. Yet, the objection is not fully convincing. Note that we must rely on metonymy
in order to adhere to animacy as the relevant trigger for DOM. This means that animacy
cannot be taken as a mere lexical feature, as is usually assumed (cf. von Heusinger & Kaiser
2003), but that it might also be assigned indirectly via metonymy, metaphor, or other means.
Following this generally plausible reasoning, we should, however, consider that in (24) not
only the subject, but also the DO (‘the foreign policy of the czar government’) might be
interpreted as a collective, and thus animate referent. This interpretation is probably more
evident in the alternative formulation given in (24a'). On the basis of the resulting animacy
conflict, we should expect obligatory object marking. However, a-marking is not obligatory,
neither in (24a) nor in (24a').
Apart from tokens, where seguir means either ‘continue’ or just ‘come after’, we also find
other uses of seguir:

21

Note, however, that according to Delbecque (1998: 400f.), neither object preposing nor clitic doubling, which
are often taken as formal criteria for topicality (or focality), trigger object marking categorically. Cf. also
examples (28) and (29) below.
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(25) (a) mientras una comisión
especial sigue el desarrollo de las negociaciones
while a commission special follows the development of the negotiations
(1VOZ: 3,4,1,5,7).
‘while a special commission will follow/observe the development of the
negotiations’
(b) [EXPER(x, y)]
In (25) seguir means ‘follow’ in the sense of ‘observe’. Obviously the commission is the
referent that perceives the negotiations. Given that perception is one of the Proto-Agent
properties postulated by Dowty (1991) and Primus (1999a, b), it can be concluded that the
subject is clearly more agentive than the DO. In line with our hypothesis, we will claim once
more that object marking is not required in this case since the subject outranks the DO with
respect to agentivity.22
It should be noted that, as far as seguir is concerned, object marking is only found in 13 out
of 25 tokens with inanimate subjects and inanimate DOs. In most of the cases, object marking
is blocked by a sort of (semi-productive) cognate object construction of the type seguir el
camino (‘follow the way’). Some of these constructions are given in (26):
(26) seguir el camino (‘follow the way’) seguir los derroteros (‘follow the paths’),
seguir el trayecto (‘follow the trajectory’), seguir su curso (‘follow one's course’),
seguir un rumbo (‘follow a course’), seguir la dirección (‘follow the direction’), etc.
As already mentioned in section 2, object marking in cognate object constructions, as well as
in light verb constructions, is generally ruled out, since the DO is a predicate rather than an
argument, i.e. it does not qualify as a proper participant (cf. Delbecque 2002: 107f.; García
García 2001, 2005a: 87).23 Note that we do not need a further constraint to account for the
absence of a-marking in these constructions. Although the subject NP might not outrank the
(syntactic) object NP with respect to animacy, the thematic distinctness is always warranted in
these cases, since there is only one proper participant, namely the subject argument. Once
again, the absence of a conflict on the level of thematic relations patterns with the absence of
object marking.
Let us review one of our initial examples in (4), repeated here in (27):
(27) (a) Un adjetivo acompaña / califica a un sustantivo
‘An adjective accompanies / qualifies a noun.’
(b) [NEXT-TO(x, y)]
The sentence in (27a) basically expresses the metalinguistic meaning of ‘serve as an adjunct’.
It phrases a rough placement relation without specifying a spatial ordering of the coarguments, i.e. a placement before or after: The adjective is next to the noun. This meaning
might be conveyed by verbs like acompañar (‘accompany’), calificar (‘qualify’) or even
modificar (‘modify’). As well as in the relevant examples with seguir and preceder (cf. (21),
(23)), the example in (27) is characterised by a reversible relation of the subject and the object
referent. The adjective is next to the noun, and the noun is next to the adjective. Since the
subject and the object argument are mutually independent, both arguments can be taken as
22

23

As in the former example in (24), one might object, once again, that the absence of a-marking is due to the
collective meaning of commission. Probably, the objection is more substantial in this case, since the link to
animacy is more evident. Note that, according to Primus (1999b: 142f.), the Proto-property of experience
unilaterally implies animacy on the part of the Experiencer.
Cf. Jones (1988), MacFarland (1995) and Moltmann (1989) for a discussion on the semantic and syntactic
status of cognate objects.
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Proto-Agents. According to our proposal of thematic distinctness, a-marking is required in
this example.
Consider the following example, which is the title of Goya's well-known aquatint etching:
(28) (a) El sueño de la razón produce monstruos.
the dream of the reason produces monsters.
‘The sleep of reason produces monsters.’
(b) [CAUSE(x, BECOME(EXISTENT(y)))]
Note that in this example the subject is inanimate and the DO is animate. Thus, with respect
to the distribution of animacy, this token seems to be semantically even more marked than the
above discussed cases where both arguments are inanimate. According to traditional
approaches as well as to the distinguishability constraint of Morimoto & de Swart (2006),
object marking should be required in this configuration. The DO clearly outranks the subject
in terms of animacy. However, no prepositional marking is necessary here. Our proposal
predicts that this is because the subject outranks the DO in terms of agentivity. The subject
argument is clearly a Proto-Agent since it causes the existence of the DO referent. Moreover,
the object argument has to be considered as a Proto-Patient: By virtue of its effected nature, it
does not exist independently of the event, which referring to Dowty (1991) and Primus (1999,
2006), are characteristic Proto-Patient properties (cf. (17e)).
With effected objects the thematic distinctness between the core participants of the clause
is self-evident. This goes hand in hand with the fact that object marking seems to be
principally impossible with effected objects.24 Let us consider another example with an
effected object from my own data.
(29) (a) El/*al dolor de cabeza lo
provocan
las preocupaciones
the
headachei
pron.3.SG-acc.-masc.i trigger-3.PL the worries
‘The headache is caused by worries.’
(b) [CAUSE(x, BECOME(EXISTENT(y)))]
In (29) both subject and object are inanimate. Moreover, the object is preposed. As already
mentioned discussing (23), object preposing is supposed to trigger a-marking obligatorily in
the combination of an inanimate subject and an inanimate DO (cf. the Diccionario
Panhispánico de Dudas and de Swart 2003: 89f.). Yet, object marking is not required and
would even yield an ungrammatical sentence in this case. As shown in the former example
with an effected object, a-marking seems to be ruled out by the fact that the subject clearly
outranks the object with respect to agentivity.
4.2 Examples with [+animate] subjects an [-animate] DOs
The vast majority of the tokens checked in the BDS corpus in the semantically unmarked
configuration of animate subjects and inanimate DOs contain the verb seguir (‘follow’). As
24

Consider the following examples taken from Leonetti (2003: 80), where both subject and object are animate:
(i) Estaba dibujando
a una niña
was
drawing
to a
girl
‘(S)he was portraying a girl’
(ii) Estaba dibujando
una niña.
was
drawing
a
girl
‘(S)he was drawing a girl’
While the alternative with object marking (i) denotes a portraying-event and thus entails a referential DO,
which exists independently of the event, the alternative without object marking (ii) makes reference to a
drawing-event. Obviously, only the object referent of the drawing-event qualifies as an effected object, since
it does not exist independently of the subject's activity.
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shown in the table in (12), this is the case with 127 out of 163 tokens. 125 out of the 127
examples with seguir show no object marking. Most of them follow the above-mentioned
cognate object construction of the type seguir el camino (‘follow the way’), where no amarking is expected. In order to discuss examples with a-marking, let us first focus on the
above mentioned examples in (13), repeated here in (29) and (30):
(30) (a) El profesor reemplaza el libro.
‘The professor replaces the book (with something else).’
(b) [CONTROL(x, BE-INSTEAD(y, z))]
z is not specified
(31) (a) El profesor reemplaza al libro.
‘The professor takes the place of the book.’
(b) [ACT-INSTEAD(x, y)]
As already shown above, DOM in these examples is due to a clausal meaning difference. In
(30) there is a clear co-argument dependency relation of the object argument on the subject
argument: the professor causes a replacement of the book; the entity with which the book is
replaced is not specified. This interpretation, with the subject functioning as a Proto-Agent,
and the object as a Proto-Patient, involving control as the central Proto-property is represented
in (30b). Since the subject outranks the object in agentivity there is a maximal thematic
distinctness of the co-arguments. Consequently no object marking is necessary.
In contrast to (30), in (31) there is no thematic distinctness between the core participants:
The professor is interpreted as an entity that takes the place of the book, i.e. as someone who
acts instead of the book fulfilling its didactic, entertaining or whatever function we might
attribute to the book. Crucially, ‘act like’ is a reversible or symmetrical predicate, since ACTINSTEAD(x, y) basically implies ACT-INSTEAD(y, x). Therefore (30) does not express a
dependency but an independency relation of the co-arguments. Both the subject and the object
argument can be understood as Proto-Agents. As a result of this thematic non-distinctness, amarking is required in (31a).
Note that the latter analysis also holds for our initial example (4d) En esta receta, la leche
puede sustituir al huevo ('In this recipe egg can take the place of/be replaced by milk'). In this
case, however, the reversible predication BE-INSTEAD(x, y) instead of ACTINSTEAD(y, x) might be a more appropriate one to represent the underlying meaning of the
clause.
Let us consider a last example that points to a similar direction:
(32) (a) El niño imitaba al
tren.
the boy imitated to-the train
‘The boy imitated the train.’
(b) [ACT-LIKE(x, y)]

(Weissenrieder 1991: 149)

Although in (32) the subject is animate and the object is clearly inanimate the object is again
marked with the preposition. Usually, examples of this type are explained on the basis of
personification (cf. Real Academia Española 1973: 373f.). Following Weissenrieder (1991:
149), it can be argued that the verb imitar requires animacy features to be assigned to the
inanimate train. By treating the train as a personified animate-like referent, object marking
would be expected, since subject and object both share the feature [+animate].
In line with our argumentation, there is, however, a different way to account for object
marking in (32). The child might imitate the train without being in control of this event. It
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might unconsciously produce similar sounds and movements like the train.25 Although the
event is described from the perspective of the child (and not the other way around) the
meaning of this example points, once more, to a symmetrical relation between the core
participants of the clause: As represented in (32b), the child acts like the train, which basically
implies the reversible relation, namely that the train acts like the child (ACT-LIKE(x,y) ⇒
ACT-LIKE(y, x)). If we are correct, in (32) no co-argument dependency relation is expressed.
The involvement of the child, as well as the one of the train might well be independent from
each other. Both arguments can be understood as Proto-Agents. Finally, this agentivity
conflict might be the reason for a-marking in this example.
5. Conclusion
We have focused on a neglected and particularly problematic area of DOM in Spanish,
namely DOM with inanimate DOs, generally understood as semantically unmarked or typical
DOs. As shown in this paper, it is not possible to cope with these cases of DOM on the basis
of Aissen (2003) and many others, which confine their analyses to the nature of the DO and
postulate object marking only for semantically marked (i.e. animate and definite) DOs. As
pointed out by Hopper & Thompson (1980) and others (cf. García García 2005b, Delbecque
2002, de Swart (2003), it seems more promising to look at the whole clause or even beyond
the clause, and not only at the DO. Nevertheless, object marking of inanimate DOs cannot be
accounted for by means of Hopper & Thompson's (1980) transitivity approach since object
marking does not pattern with high but with low transitivity.
Following de Swart's (2003) Principle of Semantic Distinctness, we have shown that it is
necessary to consider, above all, the semantic relation of subject and object in a given clause.
We have, however, rejected Morimoto & de Swart's (2006: 232) distinguishability constraint
according to which only those inanimate DOs should be marked which are not outranked by
the subject with respect to animacy and specificity. On the basis of Weissenrieder (1991) and
a test corpus research we have, instead, argued for a slightly different approach, namely that
object marking with inanimate DOs primarily correlates with a conflict on the thematic level.
Our central claim is that DOs, which are not outranked by the subject in terms of agentivity,
must be marked by a. Relying on Dowty's (1991) and Primus's (1999a, b, 2006) Proto-Role
accounts the discussion of the data has shown that inanimate DOs marked by a often qualify
as Proto-Agents, as they show the following property: They are not dependent of the subject's
involvement in the event (no co-argument dependency). Crucially, the involved verbal
predicates imply a reversible or symmetrical relation between the subject and the object
referent:

25

Note that there is even a stronger interpretation in favour of our account, namely that the train functions as
the stimulus determining the child's sounds and movements, i.e. as the underlying cause and thus, as a sort of
counter-agent to the subject argument.
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Underlying reversible relation

Examples

NEXT-TO(x, y) ⇒ NEXT-TO(y, x)

acompañar (‘accompany’),
calificar (‘qualify’)
cf. (4a), (27)

BE-INSTEAD(x, y) ⇒ BE-INSTEAD(y, x)

sustituir (‘subtitute’)

cf. (4d)

ACT-INSTEAD(x, y) ⇒ ACT-INSTEAD(y, x)

reemplazar (‘replace’)

cf. (13b), (31)

ACT-LIKE(x, y) ⇒ ACT-LIKE(y, x)

imitar (‘imitate’)

cf. (32)

BEFORE(p[x], q[y]) ⇒ AFTER(p[x], q[y])

preceder (‘precede’)
seguir (‘follow’)

cf. (4c) (21)
cf. (4b), (23)

One of the consequences related to the present analysis is that object marking is impossible
with effected objects, cognate objects, and light verb constructions.
It might well be the case that a-marking is not only controlled by thematic restrictions, but
also by (independent) syntactic and discourse-pragmatic conditions like object preposing or
topicality. Note, however, that at least some of the relevant conditions discussed in the
literature fit quite well with our proposal. This is the case with double object constructions
(e.g. no consideran oración a/*ø la secuencia con verbo 'they do not consider the sequence
with a verb a sentence), secondary predications (e.g. tengo *a/ø una secretaria ‘I have a
secretary’ vs. tengo a/??ø una secretaria con pelo azul ‘I have a secretary with blue hair’) or
A.c.I.-constructions (e.g. dejar al/*el tiempo hacer de las suyas ‘to let the time do its work’).
In all of these cases, the a-marked DO can be interpreted as a Proto-Agent, which functions as
the logical subject of the embedded predication.
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1. Introduction*
In Spanish, the direct object can be accompanied by the marker a, which is homophone to the
preposition a ‘to’; hence, such direct objects are often called ‘prepositional accusative”, which
is an type of Differential Object Marking (DOM). DOM is widespread among the languages
of the world. Bossong (1985) mentions that at least 300 known languages exhibit DOM in one
way or other. DOM or a-marking of the direct object in Spanish is a well studied subject (e.g.
Brugè & Brugger 1996, Torrego 1999, Leonetti 2004, Pensado 1995 with a annotated
bibliography), but there is no overall account of the different parameters that determine DOM,
nor is there a theory that explains the interaction of the parameters. Two main approaches to
DOM in general are currently under discussion: The Ambiguity Thesis and the Transitivity
Thesis. The Ambiguity Thesis (Comrie 1975, Moravcsik 1978, Croft 1988, Bossong 1985,
Aissen 2003) assumes that languages that do not distinguish subject and direct object tend to
develop extra markers to indicate direct objects if they are too similar to typical subjects.
These approaches focus on the properties of the direct object such as animacy, definiteness,
specificity and topicality. The Transitivity Thesis (Hopper & Thompson 1980, Naess 2004),
on the other side, assumes that a direct object is marked if it is a “good” argument in a
transitive sentence. These approaches focus on semantic properties of the verb such as
telicity, aspectuality and thematic information of the argument role of the direct object such as
volitionality and agency. De Hoop & Narasimhan (2005) modify the Transitivity-Thesis and
use the concept of “Strength of an Argument”. According to them, DOM-languages mark
strong arguments in direct object positions. We will develop this thesis further and account
for the strength by analyzing the interaction of the properties of the direct object with the
lexical semantics of the verb. Most synchronic research on DOM or a-marking in Spanish
focuses on the properties of the direct object, while the verbal semantics has been less well
investigated. Moreover, diachronic studies focus exclusively on these properties and do not
investigate the verb class. In our study we investigate the role of the verb class for the
diachronic development of a-marking in Spanish. Our findings clearly show the importance
of the verbal semantics and they also motivate the variations that can be found in DOM
marking, both in synchronic and diachronic data.
DOM in Spanish, as in other languages, can only be explained by the interaction of several
parameters. We assume the following three families of parameters for DOM: (i) the properties
of the direct object, (ii) its competition with other arguments in the sentence (mainly the
subject), and (iii) the lexical semantics of the verb. The properties of the argument include
animacy, definiteness, specificity and topicality. Even though these categories originate on
* We would like to thank the audience at the International Workshop “Definiteness, Specificity and Animacy
in Ibero-Romance Languages (Nereus III)” in Alcalá de Henares (Madrid) in October, 7th, 2006, and at the
International Workshop “New Perspectives on Morphological Change” in Berlin in October, 28th, 2006 for
constructive comments, and the organizers Manuel Leonetti and Elisabeth Stark for organizing these two
inspiring events. We are also indebted to Victoria Escandell-Vidal for her valuable comments on a previous
version of this paper. Special thanks go to Bruce Mayo for his detailed and helpful comments on our English.
A substantial part of the corpus searches were undertaken by our student assistants Heidrun Bohnet, Annika
Deichsel, Katharina Ruchti and Helga Szilagyi. This research was supported by the German Science
Foundation (SFB 732 “Incremental Specification in Context”, for the first author, and in the SFB 471
“Variation and Change in the Lexicon”, for the second author).
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different grammatical levels, they converge to an overall category “referential status”, which
is often described in terms of degrees of “individualization”. The competition with the subject
triggers DOM: if the direct object is too similar to a typical subject (animate, definite,
topical), a DOM language tends to mark the object in order to disambiguate between the two
arguments. At the same time the lexical semantics of the verb determine the role of the
argument in the described event. Sentences with verbs that prefer animate direct objects are
more likely to mark animate objects low on the Referenciality Scale than sentences with verbs
that prototypically take inanimate objects. We show that the subtle interaction between the
verbal semantics, on the one hand, and the referential properties of the noun, on the other, can
explain the variation in DOM that we find. In particular, we try to account for diachronic
variation in Spanish. Diachronic studies show that DOM in Spanish spread from personal
pronouns and proper names to definite and finally indefinite noun phrases (all
human/animate). Our data suggests that besides this general picture, the lexical semantics of
the verb is a driving force in the diachronic evolution of DOM. In a detailed analysis we
compare a particular piece of literature (selected chapters of the Bible) from different periods
(14th, 16th and 20th century) and regions (including an American bible translation of the 20th
century). Since we are dealing with the same text, this detailed comparison allows us to
control the contextual settings. It also shows that the properties of the direct object do not
suffice to explain the variation and the diachronic development of DOM. We therefore extend
our analysis to different verb classes and extend our corpus search to the whole Bible, and in a
another step we use an even broader text corpus (the electronically available Corpus del
Español from the 12th to the 19th century). The findings confirm our original hypothesis that
the verb class is a main parameter for DOM in Spanish.
2. Parameters of Differential Object Marking in Spanish
As noted above, differential Object Marking (DOM) in Spanish is expressed by the marker a,
which is homophone to the preposition a ‘to’ and the dative marker a.1 DOM in Spanish is
determined by three families of parameters: (i) referential properties, (ii) competition between
the arguments in a sentence, and (iii) transitivity properties of the verb, i.e. the lexical
semantics of the verb. The following subsections are devoted to these parameters.
2.1 Nominal properties
Some categories of a noun are animacy, referentiality (definiteness and specificity), and
topicality.2 These properties derive from different types of information: Animacy is a lexical
(or conceptual) property, specificity is a referential property, definiteness a discourse
pragmatic one, and topicality a property of information structure. Still, all these properties
interact and yield a more general concept of “referential status”, which corresponds to the
often mentioned category “individuation”. Each particular parameter can be expressed by a
scale of two or more values. A language cuts across the scale at one particular point – the
language specific-transition point.
Silverstein (1976) has discussed the role of animacy for case-marking, see also Comrie
(1975). We assume that animacy is a lexicalized conceptual category, i.e. speakers categorize
1

2

For want of space we cannot discuss the role of clitic doubling for DOM, but see Suñer (1988), Brugè &
Brugger (1996) and Parodi (1998) for clitic doubling and von Heusinger & Kaiser (2003) for the relation
between a-marking and clitic doubling as expressing DOM. Leonetti (2004:100) states that the conditions
licensing clitic doubling are a subset of the conditions that license a-marking. He refers to Bleam (1999:199),
who points out that “the semantic properties which give rise to clitic doubling form a subset of the semantic
properties which give rise to the prepositional accusative [...].” We expect that our findings for a-marking are
also relevant for clitic doubling, but we leave this for further research (see Leonetti (this volume)).
There are additional referential properties such as number, collectivity, concreteness etc. that influence the
“individualization” of an argument.
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objects they speak about according to different values of animacy. The Animacy Scale (1)
distinguishes three values. Depending on the language, we find a transition point between
human and animate or between animate and inanimate:
(1)

Animacy Scale:
human > animate > inanimate
human
+ human

animate

inanimate
– human

Spanish seems to take the first option and distinguishes between +human and –human. While
the main information for animacy is encoded in the lexicon, additional contextual effects may
shift the animacy marking to the higher or lower pole of the scale (see Weissenrieder 1990):
(2)

(a) Vi
*(a) la /
saw-1SG to the /
(b) Vi
(*a) la /
saw-1SG to the /
‘I saw the / a table.’

una
a
una
a

mujer.
woman
mesa.
table

The main parameter, however, for the individualization of a noun is referentiality as
expressed in the Referentiality Scale3 which combines definiteness and referentiality. This
scale marks personal pronouns (Pro) most strongly, followed by proper names, definite noun
phrases, specific indefinite noun phrases, and nonspecific indefinite noun phrases, with nonargumental nouns at the lowest end. The version presented in (3) combines different types of
such Scales (see Comrie 1975, Bossong 1985, Croft 1988, Aissen 2003 and others). In
particular, we have added the non-argumental noun slot, which is crucial for the description of
DOM in Spanish.4
(3)

Referentiality Scale (extended version of Aissen 2003:437: “Definiteness Scale”):
personal pronoun > proper noun > definite NP > indefinite specific NP > indefinite nonspecific NP > non-argumental
Pro >

PN >
Def >
Spec >
argument-status (e-type)

–Spec >

–Arg
<e,t>-type

The scale can be cut in two at different transition positions. For contemporary European
Spanish we assume that the cut is below non-specific indefinites (-Spec) and above nonargumentals (–Arg). In other words, DOM in Spanish (for animate direct objects) indicates
that the noun is an argument rather than predicate that might be incorporated. (Leonetti 2004).
Bleam (1999) formulates this distinction in terms of the type of noun: argument type e, vs.
non-argumental type of <e,t>. The definite noun phrase in (4a) and the indefinite (specific)
noun phrase in (4b) must be marked by a. Even the non-specific indefinite noun phrase in (4c)
may optionally marked with a. The non-specificity is triggered by the subjunctive sepa in the
3

4

Contrary to our use of “Definiteness Scale” in earlier papers and the use of Aissen (2003), we prefer here to
name the scale under discussion “Referentiality Scale” following Croft (2003:130). The advantage of this
terminology is that it allows for a description that is independent from the otherwise well known and well
grammaticalized definiteness. The terminology also allows us to include non-argumental direct objects,
whether we call them incorporated or not.
We have suppressed many other categories such as possessives (depending on the language type: above
definites), universals (pattern with definites), partitives (between definites and specific indefinites), different
kinds of specific indefinites (see Haspelmath 1997) etc. This linear scale does not provide a slot for nonreferential definites (see section 4.3 for an example of this kind).
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relative clause. Even the indefinite (non-specific) pronoun alguien in its possible non-specific
reading takes a. Only the predicate <e,t>-type meaning of (4e) does not allow a:
(4)

(a) Vi
*(a) la mujer.
saw-1SG to the woman
‘I saw the woman.’
(b) Vi
*(a) una mujer.
saw-1SG to a
woman
‘I saw a woman.’
(c) Necesitan (a) un ayudante que sepa
inglés.
need-3PL to a assistent that speak-SUBJ.3SG English
'They need an assistent who knows English'
(d) Está buscando a alguien.
is
looking to someone
‘(S)he is looking for someone’
(e) El dentista necesita *a un ayudante.
the dentist needs
DOM a
assistant
‘The dentist needs an assistant’

Topicality is a notion of information structure and therefore somewhat vague and difficult to
test in corpora. Here we adopt the notion of “aboutness-topic”, i.e. the topic of a sentence is
that piece of information that the sentence is about. Topics can be syntactically or
intonationally marked; the latter is hard to detect in corpora. The former would be a good test.
We assume that a left moved direct object is topical, but we cannot tell whether a direct object
close to the verb is topical or not.
(5)

Topicality
topical > non topical
topical

– topical

We assume that there are only topical and non-topical direct objects. The indefinite direct
object right of the verb may optionally take a, while the left-moved one in (6b) must take it
(cf. Leonetti 2004:86).
(6)

(a) Ya
conocía (a) muchos estudiantes.
already knew-1SG to many students
‘I already knew many students’
(b) *(A) muchos estudiantes, ya
los conocía.
(to) many students,
already them knew-1SG
‘Many students I already knew’

We can summarize the conditions for DOM in Spanish in (7): Spanish has to mark the direct
object if it is human and an e-type argument. In all other cases the marker must not be used.
(7)

DOM in Modern Spanish: Simplified description:
Standard Spanish
+human
-human

+ Arg
+
–

– Arg
–
–
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2.2 Disambiguation and Competition
One approach to DOM in Spanish is to assume that a-marking disambiguates between
subject and object. If the object is too similar to the subject, a-marking is necessary to indicate
objecthood. It is interesting that a-marking is obligatory (or at least optional) even in those
cases where we have two inanimate arguments (Weissenrieder 1991:146) (see also Torrego
Salcedo 1999, García-García (this volume)).
(8)

(a) …que los gerundios modifican al
sujeto.
that the gerunds
modify
to-the subject
‘... that the gerunds modify the subject’
(b) En esta receta, la leche puede sustituir al
huevo.
In this recipe the milk can
replace to-the egg
‛In this recipe egg can replace the milk.’

There is also a second aspect of competition and disambiguation: There are other constituents
that are marked with a and therefore compete with the direct object. The indirect object in
Spanish is obligatorily marked by a. As a consequence, if only one constituent is marked, it
must be the indirect object (Torrego 1999:1784):
(10) (a) Perseguía al guardia
el ladrón.
pursued to-the policeman the thief
‘The thief pursued the policeman’
(b) Perseguía el guardia
al
ladrón.
pursued the policeman to-the thief
‘The policeman pursued the thief’
In ditransitive sentences and in sentences with nouns marked with the preposition a, DOMmarking of the direct object can create ambiguity of the grammatical functions, as in (11a). In
order to avoid this ambiguity, it often occurs that direct objects – but never indirect or
prepositional objects – appear unmarked in these sentences, as in (11b), even though they
would be otherwise marked. This avoidance of a is only a “stylistic rule” and is, according to
Real Academia Española (1973:374f), mostly applied in cases when both objects are full
nouns:
(11) (a) Ha sido forzoso
dejar al
conde en rehenes al enemigo.
has been compelling leave to-the count as hostage to-the enemy
(b) Ha sido forzoso
dejar el conde en rehenes al enemigo.
has been compelling leave the count as hostage to-the enemy
'It has been compelling to leave the count as hostage to the enemy'
Disambiguation and competition are important factors for a-marking in Spanish, in particular
for non-core cases, as in (8). However, they do not furnish an overall account or parameter
able to explain fully the distribution and variation of a-marking.
2.3 Transitivity and the lexical semantics of verbs
DOM-marking in Spanish depends not only on the referential properties of the direct object
and its competition with the subject or other arguments in the sentence, but also on the lexical
properties of the verb. This has been noted in descriptive grammars of Spanish (Bello
1847:567-570, Fernández Ramírez 1951:151-190 and others). Particular approaches to
describe DOM in terms of verb classes have been undertaken by Bolinger (1953), Fish
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(1967), Pottier (1968), Leonetti (2004) and others (see also an overview in Pensado 1995 and
Torrego 1999). These observations fit nicely into the more general approach of Transitivity of
Hopper & Thompson (1980). They argue that the categories given below are ordered in a
particular way: Languages prefer to mark categories with high transitivity values
morphologically, rather than the lower values. Spanish, for example, marks the direct object
with a if it is high in individuation (see point 10 in (12)). At the same time it also marks a telic
event by this means (see example (13)), or affectedness (see examples (17)-(18) below).
Hopper & Thompson (1980) account for the particular alignment of values shown in (12) by
assuming that all high transitive values contribute to the discourse salience of the event
described by the verb and its arguments.
(12) Parameters of Transitivity (Hopper & Thompson 1980)

1. Participants
2. Kinesis
3. Aspect
4. Punctuality
5. Volitionality
6. Affirmation
7. Mode
8. Agency
9. Affectedness of O
10. Individuation of O

High transitivity
Two participants or
more (A and O)
Action
Telic
Punctual
Volitional
Affirmative
Realis
A high in potency
O totally affected
O highly individuated

Low transitivity
one participant
Nonaction
Atelic
Nonpunctual
Nonvolitional
Negative
Irrealis
A low in potency
O not affected
O nonindividuated

For Spanish, different aspects of the lexical semantics of verbs have been described with
respect to a-marking, including telicity, volitionality, type of causation, mode, agency and
affectedness. For lack of space we can only refer to some of these aspects below.
According to Torrego (1999:1786f), telicity functions as a strong parameter for DOM in
Spanish, for a-marked direct objects are obligatory with telic verbs, such as insultar (‘insult’):
(13) Marta insultó
*(a) un compañero.
Marta insulted-3SG to a collegue
‘Marta insulted a collegue’
DOM-marking can express subtle differences in the semantics of events. Torrego (1999:1788)
notes the difference between (14a) and (14b): In (14a) the object is not identified nor
identifiable, while in (14b) it is known (at least for the speaker) and more individualized.
Moreover, in (14b) the subject is more strongly involved in the event, and the object
constitutes an independent entity. This is also shown in (15) where the predicative llorando
‘crying’ is a secondary predicate. In (15a) it can only be predicated of the subject, while in
(15b) it can be applied to the subject or the (higly individualized) object (Torrego 1999:1789).
(14) (a) Besaron un niño.
kissed-3PL a child
(b) Besaron a un niño.
kissed-3PL to a child
‘They kissed a child’
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(15) (a) Besaron un niño llorando.
(secondary predication: subject)
kiss-3PL a child crying
‘They kiss a child while they were crying’
(b) Besaron a un niño llorando.
(secondary predication: subject, object)
kiss-3PL to a child crying
‘They kiss a child while they were crying’ OR: ‘They kiss a crying child’
According to Torrego (1999:1786) the verb matar ‘to kill’ strongly prefers a with direct
objects, but does not require it. Thus the presence or absence of the marker a with animate
objects expresses a very subtle difference in the kind of event: (16a) with the marked object is
understood as expressing direct causation, while in (16b) without the marker expresses
indirect causation.5
(16) (a) Han
matado a un buscador de oro.
have-3PL killed to a searcher of gold
‘They have killed a gold searcher’
(b) Han
matado un buscador de oro.
have-3PL killed a searcher of gold
‘They have killed a gold searcher’

(direct causation)
(indirect causation)

Torrego (1999:1791) discusses affectedness of the object by the event expressed in the verb as
a very strong a-trigger in Spanish, as illustrated in the next examples with eventive or stative
verbs. The affectedness can relate to physical circumstances, as in (17), or to psychological
ones, as in (18). The (b)-examples without the marker are ungrammatical.
(17) (a) Golpearon a un extranjero.
beat-3PL to a stranger
(b) *Golpearon un extranjero.
beat-3PL a stranger
‘They have beaten a stranger’
(18) (a) Odia
a un vecino.
hate-3SG to a neighbor
(b) *Odia
un vecino.
hate-3SG a neighbor
‘(S)he hates a neighbor’
Contemporary Spanish has lexicalized this contrast: a whole class of verbs obligatorily take a
with animate objects, such as saludar (‘greet’), odiar (‘hate’), insultar (‘insult’), castigar
(‘punish’), sobornar (‘bribe’) or atacar (‘attack’) with animate objects, while other verbs like
encontrar (‘find’), buscar (‘look for’), esconder (‘hide’) or ver (‘see’) allow for both options
(with human/animate objects). According to Leonetti (2004:84) the marker a is fully
lexicalized with verbs of the first class and does not express any further referential property.
Nevertheless, the marker still indicates some kind of referential status, as Leonetti (2004:99)
5

Note that Torrego’s judgements in (14)-(15) and in (16) are not shared by all Spanish speakers. Victoria
Escandell-Vidal (p.c.) points out that the difference in (16) becomes more acceptable with another object:
(i) (a) Has
matado a
un campeon.
has-2SG killed DOM a champion
‘you have killed a champion’
(i) (a) Has
matado un campeon.
has-2SG killed a champion
‘you have killed the carrier of a champion’
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notes with respect to bare nouns in object position. The verbs of the class that have a
lexicalized marker (cf. (19a)) cannot take bare nouns, as in (20a). On the other side, the class
of verbs that exhibit a certain optionality of the marker, as in (19b), also allow for bare nouns,
as in (20b):
(19) (a) {odiar/ admirar/ despreciar/ amar/ aborrecer/ soportar} *(a) una persona
‘to hate/ admire/ despise/ love/ detest/ put up with… a person’
(b) {llevar/ curar/ contratar/ describir/ encontrar / ver}(a) una persona
‘to take/ cure/ hire/ describe/ find/ see a person’
(20) (a) {*odiar/ *admirar/ *despreciar/ *amar/ *aborrecer/ *soportar} personas
‘to hate/ admire/ despise/ love/ detest/ put up with… persons’
(b) {llevar/ curar/ contratar/ describir/ encontrar / ver} personas
‘to take/ cure/ hire/ describe/ find/ see a person’
Affectedness itself seems to be a complex category that consists of subproperties such as the
animacy of the object, the agency of the subject, the involvement of the object, and the aspect
or aktionsart of the verb. We cannot speculate about the contribution of each of the mentioned
factors or their interaction. We only state that we can distinguish verb classes according to
affectedness and arrange them on a scale. To our knowledge, Pottier (1968:87) was the first to
propose such a Scale of Affectedness, with different verb classes ranked according to the
degree of the affectedness of their direct object.
(21) Scale of Affectedness (Pottier 1968:87)
+
matar
ver
considerar
‘kill’
‘see’
‘consider’

–
tener
‘have’

Affectedness is an intuitively valid category, but it is very difficult to give it a clear definition
and apply it to various verbs. An additional complication is that other factors can interact with
it. Therefore, we simplify the Scale of Affectedness and assume that the particular ranking is
triggered by the specification of the verb to its object with respect to animacy. The verb matar
‘to kill’ has a strong tendency to take animate objects and is high in affectedness, while ver
‘see’ has no restriction with respect to animacy. Considerar ‘consider’ prefers an inanimate
object and tener ‘have’ is an existential verb (see Bolinger 1953, Brugè & Brugger 1996:38,
fn. 40 for the definition of “existential verbs”). It is also important to note that not the actual
animacy is relevant, but the expected one.
(22) Scale of Affectedness and expected animacy of the object
[+ animate]
matar
‘kill’

[± animate]
ver
‘see’

[±/- animate]
considerar
‘consider’

[(±)/– animate]
tener
‘have’

This classification is quite coarse and many more subclasses are expected. The verbal class
that strongly affects its objects (see (19a)) would be allocated above matar. In section 4.1 this
classification will modified and then be the base for our corpus search.
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3. Diachronic development of DOM
3.1 Diachronic development along the Referentiality Scale
Like Modern Standard Spanish, Old Spanish exhibits DOM. However, as shown in several
diachronic studies (Melis 1995, Laca 2002, 2006), the use of DOM in Old Spanish is less
frequent and determined by slightly different conditions than in Modern Spanish. The main
results of these studies, summerized in von Heusinger & Kaiser (2005), are repeated here
briefly and illustrated with some examples from the Cantar de mio Cid (following Melis 1995
and Laca 2006).
(Strong) object personal pronouns carry obligatory DOM in Old Spanish, as in (23).
Human/animate proper names acting as direct object nouns are obligatory marked by DOM in
Old Spanish, as in (24). Human/animate definite direct object NPs are not obligatorily marked
by DOM in Old Spanish, as in (25). Human/animate non-definite direct object NPs are never
marked by DOM in Old Spanish, as in (26) (cf. Laca 2006:444):
(23) e ssi fuéredes vençidos, non rebtedes
a nós
and if would-2PL defeated not blame-IMP.2PL to us
‘but if you are defeated you are not to blame us’

(Cid, 3566)

(24) Matastes a Bucar & arrancamos el canpo
killed-2SG to Búcar and rupture-1PL the field
‘you killed Búcar and and we have won the battle’

(Cid, 2458)

(25) (a) Reçiba
a mios yernos
commo elle pudier
mejor (Cid, 2637)
receive-IMP.2SG to my sons-in-law as
he could-3.SG better
‘Let him give to my sons-in-law the finest possible welcome’
(b) Ca yo case
sus fijas
con yfantes de Carrion
(Cid, 2956)
for I married.1SG. his daughters with Infantes of Carrion
‘for I married his daughters to the Infantes of Carrion’
(26) Tanto traen
las grandes ganançias, muchos gañados de ovejas e de vacas
very brought.3PL the big
wealths
many herds
of sheep and of cows
‘They brought such great wealth, many herds of sheep and cows’
(Cid, 480-481)
Comparing these facts in Old Spanish to the situation in Modern Spanish, we can state that
there is a crucial difference in the marking of definite object NPs and specific indefinite NPs,
both animate and human ones. According to Laca’s (2006) research, 36 percent of all animate
definite object NPs are marked with DOM. In Modern Spanish, as already shown, these
objects always appear with a. This difference is illustrated in (27) and (28), where the original
version of El Cantar de Mio Cid is contrasted to a translation in Modern Spanish (cf. Laca
2006:455, Melis 1995:143):
(27) Old Spanish:
(a) En braços tenedes mis fijas
tan blancas commo el sol.
in arms have-2.PL my daughters as white as
the sun
‘In your arms you hold my daugthers, as white as the sun’
(b) Escarniremos
las fijas
del
Campeador.
will-humiliate-1PL the daughters of-the Battler
‘We shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’

(Cid, 2333)
(Cid, 2551)
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(28) Modern Spanish:
(a) tenéis
a mis hijas,
tan blancas como el sol, en vuestros brazos
have.2.PL to my daughters as white as
the sun in your
arms
(Cantar de mio Cid. Translation A. Reyes. Madrid: Espasa Calpe 1976)
‘In your arms you hold my daugthers, as white as the sun’
(Cid, 2333)
(b) y podremos
escarnecer a las hijas
del
Campeador.
(Cid, 2551)
and will-can1.PL humiliate to the daughters of-the Battler
(Cantar de mio Cid. Translation A. Reyes. Madrid: Espasa Calpe 1976)
‘We shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’
We can state that DOM has expanded considerably towards the right of the Referentiality
Scale (while the Animacy Scale has not been affected from this extension, so far): the
development goes from obligatory DOM for pronouns and proper nouns and optional DOM
for definite nouns in Old Spanish to obligatory DOM for specific NPs and optional DOM for
non-specific indefinite NPs in Modern Spanish. This holds for all animate direct objects (Laca
2006). Table (29) gives an informal representation of this development:
(29)

Informal representation of the diachronic evolution of the DOM- marker a in Spanish
along the Referentiality Scale for animate direct objects (von Heusinger & Kaiser
2005, based on Laca 2006, Melis 1995)
+ animate
Old Spanish
(Cid)
Evolution
Modern (Standard)
Spanish

personal
pronoun >
+

proper
noun >
+

↓
+

↓
+

> definite > indefinite > indefinite
NP
spec. NP non spec. NP
±
–
–
(36%)
⇓
⇓
⇓
+
+
±

3.2 Triggering conditions for the emergence and the development of DOM
Given this variation between Old and Modern Spanish with respect to the use of DOM, it is
natural to ask which factors determine this variation. Melis (1995) and Laca (2006) point out
that one of the most relevant factors for the use a in these cases are structures with syntactic
topicalisation. In his study on El Cantar de Mio Cid, Melis (1995:134) observes that direct
object NPs occurring in canonical word order, i.e. in postverbal position, are in general not
employed with DOM, while preposed direct object NPs are. This observation is confirmed by
Laca’s study. On the one hand, she observes that in the part of El Cantar de Mio Cid which
she investigated, 80 percent of all animate definite object NPs used without a appear in the
canonical postverbal position (see the examples in (27)). On the other hand, Laka (2006:455)
notes that 73 percent of the definite object NPs used with a are either preposed, doubled by a
co-referent clitic, or both preposed and doubled, as illustrated by the examples in (30):
(30) (a) Assi las escarniremos
alas fijas
del
Campeador
so them humiliate.FUT-1PL to-the daughters of-the Battler
‘So, we shall humiliate the Battler's daughters’
(b) A las sus fijas
en braço las prendia
to the his daugthers in arm them hold-3.SG
‘He gathered his daughters in his arms’

(Cid, 2555)
(Cid, 275)

These findings provide one explanation for the variability found in the use of DOM with
direct object NPs in Old Spanish, showing that topicality played a crucial role for DOM
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marking in the earlier periods of Spanish. Note that in a later period topicality ceases to be a
relevant factor for the use of DOM with (animate and definite) direct object NPs. As a
consequence, almost all of these object types are used with a, which leads to a significant
increase of DOM marking in Spanish. In a further step, DOM marking extends to indefinite
NPs. The crucial feature here is [±specific]: while specific indefinite object NPs tend to be
marked with DOM, unspecific ones are not. This observation has led us to conclude that the
evolution of DOM is facilitated by intervening “transitional” categories, such as topicality and
specificity. These categories are only active for the category to which DOM is developing:
topicality for definite NPs, specificity for indefinite NPs. We can only speculate why we find
such pairs: Topicality expresses a prominent contrast that (most often) affects definite NPs,
while specificity expresses a contrast that (most) often affects indefinite NPs. In addition, a
further distinction, indicated by the feature [±Arg(umental)] can be made with respect to
unspecific indefinite NPs.
Extending von Heusinger & Kaiser (2005), we propose the following model of diachronic
change, according to which the diachronic evolution of a-marking is triggered by additional
parameters:
(31) Evolution of DOM from Old Spanish to Modern Spanish for animate objects:
Strong Pro >

PN >

Definite
+top
transition point between ±top for
definite direct objects
Strong Pro >

PN >

Definite
+top

Definite –
top

Indefinite

Definite –
top

Indefinite

neutralization for ±top
Strong Pro >

PN >

Definite

Indefinite

transition point between ±spec for
indefinite direct objects
Strong Pro >

PN >

Definite

Indefinite
+spec

Indefinite
–spec

Indefinite
+spec

Indef Indef
–spec –spec
+ Arg –Arg

transition point between an unknown feature
for non-specific indefintite direct objects
Strong Pro >

PN >

Definite

4. Diachronic development and lexical classes
The commonly assumed summary (31) of the diachronic development of DOM in Spanish
rests on two main parameters, referentiality and animacy, together with triggering conditions
such as topicality (from proper names to definite NPs) and specificity (from definite to
indefinite Nps). While these parameters have been well studied, they have not sufficed to
account for the observable diachronic and synchronic variation. Our detailed analyses of three
different kinds of accessible corpora show that the diachronic development of DOM is
crucially dependent on the lexical class of the governing verb. Our corpus searches have
confirmed our original hypothesis that the verb class is a main parameter for DOM in Spanish
and that DOM-spreading depends on time, referential properties of nouns, and verbal class. In
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general, this diachronic corpus study strongly suggests that case-marking is determined by
parameters in a multi-dimensional space (see von Heusinger & Klein 2007 for an account to
DOM as “strength of case relation”).
We start with the classification developed in section 2.3, which is based on Pottier
(1968:87). While Pottier (1968) takes affectedness as the main dimension according to which
we arrange our verbs, we simplified this in assuming that the semantic restriction on the type
of animacy for the object is the decisive factor, as in (22), repeated as (32). Our view is
motivated by similar observations for Hindi (Mohanan 1994).
(32) Scale of Affectedness:
+
matar
ver
‘kill’
‘see’

considerar
‘consider’

–
Affectedness
tener
‘have’

Since purely existential verbs such as tener ‛have’ have a very strong tendency, even today,
not to take objects that are a-marked, we excluded existential verbs.6 That left us with three
verbal classes, and we selected particular verbs for each class depending on availability in the
original material. Class 1: herir, matar all have a clear preference for animate direct objects,
class 2: ver, hallar do not have any preference with respect to the animacy of the direct
object, and class 3: poner and tomar have a slight preference for inanimate objects. We can
locate them on the scale in the following way.
(33)

Scale of verbal classes in Spanish according to animacy preferences
[+ animate]
Class 1
herir / matar
‘hurt / kill’

[± animate]
Class 2
ver / hallar
‘see / find’

[±/- animate]
Class 3
poner / tomar
‘put / take’

For a selection of these verbs (depending on the corpus) we categorized the direct objects
according to the Referentiality Hierarchy. We used three types of corpora: Firstly, we
compared the two books of Samuel and the two books of Kings in four Spanish bible
translations: A from the 14th, B from 16th/17th, C from an European Spanish translation of the
20th century and D from an American translation of the 20th century, on the assumption that
American Spanish has developed further. Secondly, we extended the search to the whole
Bible, as the last three versions are electronically available (bible-gateway). Thirdly, we used
the broader Corpus del Español from the 12th to the 19th century
(http://www.corpusdelespanol.org). These corpus searches confirmed our original hypothesis
that the verb class is a main parameter for DOM in Spanish and that DOM-spreading depends
on time, referential properties of nouns and verbal class.
4.1. Comparing sentences in the same environment across time
Using parallel texts in general provides the great advantage of allowing one to compare the
very same kind of construction, expression or lexical unit in texts from different languages or
6

Various authors note that there are certain conditions under which even tener requires (or allows) a-marking
of the direct object. Pensado (1995:32) mentions the contrast between (i) and (ii). See also Bolinger (1953).
(i) tiene
a su mujer enferma
has-3.SG to his wife sick
‘His wife is sick’
(ii) tiene
una mujer muy inteligente
has-1.SG a
wife very intelligent
‘He has a very intelligent wife’
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from different periods of the same language (cf. Cysouw & Wälchli 2007). Our assumption is
that Bible translations serve this requirement best (cf. Kaiser 2005, Enrique-Arias 2007).
Bible translations constitute a quite archaic text and often have a quite specialized register that
differs substantially from that of spoken language, but they also contain a considerable
amount of natural-sounding direct speech. In addition, unlike many other older texts, most
parts of the Bible are written (and translated) in prose, which eliminates the possibility that
rime constraints influence the morphosyntax. Furthermore, for many languages, including
Spanish, Bible translations (as well as other religious texts) provide the very earliest written
documentation, and many Bible translations are easily and freely available for download from
the Internet. We chose the following four Bible translations from different times and from
different regions, taking the book of Samuel as our data base:
(34) Bible translations used in the corpus search
Version A: 14th century
Biblias medievales romanceadas. Biblia medieval romanceada judio-cristiana. Versión
del Antiguo Testamento en el siglo XIV, sobre los textos hebreo y latino. Vol. I:
Genesis-Reyes. Edicón y estudio introductorio por el P. José Llamas. Madrid: Instituto
«Francisco Suarez»
Version B: 16th / 17th century
Reina Valera Antigua (1569/1602). Source: http://www.biblegateway.com
(The Reina-Valera Antigua was first translated and published in 1569 by Casiodoro de
Reina, after twelve years of intensive work, and later put out in 1602 in revised form by
Cipriano de Valera, who gave more than twenty years of his life to its revision and
improvement.)
Version C: 20th century (Standard European Spanish)
Europa Reina Valera (1995) (United Bible Societies).
Source: http://www.biblegateway.com/
Version D: 20th century (American Spanish)
La Biblia de las Américas (1971) (The Lockman Foundation).
Source: http://www.biblegateway.com/
This is a new translation of the Scriptures from the original languages. Completed in
1986 by a team of Latin American evangelical Bible scholars, La Biblia de las Américas
is an original work translated from the Hebrew-Aramaic and Greek directly into modern
Spanish.
4.1.1 Definite NPs
Our first corpus search concerned the presence or absence of DOM with definite human direct
objects in the first ten chapters of the first book of Samuel. As expected, we found that
pronouns and proper names are always marked with DOM in all four Bible translations. For
definite object NPs, the results are summarized in table (35):
1 Sam 1-10

Definite direct object noun ([+human])
+ top
(preverbal /clitic doubling)

±a
A
B
C
D

–a
2
-

+a
4
1
-

– top
(postverbal / no clitic doubling)
–a
15
15
6
3

Table 1: DOM-marking in 1 Samuel 1-10 for definite human NPs (Bibles A-D)

+a
14
21
31
32
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As predicted, DOM increases through time, i.e. while only half of the definite NPs are marked
in the earliest Bible (12th century), nearly all are DOM-marked in the two versions from the
20th century. However, another prediction could not be tested: In (31) we said – following
Laca and others – that topicalized definite NPs have a strong tendency or preference to be
DOM-marked. Unfortunately, we found very few cases of direct object NPs occurring in a
syntactic topicalization structure (i.e. left moved), six of them in version A, one in B and none
in the modern versions C and D. As predicted, direct objects are in most cases DOM-marked
in these structures, with only two topicalized objects appearing without DOM. An example
for each case is given in (35):
(35) (a) E
a vuestras fijas
tomará
por espeçieras e cosineras
ands to your
daughters will-take-3SG for perfumers and cooks
e panaderas.
and bakers
(A: 1 Sam 8,13)
‘He will take your daughters to be perfumers and cooks and bakers’
(b) [...] ca
del
señor lo demandé el varón.
because of-the Lord him asked-1SG the man
(A: 1 Sam 1,20)
’because I asked the man from the Lord’
In other words, the comparison of Bible translations from different centuries does not provide
evidence for the hypothesis that an increase of topicalization structures causes DOM marking
to become more frequent and to finally extend to non-topicalized direct objects.7
Note that the distribution of non-topicalized object NPs is more complex. Although there is
a clear development of DOM-marking through time, the triggering factors are not clearly
identifiable. Topicalization cannot be an important factor, given that fact the already in A a
great number of non-topicalized object NPs is DOM-marked. Obviously, not just position in
the sentence (±topic) plays a role, but additional factors, as well. Our restricted but detailed
search strongly suggested that the verb class determines the probability of DOM-marking. We
therefore categorized DOM-marking according to our verb classes defined in 4.1. and
extended our search to the two books of Samuel and the two books of Kings.
Table 2 lists the instances of DOM-marking with particular verbs in the four different
Bible translations. The number in brackets gives the instances of all definite NPs for that verb,
i.e. the unmarked instances are the difference between the two numbers. For convenience we
have transferred the absolute instances into percentages in table 3, which clearly shows that
DOM marking is increasing along the time dimension (left to right) and along the Scale of
verbal classes (top to bottom).
class

verb

A: 14th cent.

B: 16th/17th cent.

C: 20th cent. (Euro)

D: 20th cent. (Am)

3

poner

1 (4)

3 (6)

5 (6)

6 (6)

tomar

6 (19)

4 (17)

15 (24)

17 (25)

ver

7 (20)

9 (22)

24 (29)

15 (20)

2
1

hallar

2 (4)

4 (5)

2 (3)

3 (4)

matar

19 (32)

23 (27)

26 (27)

27 (27)

herir

5 (8)

14 (29)

10 (12)

13 (16)

Table 2: Bible translation of 1+2 Samuel and 1+2 Kings, instances of DOM with definite direct object
(number of all definite NPs in brackets)

7

See Gabriel & Rinke (in preparation) for a more sophisticated approach to detecting topicalised direct objects
that are not left located.
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A: 14th cent.

B: 16th/17th cent.

C: 20th cent. (Euro)

D: 20th cent. (Am)

50%
23%

83%
62%

100%

tomar

25%
31%

ver

35%

41%

83%

75%

hallar

50%

80%

66%

75%

matar

59%

85%

92%

100%

herir

62%

48%

83%

81%

class
3

poner

2
1

68%

Table 3: Bible translations of 1+2 Samuel and 1+2 Kings, percentage of DOM with definite direct object

The tendencies are clearly visible, even though there is still a certain amount of variation. In
the following we discuss examples that show the detailed comparison between the different
translations. In (36) the verb tomar (‘take’) is of class 3, i.e. it prefers to take inanimate direct
objects. However, as in the example given, it can also take animate ones. In the translation
from the 14th century, the direct object is left moved, which we interpreted as being
topicalized. Accordingly, it is DOM-marked. In the B-version from the 16th century, it is not
moved and not marked. Both contemporary texts DOM-mark the object, as expected.8
(36)

1 Samuel 8, 13:
th

A (14 century)

th

B (16 century)

también
ø
E a vuestras fijas tomará Tomará
por espeçieras e cosineras vuestras hijas para que
sean
perfumadoras,
e panaderas.
cocineras, y amasadoras.

C (20th century) (Spain)

D (20thc.) (Am)

Tomará
también
a
vuestras
hijas
para
perfumistas, cocineras y
amasadoras.

Tomará
también
a
vuestras
hijas
para
perfumistas, cocineras y
panaderas.

‘He will take your daughters to be perfumers and cooks and bakers.’

At the other end of the Scale of verbal classes is the verb matar ‘to kill’ of class 1, i.e. it only
has a strong preference to take animate direct objects. As shown in table 3, objects of matar
are highly affected by the verb and are almost always animate or human. There we would
expect a high degree of DOM marking during all periods of time, as is evidenced in (37).
(37) 1 Reyes 19, 1:
A (14th century)
E notificó acab a ysebel
todo lo que fiso elías e
como mató Ø todos los
profetas a espada.

th

B (16 century)

C (20th century) (Spain)

D (20thc.) (Am)

Y Achâb dió la nueva á
Jezabel de todo lo que
Elías había hecho, de
como había muerto á
cuchillo á todos los
profetas.

Acab dio a Jezabel la
noticia de todo lo que
Elías había hecho y de
cómo había matado a
espada a todos los
profetas.

Y Acab le contó a Jezabel
todo lo que Elías había
hecho y cómo había
matado a espada a todos
los profetas.

‘Now Ahab told Jezebel everything Elijah had done and how he had killed all the prophets with the sword.’

In (38), however, we see the oldest translation varies between mató (‘he killed’) … el capitán
in verse 3 and matara (‘he had killed’) … al capitan in the next verse. The B version uses
different lexical items, herir (‘to hurt’) la guarnición without marker, while version C uses
atacar (‘to attack’) with marker.
(38) Samuel 13, 3-4:
8

This example is a nice case for close comparison: One could argue that in all versions the object must be
topicalized, since all texts have the same underlying text structure. In that case, however, the later translation
(16th century) would be more conservative than the earlier version (12th century).
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th

C (20th century) (Spain)

B (16 century)

D (20thc.) (Am)

E mató jonatán Ø el Y Jonathán hirió Ø la
capitán de los filisteos guarnición
de
los
que estaban en gueba, … Filisteos que había en el
collado, …

Jonatán atacó a la Y Jonatán hirió Ø la
guarnición de los filisteos guarnición de los filisteos
que había en el collado, que estaba en Geba, …
…

E todo ysrrael oyeron
desir que matara saul al
capitán de los filisteos e
…

Cuando todo Israel supo
que se decía: «Saúl ha
atacado a la guarnición
de los filisteos», …

Y todo Israel oyó lo que
se decía: Saúl ha herido Ø
la guarnición de los
Filisteos; …

Y todo Israel oyó decir que
Saúl había herido Ø la
guarnición de los filisteos,
…

‘Jonathan attacked the Philistine outpost at Geba, (and the Philistines heard about it. Then Saul had the trumpet
blown throughout the land and said, "Let the Hebrews hear!"). So all Israel heard the news: "Saul has attacked
the Philistine outpost, …’

4.1.2 Indefinite noun phrases
While the development of the DOM-marker with definite object NPs started early, marking of
indefinite object NPs starts several centuries later. Even though in our sample text we find
very few indefinite direct objects, it becomes obvious that there has been some diachronic
development, at least for the verbs from class 1 (i.e. that verbs that take only animate objects).
Table 4 give the absolute figures and table 5 the percentages.
A: 14th cent.

B: 16th/17th cent.

C: 20th cent.
(Euro)
1 (7)

D: 20th cent.
(Am)
0 (9)

poner

0 (7)

0 (14)

tomar

0 (8)

ver

0 (7)

0 (14)

1(5)

2 (7)

2 (10)

4 (8)

5 (9)

hallar

0 (4)

0 (3)

1 (3)

3 (3)

matar

1 (14)

1(7)

7 (8)

9(9)

herir

0(0)

0(7)

3 (3)

4 (4)

class
3
2
1

Table 4: Bible translation of 1+2 Samuel and 1+2 Kings, instances of DOM
with indefinite direct object (number of all definite NPs in brackets)
A: 14th cent.

B: 16th/17th cent.
0%

C: 20th cent.
(Euro)
14%

D: 20th cent.
(Am)
0%

poner

0%

tomar

0%

0%

20%

28%

ver

0%

20%

50%

56%

hallar

0%

0%

30%

100%

matar

7%

14%

87%

100%

herir

0%

0%

100%

100%

class
3
2
1

Table 5: Bible translation of 1+2 Samuel and 1+2 Kings, percentage of DOM
with indefinite direct object

For verbs of class 3 (tomar, poner) we find a significant development only in the twentieth
century. For verbs of class 2, hallar in (39) shows the different stages of development: Only
in the American version of the Bible from the twentieth century, do we find the marker with
the indefinite object NP.
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(39)

1 Samuel 10, 2
th

th

A (14 century)

B (16 century)

C (20th century) (Spain)

D (20thc.) (Latin America)

En yéndote oy de mí
fallarás ø dos omnes
çerca la sepultura de
rachel …

Hoy, después que te hayas
apartado de mí, hallarás ø
dos hombres junto al
sepulcro de Rachêl, …

Hoy, después que te hayas
apartado de mí, hallarás ø
dos hombres junto al
sepulcro de Raquel,….

Cuando te apartes hoy de
mí, hallarás a dos hombres
cerca del sepulcro de
Raquel, …

‘When you leave me today, you will meet two men near Rachel's tomb …’

For verbs of class 1 (only animate objects) we find an interesting situation. The case for herir
and matar is complex since both verbs can substitute for each other, which results in the
somewhat unexpected distribution in table 5. Example (40) reveals the full complexity of our
data. We find three instances of the verb matar or herir. In one and the same verse, the first
instance is a partitive for A with matar and definite NPs with herir (B, D) and hizo morir
‘make die’ (C). The second instance is an indefinite NP-object (cinquenta mill e setenta
omnes ’fifty thousend and seventy men’). A and B do not mark, while C and D do. Finally,
the last instance in that verse has in B the pronoun le, while in C the pronoun lo and in D the
full NP al pueblo.
(40)

1 Samuel 6, 19
th

th

A (14 century)

B (16 century)

C (20th century) (Spain)

D (20thc.) (Latin America)

E mató de los omnes de
betsemes, porque vieron el
arca del señor, e mató en
el pueblo ø çinquenta
mill e setenta omnes. E
pusieron luyto el pueblo,
ca mató el señor en el
pueblo grant matanza.

Entonces hirió Dios á los
de Beth-semes, porque
habían mirado en el arca
de Jehová; hirió en el
pueblo ø cincuenta mil y
setenta hombres. Y el
pueblo puso luto, porque
Jehová le había herido
de tan gran plaga.

Entonces Dios hizo morir
a los hombres de Betsemes, porque habían
mirado dentro del Arca de
Jehová. Hizo morir a
cincuenta mil setenta
hombres del pueblo. Y
lloró el pueblo, porque
Jehová lo había herido
con una mortandad tan
grande.

El Señor hirió a los
hombres de Bet-semes
porque habían mirado
dentro
del
arca
del
SEÑOR. De todo el
pueblo hirió a cincuenta
mil setenta hombres, y el
pueblo lloró porque el
SEÑOR había herido al
pueblo
con
gran
mortandad.

‘But God struck down some of the men of Beth Shemesh, putting seventy [c] of them to death because they had
looked into the ark of the LORD. The people mourned because of the heavy blow the LORD had dealt them.’

4.1.3 Summary and further questions
Our very detailed and restricted corpus search in four Bible translations of the same chapters
from the fourteenth to the twentieth century has shown that there is clear evidence for the
evolution of DOM in Spanish. By examining identical sentences in identical contextual
settings, we could show that the marker a becomes more frequent in later Bible versions.
However, we were not able to corroborate the claim that topicality is a trigger for DOMspreading into the definiteness slot or specificity for moving into the indefinite slot. We found
rather that the evolution and the pace with which the evolution takes place depends strongly
on the verb class. Definite NPs differ from indefinite in that they start to become marked at an
earlier time – approximately three to four centuries earlier, as illustrated in the two charts
below:
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Table 6: Percentage of DOM-marking of definite object NPs depending
on Bible translation (Samuel / Kings) and verb class

Table 7: Percentage of DOM-marking of indefinite object NPs depending
on Bible translation (Samuel / Kings) and verb class

Both charts clearly indicate that DOM-marking develops along the axes of time and verbal
class. The third main factor is the position of the object on the Referentiality Scale: Indefinite
objects come to show the same pattern as definite ones, but three to four centuries later. The
questions that arise from these observations are: (i) The generalization for marking definite
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and indefinite objects was based on selected chapters of the Bible. Is the generalization valid
for the whole Bible? (ii) What has happened between early stages of the language and later
stages? Our corpora were somewhat coarse grained since we had only access to data from the
fourteenth, sixteenth, and twentieth centuries. A more fine grained analysis would help us to
see the development in more detail.
We will address both questions in the next two sections. Firstly, we extend a sample search
to the whole Bible, and then we make some searches in the Corpus del Español with texts
from the twelfth to the nineteenth century.
4.2 The whole Bible as corpus
Three of the four versions of the Bible translations are available on-line (see (34) above for a
more detailed description).
(41) Bible translations used in the in the on-line corpus search
Version B: 16th / 17th century
Reina Valera Antigua (1569/1602). Source: http://www.biblegateway.com
Version C: 20th (European Spanish)
Europa Reina Valera (1995) (United Bible Societies).
Source: http://www.biblegateway.com/
Version D: 20th century (American Spanish)
La Biblia de las Américas (1971) (The Lockman Foundation).
Source: http://www.biblegateway.com/
The on-line versions only provided the text, but no kind of morphological or syntactic
information. Therefore we had to search for word forms, rather than for lemmata. We decided
to check whether more instances from the whole Bible would confirm the tendencies we
found in the last section by analyzing all instances in 1 Samuel 1-10. We decided to search for
more instances of ver in the whole Bible, but to avoid the complication of searching different
word forms (ver, ve, vi, veia, visto etc.) we restricted the search to forms beginning in ve- and
to the participle visto. The result is summarized in table 8, where we have listed instances of
human direct definite and indefinite direct objects. The total numbers are 43 for the B-version,
65 for C, and 68 for D. These are numbers that allow for stabler generalizations. However,
the number of indefinite objects is only around one fifth of the number of definite objects.
B: 16th/17th cent.

C: 20th cent. (Euro)

D: 20th cent. (Am)

def +a

12
24

4
51

4
55

indef Ø

6

7

4

indef +a

1

3

4

ver (instances)
def Ø

all instances

43
65
68
Table 8: Extended search for direct objects ([+human], [±definite]) selected word forms of ver
in three electronically available Bible translations

Tables 9 and 10 compare the results from the last section, i.e. from the investigation of the
two books of Samuel and the two books of Kings with the result from our extended search.
Both tables unequivocally confirm the earlier results. Table 9 for the definite direct objects
demonstrates that the tendencies of DOM-marking are even stronger in the broader corpus.
The numbers for indirect objects in table 10 are also very similar in the two searches.9
9

While the second extended search did not result in many more instances, it gives different records and thus
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A: 14th cent.
B: 16th/17th cent.
C: 20th cent. (Euro)
D: 20th cent. (Am)
7 (20)
9 (22)
24 (29)
15 (20)
35%
41%
83%
75%
extended search
-24 (36)
51 (55)
55 (58)
-67%
93%
95%
Table 9: Comparison between search result in Samuel / Kings and an extended search
for DOM-marking with definite object NPs
ver
Samuel / Kings

A: 14th cent.
B: 16th/17th cent.
C: 20th cent. (Euro)
D: 20th cent. (Am)
0 (7)
2 (10)
4 (8)
5 (9)
0%
20%
50%
56%
extended search
-1 (7)
3 (10)
4 (8)
-14%
30%
50%
Table 10: Comparison between search result in Samuel / Kings and an extended search
for DOM-marking with indefinite object NPs
ver
Samuel / Kings

The detailed comparisons among the different translations reveal interesting facts. As
expected, the oldest translation from the sixteenth century exhibits DOM-marked direct
objects less frequently. We discuss below some instances of DOM-marking (or the lack of)
for indefinite direct objects. In (42) all three versions mark the indefinite direct object, which
is a very long and very descriptive noun phrase: a un hijo de Isaí de Belén que sabe tocar (‘a
son of Jesse of Bethlehem who knows how to play the harp.’). In (43) from Proverbs 26, 12
the B-version from the sixteenth century uses the bare noun hombre modified by a complex
adjective sabio en su opinion, while the contempory C and D-versions use an indefinite noun
with a relative clause a un hombre que se tiene por sabio, both in the sense of ‘a man wise in
his own eyes’.
(42)

1 Samuel 16:18
th

B (16 century)

C (20th century) (Spain)

D (20thc.) (Latin America)

He aquí yo he visto á un hijo de He visto a un hijo de Isaí de Belén que he visto a un hijo de Isaí, el de
Isaí de Beth-lehem, que sabe sabe tocar
Belén, que sabe tocar
tocar.
‛I have seen a son of Jesse of Bethlehem who knows how to play the harp.’

(43)

Proverbs 26, 12
th

B (16 century)

C (20th century) (Spain)

D (20thc.) (Latin America)

¿Has visto hombre sabio en su ¿Has visto a un hombre que se tienepor ¿Has visto a un hombre que se
opinión?
sabio?
tiene por sabio?
‘Do you see a man wise in his own eyes? There is more hope for a fool than for him.’

To summarize, the extended corpus search in the whole Bible translation (in the electronically
available versions) confirmed our findings in the last sections. The diachronic development of
DOM-marking for verb class 2 (ver, hallar) for definite object NPs started in the fourteenth
century and increased to nearly 100 percent in the twentieth century. The marking of
indefinite direct object NPs started around four centuries later, in the sixteenth century, and
has arrived at not more than 50 percent in the twentieth century, which is comparable to the
situation for definite objects in the sixteenth century. There seems to be an interesting contrast
between the European and the American contemporary Spanish. The latter seems to be more
advanced with respect to DOM-marking of indefinite objects. In this context, we like to add
the following observation for a contrast between the European translations and the American
confirms the first search.
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one, as illustrated in (44) from Psalm 50:18. For the generically used ‘a thief’, both the older
and the contemporary European Spanish versions (B and C) use the definite form with the
DOM-marker al ladron ‘DOM-the thief’, while the contemporary American Spanish version
uses the indefinite a un ladron ‘ DOM a thief’. Note that neither form is referential nor specific.
This interesting case might motivate the extension of DOM-marking from specific indefinite
to non-specific indefinites by analogy to non-referential definite cases. This observation needs
further investigation.
(44)

Psalm 50:18
th

C (20th century) (Spain)

B (16 century)

D (20thc.) (Latin America)

Si veías al ladrón, tú corrías con Si veías al ladrón, tú corrías Cuando ves a un ladrón, te
él; Y con los adúlteros era tu parte con él, y con los adúlteros era tu complaces con él,y con adúlteros te
parte
asocias
‘When you see a thief, you join with him; you throw in your lot with adulterers.’

4.3 Corpus del Español, twelfth to nineteenth century
Useful as they are, our Bible searches are somewhat coarse grained, and additionally we are
not quite sure how archaic Bible translations are. Therefore we extended our corpus search
again,
this
time
to
the
Corpus
del
Español
of
Mark
Davies
(http://www.corpusdelespanol.org). This corpus comprises 100 million words of Spanish texts
from the twelfth to the nineteenth century. The corpus interface allows one to search for
lemmata, rather than for word forms (as in simple text files as the Bible texts). However, our
searches were still very time-consuming since we had to select the human definite or
indefinite direct objects by hand. Only 5 to 8 percent of all direct objects were identifiable as
human and definite or indefinite. The others were either nonhuman or human and of a
different type on the Referentiality Scale, such as clitics, personal pronouns, proper names
and different types of quantifiers. Depending on the availability of texts, we searched all
instances of a lemma if it produced fewer than 1000 tokens.
Due to time limits we restricted our searches to class 1 and class 3. We expected to find the
early development of class 1 (matar, herir) and a very late development in class 3 (tomar,
poner). We first present the particular results for matar, then for tomar, and give finally a
comparison of all the verbs.
4.4.1 Matar
The verb matar (‘to kill’) from Class 1 (that takes only animate direct objects) is the starting
point of the development of DOM in the history of Spanish. In the twelfth century we already
find exactly 50 percent of definite direct objects marked with a, as shown in table 12. Table
11 shows the absolute token count we found in each corpus search.
matar

12th cent

13th cent

14th cent

15th cent

16th cent

17th cent

18thcent

19th cent

def Ø

13

12

10

6

7

2

3

1

def +a

13
12
13
14
14
18
19
Table 11: Instances of DOM-marking of direct human definite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

20
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Table 12: Percentage of DOM-marking of direct human definite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

As expected, for indefinite direct objects we find that the DOM-marking starts much later, in
the Davies corpus not before the seventeenth century. This confirms the finding from section
4.1, where we compared Bible translations. Table 13 provides the absolute number, and table
14, the percentages:
matar

12th cent

13th cent

14th cent

15th cent

16th cent

17th cent

18thcent

19th cent

indef Ø

20

20

19

18

18

16

18

9

indef +a

0
2
0
3
2
4
4
Table 13: Instances of DOM-marking direct of human indefinite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

12

Table 14: Percentage of DOM-marking of direct human indefinite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

4.4.2 Tomar
The verb tomar (‘to take’) from class 3 (i.e. the class that prefers inanimate direct objects)
shows an increasing use of DOM-marking with definite objects-NPs from the twelfth to the
nineteenth century. However, it seems that the development is two centuries later than the one
for matar described in the last subsection. Tomar has 50 percent DOM-marking in the
fourteenth century (matar in the twelfth century) and 90 percent in the nineteenth century
(matar in the seventeenth century.)
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tomar

12th cent

13th cent

14th cent

15th cent

16th cent

17th cent

18thcent

19th cent

def Ø

32

25

16

9

4

5

2

2

def +a

14

24

16

14

15

2

5

15

Table 15: Instances of DOM-marking of direct human definite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

Table 16: Percentage of DOM-marking of direct human definite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

As expected, DOM-marking of indefinite direct objects is even more delayed. We find not
much marking before the nineteenth century, and even there the absolute numbers are not
very high, as summarized in tables 17 and table 18:
tomar

12th cent

13th cent

14th cent

15th cent

16th cent

17th cent

18thcent

19th cent

indef Ø

28

5

8

37

9

9

15

9

indef +a

1
0
1
1
0
2
3
Table 17: Instances of DOM-marking of direct human indefinite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

Table 18: Percentage of DOM-marking of indirect human indefinite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español

4
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4.4.3 Comparing verb classes through time
We can now combine the development in the different verb classes: We take two verbs from
class 3 (tomar, poner) and two from class 1 (herir, matar). Table 19 shows that we have a
continuously increasing probability of DOM-marking for definite direct object.

Table 19: Percentage of DOM-marking of indirect human definite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español depending on verb-class and time

The same is the case for indefinite direct objects, but with a delay of 3 to 4 centuries. We
expect a further development of the DOM-marking in Spanish, until all direct objects are
marked.

Table 20: Percentage of DOM-marking of indirect human indefinite object NPs
according to the Corpus del Español depending on verb-class and time
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5. Summary and further research
Our original findings from this first corpus search show for definite human direct objects a
diachronic development of a-marking depending on verb class. The same development can be
observed for indefinite human direct objects, but with some delay. In a second step, we
extended our corpus search to the whole Bible, and in a third one we used an even broader
text corpus (the electronically available Corpus del Español from the twelfth to the nineteenth
century). These corpus searches confirmed our original hypothesis that the verb class is a
main parameter for DOM in Spanish and that DOM-spreading depends on time, referential
properties of nouns, and verbal class. In general, this diachronic corpus search strongly
suggests that Differential Object Marking is determined by parameters in a multi-dimensional
space.
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Clitics do not encode specificity1
Manuel Leonetti
manuel.leonetti<at>uah.es

1. Introduction
Since the first groundbreaking publications in the eighties (Borer 1984, Jaeggli 1982, 1986,
Suñer 1988), extensive investigation of the properties of clitic doubling in different languages
has led to the conclusion that, at least in direct object clitic doubling, certain specificity
effects arise in a systematic way. By specificity effects I intend to refer to a family of semantic
constraints operating on clitic doubling in languages such as some varieties of Spanish2,
Romanian3, Greek4, Albanian5 and Bulgarian6: with minor variations, clitic doubling requires
the doubled nominal expression to be interpreted as specific. Far from being an accidental
fact, the constraints seem to be one of the clearest points of interaction between syntactic
structure and the semantic property of specificity.
My main concern in this paper is the way grammatical theory can deal with this well
attested correlation between specificity and clitic doubling. The primary goal I pursue is to
argue against the idea that specificity is encoded in the lexical entry of direct object clitics,
much along the lines of the considerations in Leonetti (2004), and according to the hypothesis
that specificity is not among the formal features that syntactic nodes can encode. In order to
clarify this position, I devote section 2 to setting out a quick survey of the basic data in a
Spanish variety (with some additional examples from Romanian), and section 3 to revising a
particular group of accounts of doubling based on lexical specification of clitics, with Suñer
(1988, 1989) and Sportiche (1996) as the main representatives. Some arguments against these
accounts are put forward in section 4, in order to point out the shortcomings derived from the
assumption that clitics encode specificity in some sense. Once this criticism is made explicit,
an alternative proposal which abandons such an assumption and partially takes inspiration
from Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2001) is presented in section 5, as an attempt to find an answer
to the questions ‘How do speakers interpret a clitic doubling structure?’, and ultimately, ‘How
and when do specificity effects result from the matching relation between a definite clitic and
its associate?’. I will conclude with some general considerations in section 6.

1

2

3
4
5
6

I am grateful to the audience at the III NEREUS Workshop on “Definiteness, Specificity and Animacy in
Ibero-Romance Languages” (University of Alcalá, 6-7 october 2006) for comments and suggestions. Thanks
to Maria Teresa Volpe, Lalo Cremonte, Leopoldo Labastía and Teresa Parodi for their help with judgements
and materials, to Cristina Sánchez, Louise McNally, Georg Kaiser and Daniel Jacob for their ideas, and to
Vicky Escandell-Vidal for patiently discussing the issue of clitic doubling with me. All mistakes and
obscurities are mine. Finally, thanks to Aoife Ahern for patiently correcting my English, once more. This
research has been partially supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education through the grant HUM200606630 for the project “SPYCE: Semántica procedimental y contenido explícito”.
See Bleam (1999), De Mello (2004), Estigarribia (2005, 2006), Fernández Soriano (1999), Franco (1993,
2000, 2001), Franco and Mejías-Bikandi (1999), Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2001, 2002), Korkostegui (1998),
Parodi (1998, 2003), Suñer (1988, 1989, 1991, 2000), Torrego (2002).
See Dobrovie-Sorin (1990), Gierling (1997), Farkas and von Heusinger (2003).
See Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou (1997), Anagnostopoulou (1999).
See Kallulli (1999, 2000).
See Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Hellan (1999), Jaeger (2003).
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2. Specificity and clitic-doubling
Leaving aside for the moment the case of indirect object (IO) doubling, and thus
concentrating on direct objects (DO), the crucial facts from colloquial Argentinian Spanish
(Porteño) are represented in the examples in (1) and (2), from Suñer (1988, 1989):
(1)

(a) La oían {a Paca / a la niña / a la gata}.
‘They listened to Paca / the girl / the cat’
(b) Diariamente, la escuchaba a una mujer que cantaba tangos.
‘Daily, (s)he listened to a woman who sang tangos’
(c) (*La) buscaban a alguien que los ayudara.
‘They were looking for somebody who could help them’
(d) (*Lo) alabarán al niño que termine primero.
‘They will praise the boy who finishes first’

(2)

(a) *La compramos a esa novela.
‘We bought that novel’
(b) Lo voy a comprar el diario justo antes de subir.
‘I am going to buy the newspaper just before coming up’

The data in (1) show that clitic doubling in Porteño requires the object to be specific: it is
definite and specific in (1a), indefinite and specific in (1b), indefinite and non-specific in (1c),
and finally definite and non-specific in (1d), with the last two examples being ungrammatical
in Porteño. The specificity requirement seems to be the essential licensing condition for
doubling. All of the sentences in (1) are instances of Differential Object Marking (DOM) by
means of the preposition a, and all direct objects are [+human] or [+animate]. This is in
accordance with so-called Kayne’s generalization (‘Clitic doubling requires the object to be
case-marked’), but notice that the absence of a in (2b) does not support it; this kind of
counterexamples led Suñer (1988: 400) to discard the generalization as a spurious one.
The data in (2) show that animacy may be relevant as a secondary condition: this is the
reason why (2a) is not acceptable (esa novela ‘that novel’ does not denote an animate being),
but it does not seem to be at work in (2b), a piece of spontaneous speech that seems to be
acceptable in spite of the inanimate nature of the object referent (el diario ‘the newspaper’).
Suñer (1988, fn. 11) suggests that speakers often extend the use of doubling by overriding the
animacy condition, thus following the same path that the extension of DOM with a is
following in American varieties of Spanish (see von Heusinger and Kaiser 2005).
The constraints operating in (1) and (2) thus involve both specificity and animacy, as the
main conditions that doubled DPs have to obey to be acceptable for Porteño speakers, though
animacy does not hold systematically. The first thing that should strike a grammarian is the
fact that the constraints are the same ones that govern DOM with a in Spanish. Suñer (1988:
404) in fact recalls that specificity / definiteness and animacy are prevailing features in the
Case marking of objects in different languages, as well as in agreement processes. A second
fact which is worth emphasizing at this point is that doubling of non pronominal objects is
optional in Porteño. This is significant because a major part of specificity effects in
environments such as DOM, scrambling or clitic doubling appear when the grammatical
mechanism involved (marking, movement, doubling) is optional. Once it becomes obligatory,
the usual result is the loss of semantic import and thus the disappearance of referential
constraints on doubled DPs. Finally, it must be stressed that Suñer’s analysis takes Spanish
clitics as manifestations of object agreement and considers clitic doubling as the mirror image
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of subject-verb agreement processes, in line with a widely accepted view in recent Spanish
linguistics.7
Suñer suggests that the natural way to capture the facts in (1) and (2) is combining a
Matching Principle, which states that there can be no clash in features between the clitic and
the doubled DP, with the specification of certain features in the lexical entry of doubling
clitics. It suffices to assume that such clitics may be inherently specified as [+specific] (and
[+human]) to derive the semantic restrictions: only DPs with human and specific referents
will qualify as elements entering an agreement relation with the clitic in the doubling
configuration. The Matching Principle is merely a consequence of indexing in agreement. A
confirmation of its positive consequences for grammaticality prediction is obtained from
extraction phenomena like those in (3).
(3)

(a) ¿A qué candidato (*lo) entrevistaron?
‘Which candidate did they interview?’
(b) ¿A cuál de los dos candidatos lo entrevistaron?
‘Which of the two candidates did they interview?’

Examples such as (3a) first led to the conclusion that wh-extractions of doubled direct objects
in Porteño were ill-formed, but the contrast between (3a) and (3b) shows that in some cases
they are fully acceptable. Suñer derives such a contrast in a simple way from the Matching
Principle and the features of the doubled element: as the doubled DP in (3a) (qué candidato)
is predominantly interpreted as non-specific and is thus unable to agree with the clitic lo, the
sentence is odd, while the specific reading of the object in (3b) makes it an adequate nominal
expression to match the feature [specific] on the clitic. In this case specificity is overtly
signalled by the partitive construction cuál de los dos candidatos. In fact partitivity (or Dlinking to a previously established discourse set) is the kind of specific interpretation that
Suñer relies on in all the examples she discusses, mainly because partitive constructions make
specific readings unambiguously deducible for most speakers. This raises the question
whether doubling is exclusively linked with partitive readings or rather licensed by any kind
of specific interpretation (i.e. epistemic specificity or scopal specificity) in Porteño. Suñer
(1988: 423) mentions some examples where quantifier phrase doubling receives only wide
scope readings, and this could support the (null) assumption that the feature [specific] in her
hypothesis covers every type of specificity (see Farkas 2002 for a discussion of different
notions of specificity). Nevertheless, it is true that partitivity or, more generally, D-linking,
plays a prominent role in the interpretation of clitic doubling, and I intend to address this
point later in sections 3 and 4.
To complete a sketch of the possibilities of clitic doubling in Porteño, something must be
added on IO doubling. In (4) I repeat some of Suñer’s examples to demonstrate that IO clitic
doubling gives grammatical results with any kind of DP, be it definite or indefinite, specific
or non-specific, animate or inanimate (it is excluded with non-modified bare nouns only).
This is true with respect to all Spanish varieties.

7

See Franco (1993, 2000), García Miguel (1991), Roca (1996), Fernández Soriano (1999). However, a full
identification of clitic doubling and agreement is not without problems, and deserves accurate analyses of all
of the factors involved; see Lyons (1999: 5.2.1), Franco (2000) and Corbett (2006) for discussion.
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(a) Le ofrecí ayuda {a la niña / a una estudiante}.
‘I offered help to the girl / to a student’
(b) Les ofrecieron queso y leche a familias de pocos medios.
‘They offered cheese and milk to low-income families’
(c) Les dejaré todo mi dinero a los pobres.
‘I will leave all my money to the poor’
(d) Les corté los ruedos a esas polleras.
‘I hemmed up those skirts’

The doubled DP is definite specific and indefinite specific in (4a), indefinite non-specific in
(4b), definite non-specific in (4c) and inanimate, definite and specific in (4d). There are no
semantic constraints on IO clitic doubling in Spanish, and as a consequence it has no
interpretational import. It looks like a purely syntactic agreement process (see Roca 1996,
Bleam 1999, Gutiérrez-Rexach 2000). The asymmetry between DO clitic doubling and IO
clitic doubling is easily captured in Suñer’s analysis by assuming that dative clitics are not
endowed with the feature [specific]. This is confirmed by the wellformedness of extractions
of doubled IO, independently of the semantics of the doubled phrase (cf. ¿A quiénes les
dieron el premio? ‘Whom did they give the prize to?’), and the scope ambiguity of doubled
quantified IO (cf. Todos los candidatos les dijeron la verdad a algunos electores ‘Every
candidate told the truth to some voters’).
Moreover, the analysis seems at first sight suitable for doubling phenomena in other
languages. The most obvious similarity, inside the Romance domain, is with Romanian, a
language that allows an indefinite DP to be doubled if it is amenable to a specific reading;
non-specific indefinites are ruled out if doubled, as shown in (5) (from Dobrovie-Sorin 1990).
(5)

(a) O caut
pe o secreteră.
her look-for-1SG to a secretary
‘I look for a certain secretary’
(b) *Îl caut
pe un elev
care să
ştie englezeşte.
him look-for-1SG to a student which speaks-SUBJ English
‘I look for a student who can speak English’

As in Porteño, there is a specificity constraint, and doubling is accompanied by DOM (with
the preposition pe). However, a possible source of doubt about the suitability of Suñer’s
account for Romanian lies in the way we understand the term specific. Is it the same for
Romanian and Spanish? Anagnostopoulou (1999: 783) points out that “the notion
“Specificity” must be understood in a much broader sense for Romanian doubling than for
Porteño Spanish: in the second case, accusative clitic doubling is legitimate only when the DP
is partitive”. If this is correct, maybe a slightly different feature should be used to describe
Romanian and Spanish accusative clitics. But some of the data and judgements presented in
Dobrovie-Sorin (1990) seem to point towards partitivity and D-linking as important factors in
Romanian too. I will leave the discussion of this problem for section 4.
Finally, one caveat related to specificity effects has to be mentioned, before going on with
the discussion. One of the issues that repeatedly appear in the literature on doubling is the
need to ensure that the constructions under study are instances of genuine Clitic Doubling
(CLD), instead of cases of Clitic Right Dislocation (CLRD). Suñer (1988) and Jaeggli (1986)
gave some arguments for keeping Porteño examples of CLD clearly distinct from CLRD.
There are in fact good arguments for the distinction at least in certain contexts (see
Anagnostopoulou 1999 for Greek too). However, there is a potential problem that is seldom
addressed in the literature: as far as I have been able to check with Argentinian speakers, most
typical cases of CLD in Porteño are pronounced with the destressing and the intonational
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contour typical of CLRD, so that it may be suspected that we are in fact facing an extended
use of CLRD, possibly following intonational patterns borrowed from Italian immigrants in
the Río de la Plata area. Does this force us to conclude that CLD is not a distinctive property
of Porteño among Spanish dialects, after all? Should we consider Porteño facts as unrelated to
Romanian or Greek facts? If most examples that have been treated like CLD are actually
cases of CLRD, then new questions arise (Why should there be specificity effects in CLRD?
Are they attested in other languages?) and a whole new panorama emerges. Though this issue
is worth a careful examination, I cannot discuss all its implications here8. So I will proceed on
the same basis as before, taking for granted that Suñer (1988) and Jaeggli (1986) were right in
their analyses and that at least a significant number of cases of apparent CLD in Porteño are
actually genuine CLD. Independently of how many real contexts for CLD can be defined in
Porteño, some considerations on specificity effects and the way they have been dealt with
until now is still in order, and this may be a justification for the following sections.
3. Specificity as a formal feature in grammar
An obvious advantage of Suñer’s approach to direct object doubling in Porteño is the
possibility of reducing parametric variation to language-particular differences in the lexical
specification of clitics. More recently, Sportiche (1996) represents another interesting attempt
to offer a uniform analysis of clitic constructions which is able to deal with crosslinguistic
variation and again deserves a prominent role to the feature [specific].
In Sportiche’s theory, clitics are functional categories heading their own projections and
agreeing in features with the “doubled” XP. This “doubled” phrase may be overt or covert,
and moves to the Spec position of the clitic projection (CLaccP, in the cases I am discussing).
It is the Spec/Head relationship in the Clitic Phrase that captures the necessity of agreement
between the clitic (i.e. the head) and the “doubled” (i.e. the phrase in Spec). In this way the
grammar of clitics is assimilated to the general pattern of movement constructions, while
retaining, at the same time, the basic intuitions of the base generation approaches for clitics
(Jaeggli 1982, Suñer 1988). The “doubled” XP, be it overt or covert, has to match the feature
which the clitic head licenses on it, and in the case of object clitics such a feature is
specificity. Dative clitics project their own phrase and are not associated with the feature. The
system opens up a set of different possibilities, given that both the head and the associated XP
may be overt or covert, and movement to Spec may be overt or covert too. In this way the
same configuration underlies non-doubling clitic constructions (when the associate is covert),
doubling constructions (when it is overt but moves covertly), and scrambling constructions as
well (when the associate is overt and moves overtly, but the head is covert). A filter blocks
overt movement of an overt XP when the head is overt. The unification of scrambling and
clitic doubling is a welcome result, because specificity effects arise in scrambling and
doubling in a similar (and non accidental) way, and the two constructions share a number of
interesting properties (see Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 1997, Delfitto and Corver 1998
and Suñer 2000 for a formal approach to the issue, and Leonetti 2007b for some criticism).
Leaving aside the merits of Sportiche’s hypothesis, it is the use of the feature [specific]
which it shares with Suñer’s what I want to discuss. In both analyses, the semantic constraints
on DO clitic doubling obtain from a formal feature which is associated to the lexical entry of
the clitic or else to the syntactic configuration which the accusative clitic projects. This
provides a simple and neat account of the constraints, at least with the restricted set of data
which originated the theories.
The association of OD clitics with specificity is actually not limited to the study of clitic
doubling. It appeared independently in some linguists’ work, mainly on the basis of some
8

Some considerations on the development of clitic doubling in Spanish dialects can be found in Leonetti
(2007a).
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reflections on clitic positioning in clause structure and on the usual readings that clitics are
assigned. Uriagereka (1995) is a good example of this stance. It relates clitic movement to the
pronoun’s lexical properties of being “specific” or “familiar”; according to the Mapping
Hypothesis (Diesing 1992), this could be the motivation for pronoun movement, because
specific or familiar DPs must be projected outside of the VP, as a condition for the correct
mapping of syntactic representations into semantic ones. Although I am not going to discuss
clitic movement, it is worth recalling that alternative proposals are available that rely on
features different from specificity or familiarity, for instance checking of Case features or
some other morphological requirement of the clitic, and they seem to be well motivated
accounts which fare better than those based on lexical features like [+specific] or [+familiar]
(see Delfitto and Corver 1998, Corver and Delfitto 1999 for discussion).
Several linguists assume, with Uriagereka (1995), that clitics are specific because of their
inherent pronominal nature and the fact that they refer mostly to particular entities already
mentioned in the discourse. A clear formulation of this stance is in the following quote from
Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Hellan (1999: 484):
Being personal pronouns in nature, we assume that the pronominal clitics individually should be
characterized by a feature specific, which signifies that the expression in question is used about
an entity or matter which is being identified by the speaker (or some individual mentioned in the
discourse) as a particular entity (often described as a case of “having the entity in mind”).

Notice that Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Hellan are aware of some problems which may arise
with their assumption, but they discard them to stick to what seems to be a powerful
generalization:
Although it is in principle possible to use personal pronouns non-specifically, like the he in the
statement The new director has not been selected yet, but he will clearly have to do an extensive
house-cleaning, we assume that the specific type of use is so typical of this word-class that the
pronominal clitics have acquired “specific” as a grammaticalized semantic feature. (1999: 484)

To sum up, the idea that clitic pronouns (or at least DO clitics) are specific in some sense has
developed and extended in recent research. It has reached a level of diffusion that makes
linguists take it for granted and build new analyses and hypothesis on its basis. As for clitic
doubling (of personal pronouns), a good example of the usual reasoning about specificity can
be found in this quote from Sportiche (1996: 56-57):
Since pronouns are quintessentially specific DPs, we expect that if anything is doubled, i.e.
singled out as specific by a clitic marking specificity, it will at least include the archetype of
specific DPs, i.e. pronouns.

Thus, it may be interesting to spend some time in a critical discussion of the shortcomings and
consequences of such received truth.
4. Against specificity as a semantic feature of clitic pronouns
Up to now I have been surveying some reasons to think of object clitics as specific nominal
expressions, at least in some dialects of Spanish and some other European languages. In this
section I intend to present a number of problems and difficulties with this assumption, both on
conceptual and empirical grounds. I will start with the most general and theoretical
considerations to continue later with the most particular / empirical ones.
4.1 The elusive nature of specificity
It is well known that specificity has recently been the subject of extensive discussion in the
areas of syntax and semantics. One of the outstanding problems is how to give a unitary
definition of what means for a DP to be ‘specific’, given that there are at least three different
notions covered by the term (see Farkas 2002 and von Heusinger 2002 for discussion of this
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issue), and quite often it is not easy to be precise on the particular sense of specific one is
dealing with. It may well be that different notions of specificity are needed to account for
different kinds of grammatical phenomena. In Farkas’ terms, “...specificity turns out to be an
epiphenomenon connected to a family of distinctions that are marked differently in different
languages” (2002: 214). If this is taken seriously, the difficulty of specifying what the precise
contribution of clitic doubling to the proposition expressed is grows bigger, because an
accurate definition of ‘specific’ is needed. Of course, this is not a difficulty which is
exclusively found with specificity; it is rather a common situation with several basic
grammatical notions, such as ‘patient’ or ‘topic’, and possibly one that is positively evolving
towards a more efficient comprehension of the facts. However, the logical and philosophical
roots of the concept ‘specificity’ make it a notion which is not always easy to grasp and does
not represent a plausible and systematic content for a syntactic node.
My point is that specificity is not an optimal candidate to count among the features by
which syntactic configurations drive and constrain the interpretive process (unless it is
encoded in a determiner or a quantifier). Semantic / pragmatic notions like specificity or rigid
designation do not seem to play any role in the computational system, and it even seems
preferable to get rid of them if we aim to constrain the possible range of abstract meanings
that the computational system can express. This is the general hypothesis I put forward in
Leonetti (2004) as a framework for the study of Differential Object Marking in Spanish. I am
using it as the background of my considerations on clitic doubling, without engaging in a full
discussion of all its consequences, in an attempt to explore its possibilities. The semantics of
clitics may be adequately captured in terms of definiteness, with no recourse to specificity, as
I will argue later. Is specificity, then, an indispensable component of a theory of clitic
doubling? All in all, it seems preferable to avoid a [specific] feature if possible, due to its
elusive nature and its dubious role in syntactic computations. Again, I am aware that this
point of view does not make a solid argument against the proposals I reproduced in section 2,
but it contributes some motivation to look for alternative explanations.
4.2 The stipulative nature of the account
Quite often formal approaches to grammar offer, together with deep insights, clearly
formulated analyses which do their job correctly in a descriptive sense, but without
contributing a real explanation of the facts. In these cases the reader has the feeling that the
formal device works, and nevertheless does not address the basic questions, or even raises
new questions. In my opinion, this is the case with the analyses I have summarized in the
previous sections.
The stipulative nature of the account raises a need for a better motivated solution.
Obviously, this cannot count as a demonstration that featural accounts are on the wrong track,
but it is enough to cast a shadow of doubt on their correctness and inspire further research.
As a result of their stipulative nature, analyses based on specificity encoding in clitics fail
to offer a principled account of the facts. First of all, it is not clear why there should be a
connection between clitic doubling and specificity: the correlation is simply stipulated and
viewed as a more or less accidental fact. Notice that a similar problem appears in semantic
accounts like Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2001, 2002), which cannot be accused of leaving
interpretation issues aside: Gutiérrez-Rexach claims that DO clitic doubling in Spanish is
subject to four constraints (the Principal Filter Constraint, the Presuppositional Constraint, the
Context Dependence Constraint, and the Animacy Constraint), and indeed he shows how to
capture all the relevant facts by means of such constraints, but one may still wonder why
those constraints should affect clitic doubling. There must be some principled explanation for
the relevance of just that particular set of constraints, but Gutiérrez-Rexach does not address
the problem. I will suggest some ideas in section 5.
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The second aspect that strikes me in featural accounts is their inability to explain
specificity effects as something related to Differential Object Marking (DOM). There are
good reasons to believe that DO clitic doubling and DOM are deeply related: they operate on
the same kind of object DPs, they give rise to the same interpretive results, and they can be
described on the basis of the same scales or hierarchies (Animacy and Definiteness /
Referentiality). This does not mean that the two constructions have to be obligatorily present
in a language, nor am I assuming that DOM is a prerequisite for doubling. The similarities
simply give some ground to believe that DOM and doubling are manifestations of the same
abstract grammatical principles. But it is unlikely that a full comprehension of all these
devices is to be obtained locating specificity in accusative clitics.
Among the facts that remain obscure under featural approaches is the basic asymmetry
between direct and indirect objects (DOs are affected by DOM, IOs are not; DOs allow bare
nominals and incorporated nominals, IOs do not seem to do it; doubling in DOs is usually
limited by constraints that do not affect doubling in IOs). Many authors deal with the
asymmetry by treating accusative clitics as definite determiners and dative clitics as
agreement morphemes9. Let’s assume that in fact grammaticalization processes from pronoun
/ determiners to agreement develop in a faster way in datives than in accusatives. If this is
right, the relevant question should be why there is a difference and what underlies it. A partial
answer was offered in Givón (1976) in terms of higher degree of topicality in datives, and the
idea is surely worth considering and refining. In any case, positing features in the lexical entry
of clitics does not help to progress on this issue.
To sum up, far from being inserted in a global and well motivated account of specificity
effects in natural languages, the constraints on DO clitic doubling are quite often treated as
idiosyncratic and unmotivated phenomena, and no attempt is made to answer questions about
the relevance of specificity for certain constructions.
4.3 Specificity is not in the clitics
An examination of the facts gathered in (1) to (5) leads the observer to consider two
possibilities for an account of specificity effects. On one hand, specificity may be encoded in
one of the elements entering the construction, be it the clitic (as in Suñer’s version) or the
doubling configuration (as in Sportiche’s version); this is the initial assumption that one
expects to hold in any formal account. On the other hand, specificity may be considered as an
inferential effect, i.e. the result of processing the linguistic information encoded in the
doubling construction together with contextual information. To put it more precisely, in
Relevance-theoretic terms (Sperber and Wilson 1986), specificity could appear in the
interpretive process of developing the logical form encoded by the sentence into the
explicature of the utterance, a complex task that combines decoding and inferring. The crucial
shift in this point of view, with respect to the previous one, is that there is no element in the
doubling construction encoding the feature [specific]. In a few words, one doesn’t need to
assume that specificity is grammatically encoded to account for the occurrence of some
specific reading in a grammatical environment, simply because specificity could be a matter
of inferential development of the proposition expressed, without being included as a feature in
the output of the grammatical system.
The relevant question is, then, whether specificity is a part of grammatical content or not. I
think that there are reasons to believe, contrary to most current studies, that specificity is not a
part of encoded grammatical content: neither the clitic itself nor the doubling construction are
inherently specific.10 In fact, there is no evidence in favour of specificity features in thirdperson clitics outside doubling constructions (pace Uriagereka 1995: 84-90). It is true that the
9
10

See Roca (1996), Bleam (1999), Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000).
The same conclusion is reached, on different grounds, in Gerlach (2002).
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interpretations assigned to object clitics, as well as to personal pronouns in general, are
predominantly specific, but some facts have to be kept in mind:
a) Clitics are compatible with non-specific readings too, in particular when they appear
inside modal contexts, as in the following examples:11
(6)

(a) Cuando te encuentras en una situación así, es difícil manejarla.
‘When you find yourself in such a situation, it is difficult to handle it’
(b) Aquí podemos coger un taxi sin tener que llamarlo.
‘Here we can take a taxi without having to call it’
(c) Antes debes cocer un poco las patatas que vayas a usar, en lugar de freírlas.
‘First you have to cook a bit the potatoes you are going to use, instead of frying
them’

In addition, as pointed out by Cristina Sánchez (p.c.), several idiomatic constructions include
object clitics, usually third person feminine forms, that do not refer to any specific entity:
expressions like ingeniárselas (‘manage’), pasarlas canutas (‘be in trouble’), pirárselas
(‘leave’), pagárselas a alguien (‘to pay for something’), hacerla buena (‘make something
wrong’) or armarla (‘make trouble’) are common in Spanish and other Romance languages.
The clitics appearing inside them denote some kind of abstract semantic object, according to
Espinal (2007), and have to be semantically incorporated into the verb. I believe that their
non-referential nature is hardly compatible with a [+specific] inherent feature, thus making a
strong argument against the assumed correlation between pronominal clitics and specificity.
They cannot be doubled.
b) The predominance of specific readings is not due to any [specific] feature, but to
definiteness, on one hand, and to the absence of descriptive content in pronouns, on the other
hand. These two properties of pronouns make them high accessibility markers, i.e.
expressions that specialize in the recovery of highly accessible -in focus- referents /
antecedents (Prince 1981, Ariel 1990, Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski 1993). I am assuming
that definite determiners and pronouns serve as processing signals to the addressee, and that
definiteness is in fact a case of procedural content. Given that the uniqueness condition
encoded in definiteness must be fulfilled in the interpretive process, and that pronouns offer
no descriptive content that can lead to the identification of the referent, the only referents
pronouns can be associated with are entities which are represented in current short-term
memory and at the current centre of attention, i.e. highly accessible referents whose
contextual saliency guarantees their identifiability. Such entities in focus generally represent
the topic of the preceding utterance and are likely to be the topics of subsequent utterances.
It is the interaction between the procedural semantics of definiteness and the hearer’s
inferential ability that is responsible for the topical and (predominantly) specific nature of the
referents corresponding to pronominal clitics. Topicality and specificity are thus simple
contextual effects of definiteness. The fact that clitics and pronouns are high accessibility
markers, due to their meaning, becomes the key factor to account for the mostly specific
readings of such elements. Later on I will capitalize on this property to deal with specificity in
clitic doubling too (section 5).
11

Another relevant problem that I cannot fully address here is the possibility of having third-person clitics as
objects of certain measure verbs in Spanish:
(i) Mide dos metros (Los mide)
‘(He/it) is two meters long’
(ii) Pesa cien kilos (Los pesa)
‘(He/it) weighs one hundred kilos’
Measure phrases are commonly assumed to be non-referential or non-specific nominals, but this does not
prevent them from being represented by means of object clitics. Thus, apparently we have an instance of
clitics with non-specific reading in this case.
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c) Once it is accepted that in non-doubling contexts the semantics of dative and accusative
clitics must be the same, and that assuming two different lexical entries for clitics in doubling
and non-doubling constructions is not desirable, the simplest thing to do seems to be to keep
definiteness as the only referential feature for clitics. Thus, the differences between dative
doubling and accusative doubling are not to be expressed by positing a [specific] feature for
accusative, but in some alternative way (see section 5).
These arguments, together with a reasonable preference for a unified semantics for clitics
(instead of proposing that they are endowed with different features in doubling and nondoubling contexts), lead us to reject the idea that clitics are specific. It seems that it is the
doubling configuration, and not the clitic itself, that triggers specificity restrictions.
4.4 Specificity is not the right notion
The critical objection that specificity is not the key notion in clitic doubling is not new. It has
been advanced for languages like Spanish, Albanian, Greek and Romanian by Franco (1993,
2000, 2001), Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2001, 2002), Kallulli (1999, 2000), Anagnostopoulou
(1999) and Gierling (1997). These authors argue that specificity cannot be the crucial property
responsible for clitic doubling. Anagnostopoulou (1999: 783) points out that doubled DPs in
Greek have to be necessarily definite and ‘prominent’ (familiar), instead of simply specific,
and that the notion that could cover the crosslinguistic distribution of doubling is not
specificity, but referentiality, understood as a scalar notion and represented in the scale in (7):
(7)

anaphoric pronouns > demonstratives > proper names / definite descriptions > novel
definites > weak definites > partitives > referential indefinites

Referentiality is the easiness of location of referents, and it is clearly related to Ariel’s (1990)
accessibility scale. The advantage of resorting to a more comprehensive notion like this is the
possibility of systematically ordering all doubling phenomena along the referentiality scale,
with Greek located close to the maximal endpoint and Spanish and Romanian located close to
the minimal endpoint. Anagnostopoulou’s proposal is able to capture basic generalizations
(for instance, if a language has doubling with definite descriptions it must permit it with
pronouns, but not vice versa). However, we might still wonder why referentiality has to be the
crucial factor in doubling. I will suggest that referentiality is a consequence of the role of the
clitic in the interpretation of the doubling construction.
One of the arguments often adduced against specificity is that specificity cannot explain
certain facts related to focus projection and information structure: according to Kallulli,
Anagnostopoulou and Gierling, doubling of direct object DPs yields ungrammatical results
when the DPs are focus or part of the focus domain (in Albanian, Greek and Romanian). The
Romanian examples in (8) are from Gierling (1997: 67):
(8)

(a) Ce faci?
What do-2SG
‘What are you doing?’
(b) Il caut
pe Ion
him look-for-1SG to John
‘I am looking for John’

According to Gierling, (8b) is not adequate as an answer to (8a); it could be appropriate only
as an answer to a question with DP focus (something like ‘Who are you looking for?’). The
generalization is that Focus cannot project from a doubled DP, which Gierling (1997: 67)
takes as a consequence of the doubled DP having left the VP. The relevant conclusion here is
that specificity cannot be the feature blocking Focus projection, nor cannot it be seen as the
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driving force for movement out of the VP. Kallulli (2000: 217-225) reaches similar
conclusions for clitic doubling of direct object DPs in Greek and Albanian12: she argues that
the relevant feature is [-Focus], which reinforces the parallelism between doubling and
Germanic scrambling that many authors have defended. Incidentally, this kind of descriptive
observations support the suspicion that quite often grammarians take examples of CLRD as
cases of genuine CLD, as I pointed out before (and in spite of the warnings in GutiérrezRexach 2000: 333). CLRD, like Germanic scrambling, is a way of overtly marking topic
constituents in order to keep them out of the scope of the Focus domain. In any case, the
argument against specificity as the basic feature involved still holds, because it seems that
features like [topic] or [presuppositional] are better candidates for a characterization of
accusative clitic doubling, if the available data are correct. Unfortunately, such features are
not adequate for an account of clitic doubling in Spanish.
4.5 The difficult integration of animacy
An additional [+animate] or [+human] feature is needed to deal with animacy restrictions in
Porteño Spanish, but, as noted in Anagnostopoulou (1999:788), such a feature would lead us
to predict that object clitics exclusively refer to human or animate referents in non doubling
constructions too, which is obviously contrary to fact. Again, the features should not be part
of the clitic’s semantic content, which reduces to definiteness, case, person and number.
Furthermore, there is evidence that clitics, contrary to strong pronouns, are underspecified for
a feature like [human]. Then, the problem with animacy is equivalent to the problem with
specificity: there are restrictions on doubling, but they cannot be traced back to any inherent
feature of clitics.
In what follows, I do not intend to make a proposal about animacy facts. I will limit my
observations to specificity, simply assuming that animacy constraints need an account along
the lines briefly suggested in Anagnostopoulou (1999: 789).
4.6 Clitic doubling of complement clauses
Clitic doubling with object complement clauses is seldom analyzed in the light of more
general proposals about doubling with DPs. I believe that this kind of doubling constructions
is particularly interesting, just because it allows us to observe the interpretive effects of
doubling on non-nominal expressions and thus provides us with crucial data to test the alleged
encoding of specificity in the syntax. I have been able to find some mention of clitic doubling
of subordinate clauses in Capone (2000), Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2002), Kallulli (2006) and
Tsakali (2003), and I reproduce here some examples in Spanish, Italian and Greek.
(9)

12

(a) Lo sé
que te sientes mal
It know-1SG that you feel
bad
‘I know that you feel bad’
(b) *Se lo preguntó
si te sentías mal
CL it wondered-3SG if you felt
bad
‘He wondered whether you felt bad’

(Spanish; Gutiérrez-Rexach 2002)

See Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000: 330, 2002: 340) for comments on certain incompatibilities between clitic
doubling and focus in Spanish.
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(10) (a) Lo sai
[che Maria è a Parigi].
(Italian; Capone 2000)
It know-2SG that Maria is in Paris
‘You know that Maria is in Paris’
(b) Lei lo aveva creduto che lui sarebbe andato
a Parigi.
She it had
believed that he would
have gone to Paris
‘She believed that he was going to Paris’
(11) To theoro
[to na
petihis stis eksetasis] simantiko. (Greek; Tsakali 2003)
It consider-1SG the to-SUBJ pass-2SG the exams
important
‘I consider passing the exams important’
As for Spanish data, I would say that Gutiérrez-Rexach’s examples may be considered as real
cases of doubling only for Porteño speakers and possibly for speakers of other American
dialects. In the standard European variety of Spanish they must be taken as instances of Clitic
Right Dislocation. Let us assume, anyway, that they are acceptable as core cases of clitic
doubling for some speakers. Gutiérrez-Rexach accounts for the contrast in (9) by means of his
Principal Filter / Referentiality Constraint, which requires the doubled DP to be referential:
when the complement clause denotes a proposition, as with know in (9a), the constraint is
satisfied, but the opposite happens when the complement clause denotes a set of propositions
(a question), as with wonder, because only with know is the subordinate interpreted as
referential, according to Gutiérrez-Rexach. It is open to discussion whether such a contrast is
in some sense reducible to specificity, but this notion does not look like a relevant feature in
the analysis of propositions. At first sight, the key notion that seems to capture the role of
doubling clitics both with DPs and with complement clauses is not specificity, but
presuppositionality or some kind of Discourse-linking. In fact, a superficial look at the felicity
conditions of two utterances like (12a) and (12b), differing only in the presence of the
accusative clitic lo (as well as the intonational contour and the adverbial ya, whose role I can’t
comment upon here), shows that the first one is context-neutral, while the second one requires
accessing some contextual assumptions: more precisely, that the subordinate proposition
conveys given information and has to be a part of the contextual background (i.e. has to be
pragmatically presupposed).
(12) (a) Creo
que esto tiene importancia.
‘I think that this has importance’
(b) Ya lo creo
que esto tiene importancia.
ADV it think-1SG that this has importance
‘I think that this has some importance’
As a confirmation of this property, the anomaly of (9b) and (13) could be seen as a result of
the clash between the semantic requirements of the verb and the presuppositional reading
triggered by the clitic on the clause:
(13) ?Lo quería
que vinieras.
It wanted-1SG that come-2SG
‘I wanted you to come’
As for the Italian examples, I think they can only be analysed as instances of Clitic RightDislocation. Capone (2000) – surprisingly – does not address this issue of syntactic
representation in his discussion of examples like (10a) and (10b). He states that the clitic lo
introduces a presupposition, thus conveying the assumption that the speaker takes the
embedded proposition for granted and expects the hearer to do so too. In accordance with this,
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Capone presents (14) as an example of ill-formed discourse, as it is impossible to use the
information in the embedded clause as new by doubling the clause with a clitic.
(14) A: Dov’è andata Maria?
‘Where has Mary gone?’
B: Angela lo sa
che Maria è andata a Parigi.
Angela it knows that Mary is gone
to Paris
‘Angela knows that Mary has gone to Paris’
A significant aspect of the behaviour of these ‘presuppositional clitics’ is that they can
combine with factive verbs such as sapere (‘know’), which presuppose the truth of the
embedded proposition by themselves, and also with non-factive verbs such as credere
(‘believe’) or dire (‘say’), triggering a presupposition in this case too. This fact has been
observed by Capone (2000) and recently by Kallulli (2006), who discusses factive uses of
non-factive verbs like believe in different languages, and points out that factivity –the
presupposition of the truth of the complement- may be triggered by a so-called pleonastic or
correlative pronoun that “doubles” the subordinate clause, as in the German and Albanian
examples in (15) and (16), or else simply by deaccenting the embedded clause.
(15) Er glaubte es, dass Peter verstarb (*aber tatsächlich lebt er noch)
He believed it that Peter died
( but actually
lives he still)
‘As for Peter dying, he believed it (*but actually he is still alive)’
(16) E besova
se Beni shkoi (*por në fakt ai nuk shkoi)
it believed-1SG that Ben left (*but in fact he not left)
‘I believed the fact that John left (*but he didn’t leave)’
According to Kallulli, doubling and deaccenting are two ways of expressing the presupposed
status of the embedded proposition, as some sort of defocussing operations. This is in line
with all the previous observations on the effects of doubling. The immediate conclusion
concerning clitic doubling of complement clauses is that it consistently works as a
presuppositional / defocussing device and cannot be described in terms of specificity, thus
falling out of the scope of the above mentioned featural accounts and weakening their
foundations.
It could still be argued that two different solutions are needed for clitic doubling of DPs
(possibly by means of a feature [specific]) and for clitic doubling of clauses (maybe by means
of a feature [presuppositional]). But it should be uncontroversial that, unless some new crucial
data are put into the picture, a unified analysis that is able to deal both with ‘specificity
effects’ and with ‘presuppositional effects’ is preferable. In what follows I will assume that a
unified account is clearly desirable and, moreover, it has to be an account where specificity
does not play any basic role.
Just to close this section, mainly devoted to a critical discussion of accounts based on the
encoding of specificity in accusative clitics, two considerations emerge: first, an alternative
account of specificity effects is needed, with two main goals, explaining why non-specific
interpretations are usually excluded from clitic doubling constructions, and finding a way to
cover those semantic aspects of clitic doubling that are not reducible to specificity; second,
such an alternative account has to be somehow motivated and well integrated among the
general principles that govern the interaction of syntax, semantics and pragmatics.
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5. How to interpret clitic doubling structures
5.1 Preliminaries
If these arguments hold, some alternative account of the interpretive effects of clitic doubling
must be devised. I believe that such an account should be based on widely accepted
assumptions like the following ones:
a) clitic doubling can be considered an instance of (the development of) object agreement
(with some qualifications), and agreement relations are known to be often constrained by
prominence hierarchies (it is usually said that this is why animacy and specificity can play a
role in clitic doubling);
b) clitic pronouns are definite determiners, and there is evidence showing that agreement
morphemes are historically derived from pronouns / determiners in several languages;
c) in genuine doubling constructions, the doubled DP is not a right-dislocated adjunct, but
an argument;
d) there must be some sort of matching condition (Suñer 1988) holding between the clitic
and the doubled DP, given that the two elements form a chain;
e) apart from case, person, gender and number, clitics encode only definiteness (see
Gutiérrez-Rexach 2001 for a representation of their lexical entries).
Here I will not address the well known syntactic puzzles posed by doubling constructions,
such as how can two different elements correspond to what seems to be one single argument,
and how are case and thematic role assigned. I intend to remain agnostic with respect to the
issue whether the doubled argument is the specifier or the complement of the clitic projection,
with both elements forming a “big DP”, or whether they are or are not generated inside the
same constituent. For my purpose it is enough to assume that the clitic and the doubled DP
stand in a local relation and are coreferential (why this coreferentiality relation escapes from
the well known constraints expressed by the Binding Theory is an issue I cannot deal with).
In what follows I intend to propose a very simple account of specificity effects and related
phenomena and then, in the light of such a proposal, discuss the role of clitic doubling in
discourse and its distribution in different Spanish dialects.
5.2 The role of definiteness
Now the crucial question is this: how does a clitic doubling configuration gets its
interpretation? Suppose that the clitic and the DP form a syntactic chain and give rise to a
complex referring expression. As long as the clitic has not completed its evolution from
pronoun to agreement yet, it behaves like a definite determiner and, more precisely, like the
head of the complex definite expression13. In Gutiérrez-Rexach (2001) the clitic is analyzed as
a head selecting the doubled DP as its complement. Without committing myself to a formal
selection relationship of this kind, I accept that it plays a dominant role inside the doubling
configuration: it is the clitic that imposes its referential properties on the doubled DP.
Gutiérrez-Rexach (2001: 121) states that in clitic doubling constructions the context set for
the interpretation of clitics is retrieved from the denotation of the doubled expression, instead
of being only determined by discourse principles. But the crucial condition is the following
one (op. cit., 124): as a result of the feature selection by the clitic with respect to the doubled
DP, definiteness –and not specificity- is the relevant feature in doubling constructions, as the
clitic requires that the expression it merges with have the feature [+ definite]. This equals the
Principal Filter Constraint (Gutiérrez-Rexach 2000), which is the basic condition that
determines the well-formedness of doubling:

13

This is in line with the basic assumptions of the ‘Big DP’ analysis, i.e. the clitic as the D head of a complex
DP with the associated DP as its specifier or its complement.
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In sum, from a semantic point of view the presence of a doubling accusative clitic forces the
associated existential quantifier to be a principal filter, in other words, to behave like a definite
in that context. (2001: 127)

The obvious connection between definiteness and specificity here is the link they establish
between the intended referent and another discourse referent already introduced in the
discourse; in a few words, it is the discourse-dependent nature of the resulting interpretation. I
agree with the intuitive content of this proposal, in particular with giving definiteness the
main role in the interpretive process. Quite informally, I would like to put things this way: the
condition imposed by the clitic forces the doubled DP to get a referential value which
corresponds to the clitic’s one.
If this is right, we expect the doubling configuration to include some sort of matching
relation between the two elements involved, but not necessarily a strict feature matching
condition. Here I depart from the feature identity condition invoked in Suñer (1988) and
Sportiche (1996). Let’s review different possibilities allowed by grammars.
The most severe case of identity requirement in doubling is manifested when doubling is
limited to pronouns, as in Standard European Spanish. In this case the features of the doubled
DP (except the morphophonological ones) are identical to those of the clitic. It is a pronoun, it
is definite, it agrees in gender and number, and it receives the same interpretation.
A strict coincidence in feature value between clitic and DP is just one of the admissible
ways out that the system defines. As [definiteness] is the only referential feature encoded in
clitics, the strictest form of matching involves definiteness and requires that the doubled DP
be not only a definite, but a familiar or discourse-dependent definite, so that the DP shows the
same kind of definite reading that a clitic typically exhibits. This is the kind of D-linked
reading which Delfitto (1995) and Corver and Delfitto (1998) associate to pronouns as
incomplete definite descriptions14.
Such a type of interpretive coincidence between the clitic and its associate clearly
manifests itself in Greek. As exhaustively argued in Anagnostopoulou (1999), clitic doubling
of direct objects in Greek is restricted to definite DPs15. Moreover, it excludes novel definites,
and requires familiar and prominent referents. The two examples in (17), from
Anagnostopoulou (1999: 771-772), nicely illustrate the constraint. They differ in their felicity
conditions: only (b) (with doubling) indicates shared knowledge by speaker and hearer that
the referent is perceptually salient, while (a) (without doubling) is appropriate when the
presence of the pedestrian in the street has not been perceived by the hearer.
(17) (a) Proseche! Tha chtipisis ton pezo!
Watch-out FUT hit-2SG the pedestrian
‘Watch out! You will hit the pedestrian!’
(b) Proseche! Tha ton chtipisis ton pezo!
Watch-out FUT him hit-2SG the pedestrian
‘Watch-out! You will hit-him the pedestrian!’
The same condition on familiar / prominent entities favours the doubling of epithets like ton
malaka ‘the jerk’, due to their quasi-pronominal properties, while disfavouring the doubling
of ‘brand-new’ and focused definites. Greek data fit into the general picture I am presenting
14

15

Delfitto and Corver (1998) argue that scrambling and clitic doubling are ways of encoding an interpretable
feature of ‘familiarity’ in syntax. Familiarity triggers the salience and context-dependence of the domain of
quantification. I agree with this characterization of the semantic import of clitic doubling, but I don’t think
that here familiarity is an autonomous feature driving syntactic computations. In my view familiarity is
pragmatically inferred, and only definiteness is encoded in the clitic.
Kallulli (2000: 214-216) mentions some examples of doubling with indefinites in Greek. There seems to be
individual variation in the acceptability of doubled indefinites.
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as a case of strong matching not only in definiteness, but in the kind of definite interpretations
that pronouns receive (i.e. restricted to familiar / ‘old’, salient / prominent, activated or in
focus referents). The facts can be attributed, thus, to the leading role of the clitic inside the
doubling chain, as the doubled DP is constrained to reproduce the range of readings that
clitics allow.
A less radical matching between the clitic and its associate is obtained when the doubled
DP is a definite DP with the full range of possible readings, from the familiar and discourselinked ones to the novel and non-anaphoric ones. This is probably the condition for obligatory
doubling in Macedonian (Parodi 2003), and maybe in some Spanish dialects in South
America that allow for some extensions of accusative doubling with proper nouns and
definites.
The next step in this expansion of doubled DPs is a situation that permits the combination
of clitics and indefinite nominals. This is the case where specificity effects can be detected
(i.e. the case of Porteño and Romanian). Here the matching cannot obviously involve inherent
features of the two elements, because the clitic is definite and its associate is indefinite. Then
the doubling configuration should be ruled out. But the crucial fact is that, far from giving rise
to anomalous sequences, the kind of indefinite associates appearing in examples like those in
(18), from Gutiérrez-Rexach (2001), produces acceptable clitic doubling constructions:
(18) (a) Los enojó
a unos profesores.
them annoyed-3SG to a-PL professors
‘He annoyed some professors’
(b) Lo busco
a un unicornio.
him look-for-1SG to a unicorn
‘I am looking for a unicorn’
This fact suggests that some sort of matching relation is still operating in (18). The only way
of maintaining such a relation is by means of a contextual dependency as part of the
indefinite’s reading, in the sense of a link to previously established discourse referents: such a
dependency insures that the referential properties of the clitic and those of the indefinite DP
are equivalent, i.e. both refer to a uniquely identifiable entity, as imposed by definiteness, and
both refer to an entity that has to be determined by accessing some kind of contextual
information. Now it is clear that in most cases this means that the indefinite DP has to be
given a specific interpretation. In other words, specificity effects arise because a specific
interpretation of the doubled indefinite DP is the obvious way to obey the matching condition
inherent to doubling, thus saving the acceptability of the construction. The [definite] feature
in the clitic finds its corresponding feature in the indefinite DP because the indefinite
determiner is assumed to operate on a contextually given set that is inferentially retrieved: it is
this given domain of quantification that satisfies the definiteness requirement in most cases. It
plays the role of a covert ‘coda’ in a partitive construction. The inferential task needed to
introduce such an implicit contextual domain into the explicature of the utterance (in Sperber
and Wilson’s terms; see Sperber and Wilson 1986) is triggered by the need to match the
definiteness of the clitic. By means of such a mechanism, a sentence like the one in (18a) is
thus assigned a reading equivalent to ‘He annoyed some of the professors’ or ‘He annoyed
certain professors’.
My point is that specificity effects are simply the consequence of the dominant role of the
clitic in the doubling configuration. If this is on the right track, specificity, mostly manifested
in partitivity, anaphoricity or D-linking, is triggered by the definite feature in the clitic, simply
because the natural reading of a clitic pronoun has to be discourse-dependent and oriented
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towards highly accessible referents16. According to this view of specificity effects, the kind of
specific readings usually classified under partitivity or D-linking (Enç 1991) are the most
commonly found in doubling constructions. They are not necessarily the only way to comply
with the condition posed by the clitic: epistemic specific readings may be available too, if
contextual assumptions concerning given sets of entities are not retrievable. In this way
Anagnostopoulou’s referentiality condition, together with the well attested tendency towards
wide scope of doubled DPs, could be captured.
An immediate consequence of this view is this: if all the doubling systems I have
mentioned occupy a specific position along the referentiality scale in (7), thus obeying the
grammatical pattern of definiteness underlying the scale, as indicated in Anagnostopoulou
(1999), it is due to the role of definiteness in the clitic. This factor governs the distribution of
doubling constructions in the languages that display clitic doubling: conventional (languagespecific) rules determine the extent to which the features in the associated DP have to match
the features in the clitic, but the internal organization of referentiality / definiteness scales
guarantees that the expansion of doubling will always follow the same path (from pronouns to
definite descriptions and then to indefinites) and predicts what kind of doubling systems are
conceivable, and which ones are not. This point will be discussed in more detail in section
5.3.
The device underlying specificity effects has to be also responsible for all of the
interpretive properties of clitic doubling that have already been pointed out. Let me review
them:
a) Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2002) mentions four constraints operating on clitic doubling in
Spanish. Aside from the Principal Filter Constraint, already mentioned, and the Animacy
Constraint (which I don’t discuss here), the Presuppositionality Constraint and the Context
Dependence Constraint are independently needed. The first one states that the existence of the
individuals referred to by doubled objects is presupposed; this should account for the
predominance of partitivity and D-linking in the interpretation of indefinite DPs. The second
constraint establishes that only contextually restricted quantifiers can be doubled. It provides
an explanation for the following contrasts, where todos los ‘all the’ and algunos ‘some’ are
contextually dependent quantifiers / determiners, and todo and unos are not (they are not
linked to a context set).
(19) (a) Los vi
a todos
them saw-1SG to all
‘I saw all the men’
(b) *Lo vi
a todo
him saw-1SG to every
‘I saw every man’

los hombres
the men
hombre
man

(20) (a) Los vi
a algunos (de los) estudiantes.
them saw-1SG to some (of the) students
‘I saw some students’
(b) *Los vi
a unos estudiantes.
them saw-1SG to a-PL students
‘I saw some students’
The Context Dependence Constraint should account also for the contrasts between different
interrogatives in Spanish and Romanian (qué vs cuál, cine / ce vs care), and the absence of
weak crossover effects with doubled quantifiers, already pointed out in Suñer (1988, 1991)
16

The idea that specificity is only a side effect of the combination of other factors is stated explicitly in
Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000, 2002).
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and Dobrovie-Sorin (1990), as the facts follow from the referential nature of the doubled DPs,
which is ultimately due to D-linking. Finally, the possibility of clitic doubling with
complement clauses, exemplified above in (9)-(16), is clearly related to the Context
Dependence Constraint, because the main effect triggered by the insertion of the clitic is
forcing the embedded proposition to be a part of the contextual background (i.e. the
presuppositional reading of the complement clause is once again the result of the need to
satisfy the matching condition, as far as definiteness is concerned).
Once the relevance of the two mentioned constraints has been proved, it is licit to
formulate questions like ‘What is there behind the constraints?’ or ‘Why are those constraints
relevant for accusative clitic doubling?’. I believe that the formulation of explicit constraints
could be avoided, with considerable simplification of the semantic machinery involved, if the
data can be explained as consequences of the obligatory matching requirement imposed by
the clitic. On the one hand, semantic properties like presuppositionality and contextdependence seem to be clearly derived from the role of the clitic, as I tried to show above.
Thus, behind the constraints there is only the clitic’s definiteness. On the other hand, the
constraints on clitic doubling in fact operate at the Semantics / Pragmatics interface, as
suggested by Gutiérrez-Rexach; this seems to be due not to the presence of a number of
semantic constraints, but to the following division of labour between semantic content and
pragmatic inference:
(21) Semantics: [definite] feature and absence of descriptive content in the clitic, plus
whatever semantic content the doubled DP carries.
Pragmatics: the inferential calculus required to adjust the interpretation of the DP to
match the referential value of the clitic, as long as it is possible, as a part of the
inferential specification of the explicature of the utterance (the process by which the
optimization of utterance interpretation obtains).
The combination of both levels produces the particular readings that have been signalled in
the literature. Definiteness is the trigger of pragmatic inference, as in many other grammatical
phenomena (discourse anaphora, or bridging, for instance).
b) Indefinite DPs headed by purely quantitative elements like demasiado ‘too much’,
pocos ‘few’ or comparative quantifiers are not acceptable in doubling contexts, according to
Gutiérrez-Rexach (2000: 328):
(22) (a) *Las quiero
a demasiadas mujeres
them love-1SG to too-many women
‘I love too many women’
(b) *Los conocía
a pocos invitados
them knew-1SG to few guests
‘I knew few guests’
(c) *Los saludé
a más congresistas que senadores
them greeted-1SG to more congressmen than senators
‘I greeted more congressmen than senators’
Bare nouns are excluded from doubling not only in Spanish, as shown in (23), but in all of the
languages quoted in the previous sections. This seems to be a robust generalization17, at least
in languages with some sort of matching relation between the clitic and its associate (but see
below for a different system of doubling).
17

A plausible way of describing the constraint against bare noun phrases is assuming that the clitic blocks
semantic incorporation in contexts that otherwise (i.e. without the clitic) would allow it.
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(23) (a) *Los conoce
amigos que tienen yate.
them knows-3SG friends that have yacht
‘He knows friends that own a yacht’
(b) *Ya
los compramos bombones
Already them bought-1PL chocolates
‘We already bought chocolates’
Both restrictions, against certain kinds of indefinites and against bare nouns, follow from the
Principal Filter Constraint, and could also follow from a simple specificity requirement, given
that the expressions banned from doubling constructions can hardly have specific readings.
Actually, every kind of non-referential object, including idioms and cognate objects, is
excluded from doubling in Spanish. My point is that the facts result from the impossibility of
reaching an interpretation that matches the referential properties of the clitic, so that no
constraints are needed to account for them.
c) Clitic doubling constructions are often analyzed as a kind of ‘topic marking’ devices18.
This usually means that doubling triggers the interpretation of the doubled DP as topic or
given / presupposed information. Several authors use ‘topic’ in the sense of Givón (1976), to
refer to entities that are cognitively salient in the discourse (predominantly animate and
identifiable) and that constitute good candidates for subsequent anaphoric mentions. Givón
(1976: 168) takes object agreement to signal variation in the relative topicality of the various
object DPs. Others use ‘topic’ in the ‘aboutness’ sense, to indicate a referent that is being
talked about. It is the first sense that seems relevant for clitic doubling. However, some
connection with the second sense is easy to find: most discourse prominent entities reach their
status just because they represent the topics that speakers talk about. The ‘aboutness’ sense of
‘topic’ must be relevant as well to deal with the incompatibility of doubling with focus that
some authors have pointed out19 (cf. (8)). This issue merits a careful analysis that I cannot
develop here. However, I would say, first, that the incompatibilities with focus projection –at
least in the Balkan languages- should be taken as consequences of the dominant role of the
clitic, once again, and the same goes for the topical nature of the entities referred to by
doubling structures. Secondly, if this proposal is correct, we don’t need to assume that
doubling encodes information structure features like [-focus] or [topic], because such notions,
like specificity, become by-products of the role of the clitic. Furthermore, as doubling is not
directly an instrument of information structure, the structural parallelism drawn by Suñer
(2000) and others between doubling and object scrambling must be reconsidered. It is
certainly true that the two operations have similar interpretive import, but they possibly
produce the same effects through different paths: scrambling (object shift) is driven by a
feature like [-Focus], while doubling simply combines a clitic and a DP and forces a ‘cliticlike’ reading in the DP (cf. Leonetti 2007b).
To sum up, it seems that most properties of doubling structures can be accounted for
without resorting to the coding of particular features neither in the clitic nor in the associated
expression.
5.3 Clitic doubling and Definiteness scales
Now, this view of the interpretive mechanisms of doubling makes sense if it helps to give
some motivation for the existence of clitic doubling in a grammatical system, at least in its
intermediate stages of development, prior to grammaticalization and automatization of the
doubling device. In fact some motivation, both for the role of doubling and for its

18
19

See Kallulli (2000) for Albanian, Jaeger (2003) for Bulgarian, Silva-Corvalán (1981, 1984), Suñer (2000),
Belloro (2004), Estigarribia (2005, 2006) for Spanish.
See Sánchez (2004) for a different perspective.
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crosslinguistic distribution, can be found if doubling is contemplated from the perspective of
anaphoric devices, accessibility and givenness.
5.3.1 Doubling and accessibility
Doubling creates a new kind of complex marker that has to be assigned some position along
the Accessibility Scale in (24):
(24) Accessibility Scale
Zero > Clitic > Strong Pronoun > Definite DP > Indefinite DP

Ariel (1990)

Accessibility scales are based on the fact that the most salient, activated and accessible
referents need less codification and can be indicated by phonetically reduced elements lacking
descriptive content, i.e. pronouns, while less accessible referents require more complex
expressions enriched with a certain amount of descriptive content, i.e. so called ‘descriptions’.
Indefinite DPs necessarily occupy the final pole in the scale: this means that they are unable
to give instructions about the relative accessibility of entities, and in fact indefinites do not
guarantee accessibility at all.
The existence of doubling structures is apparently paradoxical: on the one hand, they
should not be used to refer to salient and activated entities, because clitics and null pronouns
are the optimal forms to do that job, and at the same time they should not be used to refer to
uniquely identifiable entities, like definite DPs do, because they are structurally more
complex and should be associated to a more specific referential use. What is the discourse
function of doubling, then?
Latin-American linguists have pointed out that in Porteño and other American varieties of
Spanish doubling of lexical DPs is optionally used to refer to referents that must be accessible
from discourse or situational context. Belloro (2004: 11) relies on the classical activation
levels elaborated in Givenness hierarchies to propose that accusative clitics encode the status
of referents in discourse representation and in particular mark arguments as highly accessible.
According to Belloro, doubling in Porteño appears with accessible (and even inactive)
referents of definite DPs, and with brand-new but anchored referents of indefinite DPs (i.e.
specific DPs). This implies that doubling is excluded both with active referents (those under
current consideration in discourse), at one pole of the Givenness hierarchy, and with brandnew unanchored referents, at the opposite pole. Very similar remarks can be found in
different authors. In Estigarribia (2005) the problem is formulated in Optimality-theoretic
terms: clitic doubling appears to be the optimal response to conflicting pressures on the
expression of a nominal argument. Estigarribia’s proposal is that, in cases where clitic
doubling is available as a grammatical option, it is the optimal expression for salient but not
recoverable referents (i.e. salient but not maximally salient / prominent referents). This
Optimality Theory approach leads to a harmonic integration of other factors like animacy
(which I do not discuss) into the general picture, as well as to certain typological predictions.
The crucial implication for my perspective is that both Belloro and Estigarribia would place
clitic doubling in the middle of the Accessibility / Definiteness Scale, between clitics and
definite descriptions, thus characterizing it as a special anaphoric mechanism.
Along the same lines, Suñer (2000: 268-271), in her description of doubling in Porteño,
states that
Only those (direct objects) whose referents have previously been introduced in the (extra-)
linguistic discourse are doubled; i.e., doubling occurs when the referent is presupposed or
identifiable in Suñer’s (1988) terminology. Hence, a novel referent is not doubled even if
definite; but if it is mentioned again, it is [...].
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Suñer (2000: 269) mentions example (25) to show that even proper names are not necessarily
considered as presupposed: if (25) is used to introduce Luis to someone as a novel referent,
clitic doubling is inappropriate, but if Luis has already been mentioned in the conversation it
is acceptable.
(25) Te
(lo) presento
a Luis, un amigo de mi infancia.
To-you him introduce-1SG to Luis a friend of my childhood
‘Let me introduce Luis, a childhood friend, to you.’
Sánchez (2003: 49) analyzes clitic doubling in the speech of some Quechua – Spanish
bilingual communities in Peru. Her findings confirm that doubling is used when the direct
object referent is presupposed as a topic or is reintroduced as a potential topic in discourse. In
a few words, both in Porteño and in those Peruvian varieties of Spanish, doubling marks
certain kinds of given referents, thus working mainly as an anaphoric device (notice that
Greek doubling with definite DPs, as described before, does not look very different from
doubling of definite DPs in American Spanish). I assume that this is just the kind of situation
one can expect in a language when clitic doubling is optional with definite lexical DPs. There
must be some subtle communicative difference between non-doubled objects and doubled
ones. This difference is quite naturally related to the role that definite descriptions play in
referent tracking and discourse anaphora: doubled DPs are formally marked, compared with
simple clitics and simple definite descriptions, and thus restricted to some specialized role in
retrieving discourse antecedents.
Once the place of doubling structures among anaphoric markers is made explicit, the
relevant question is how to derive this characterization of doubling from the hypothesis
presented in section 5.2. Why should doubling typically mark salient / accessible referents
instead of active / maximally salient ones, or non-salient ones? A minimal answer needs to
rely on two factors. One is an economy principle, already informally introduced in the
discussion, which bans complex doubling constructions for tasks that can successfully be
executed by means of simple clitics or simple DPs20. The other one is, again, the role of the
two components of the doubling configuration. The lexical DP provides the addressee with
the descriptive content needed for referent identification; the clitic introduces definiteness
together with a requirement to match its referential value (the Matching Principle). Obeying
the clitic’s requirement means selecting a subset of the possible readings for the lexical DP:
more precisely, those readings based on contextual dependence, with the consequent
specialization of doubling structures in familiar, activated, salient referents –or partitivity in
the case of indefinites-. In a few words, the discourse function of doubling is the result of
interpretive constraints imposed by the clitic, together with general economy principles that
govern pragmatic inference. This is in accordance with my hypothesis on the nature of
specificity effects.
5.3.2 Doubling in a comparative perspective
Adopting the hypothesis I am presenting for the interpretation of clitic doubling structures
allows us to shed some light on how languages and dialects differ in the extension of the
doubling mechanism. Crosslinguistic variation in the extension of accusative doubling does
not preclude the possibility of a uniform analysis. Different semantic conditions on the DPs
that can be doubled have been invoked for Spanish and Romanian (specificity or partitivity),
Greek (‘prominence’ / ‘referentiality’ in Anagnostopoulou 1999), Albanian and Bulgarian
(topicality). However, in my view all of them follow from the same principle: the obligation
20

Gerlach (2002: 230) and Estigarribia (2005) resort to a similar role of economy principles in order to
constrain the distribution of doubling.
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for the doubled DP to reproduce the referential properties of the clitic. Different degrees of
strictness in this matching relation give rise to different grammars, as already mentioned in
section 5.2: the matching condition becomes less and less strict as one proceeds from the left
end towards the right one, with the resulting extension of doubling. If the well known
Definiteness Scale which is relevant for DOM (Aissen 2003), reproduced in (26), is taken as a
reference point for the extension of doubling, a simple picture of crosslinguistic variation
emerges (although something else should be added to account for the role of animacy, which I
am not considering).
(26) Definiteness Scale
(Aissen 2003)
Personal Pronoun > Proper Name > Definite NP > Specific NP > Non-specific NP
The scale in (26) is able to capture the main generalizations concerning the extension of
doubling, both syncronically and diacronically, as shown in table (27), where I include the
grammatical systems mentioned so far (Standard Spanish, Porteño and Greek), together with
some variety not yet mentioned (Lima and Córdoba Spanish, which apparently allow
doubling with definites, but not with indefinites), and finally the special case of Bilingual
Spanish -I have chosen such a general term to refer to the Spanish varieties spoken by
bilingual individuals who are speakers of Amerindian languages like Quechua, Aymara or
Guaraní-.
(27) Extension of accusative clitic doubling
Pronouns

Names

Definites

Indefinites
+Spec
-Spec

Standard Sp.
Greek
Lima, Córdoba
Porteño Spanish
Bilingual Sp.
Standard Spanish is obviously the most restrictive doubling system: clitic doubling is only
allowed with personal pronouns, so that the two expressions involved match in definiteness
and in pronominal status too. However, there is evidence showing that spoken Spanish is
slowly evolving towards the next stages in the hierarchy. In fact, a significant number of
speakers of European Spanish find the examples in (28) quite acceptable21:

21

The first one is taken from M. Vázquez Montalbán, La rosa de Alejandría (Planeta – Booklet, p. 210), the
second one is from P. Baroja, El aprendiz de conspirador (Madrid, 1931; quoted in De Mello 2004: 341),
and the third one is from R. Sánchez Ferlosio, El Jarama (Madrid, 1955; quoted in García Miguel 1991:
375). The case of spoken Peninsular Spanish is discussed in Leonetti (2007a).
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(28) (a) No se acerque, señor, que muerde. Las ha mordido a las monjas que
Not get closer, sir, that bites-3SG. Them has bitten
to the nuns
that
pedían...
asked ...
‘Do not get closer, sir. It bit the nuns that asked for ...’
(b) Mira, llámale al
jefe, que me conoce.
Look, call-him to-the boss, that me knows-3SG
‘Look, call the boss, for he knows me.’
(c) La ayudo
a mi madre.
Her help-1SG to my mother
‘I help my mother.’
Greek, as already discussed in section 5.2, admits doubling with familiar and contextdependent definite descriptions. In this case feature matching involves definiteness as well as
context-dependence, as definite descriptions have to reproduce that characteristic property of
clitic pronouns. I have tentatively assumed that the Spanish dialects spoken in Lima22 (Peru)
and Córdoba 23 (Argentina) are quite similar to Greek as far as the use of doubling is
concerned: on the one hand, they allow for doubling with definite DPs, but not with
indefinites, and, on the other hand, discourse constraints on doubled definite DPs in Spanish
dialects seem to correlate with the constraints that Anagnostopoulou (1999) discusses for
Greek. However, further research is needed on this issue.
Porteño (and Romanian) represent the extension of doubling to specific indefinites. In such
cases the matching condition involves just definiteness, in spite of the fact that the doubled
DP is indefinite: as previously discussed, forcing the indefinite determiner to quantify over a
contextually given domain, in order to get a uniquely identifiable and discourse dependent
referent to match the clitic’s definiteness, produces a specific (partitive) reading in the
indefinite DP (in case it is compatible with it). This is how specificity effects emerge in clitic
doubling constructions.
Now the striking fact is that certain doubling systems, such as the one we find in Bilingual
Spanish (BS) in Latin America, reach the final stage in the extension of the phenomenon, thus
allowing for doubling with non-specific indefinites. The varieties spoken by bilingual
individuals in Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia and Paraguay, among other areas, deserve a special
consideration. They show interesting transfer phenomena that involve Spanish and Quechua,
Aymara or Guaraní, along with serious divergences with respect to Standard Spanish that I
cannot discuss here24. As for clitic doubling, there is a tendency to use the dative clitic le (in
some cases the accusative lo, never the feminine accusative la) in every doubling
construction, thus eliminating any trace of gender agreement with the doubled DP. In several
varieties even number agreement is frequently lost in clitic doubling. Interestingly, the
absence of grammatical agreement suggests that there is no matching in features between the
clitic and the associate and that doubling is evolving towards a purely syntactic device with
no semantic effects. It is not surprising, then, that specificity effects have disappeared in BS,
so that doubling extends to non-specific expressions and reaches the final stage in the
definiteness scale. In addition, doubling is often used with inanimate objects. Some sentences
quoted in Lipski (1996) are gathered in (29) as samples of this kind of doubling systems:

22
23
24

See Mayer (2003) for details.
See Schmitt (1998) for data and analysis.
Lipsky (1996) offers a remarkable collection of data on contact varieties of Spanish in America. More details
on the pronominal systems in contact varieties can be found in Camacho and Sánchez (2002), Luján and
Parodi (2001), Mayer (2003), Sánchez (1999, 2003), Suñer (1989).
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(29) Ya
lo he
dejado la llama
Already it have-1SG left
the llama
‘I have already left the llama.’
(30) Le veo
el carro
It see-1SG the car
‘I see the car.’
(31) Lo ponen abajo los plátanos
It put-3PL down the bananas
‘They put down the bananas.’
(32) Sacalo
las botellas
Take-out-it the bottles
‘Take out the bottles.’
(33) Lo hay una mata de lirios
It has a
bush of iris
‘There is a bush of iris.’
(34) No lo traigo
nada que dar
Not it bring-1SG nothing to
give
‘I do not bring anything to give.’
(35) Les visité
a mis tías
Them visited-1SG to my aunts
‘I visited my aunts.’
(36) Se lo llevó una caja
CL it took one box
‘He took one box.’

(Bolivia)

(Ecuador)

(Mexico)

(Mexico, Chiapas)

(Nicaragua)

(El Salvador)

(Paraguay)

(Peru)

These examples, all reproducing the speech of rural bilingual communities, show that the
constraints operating on clitic doubling in other Spanish dialects, or in languages like Greek,
Albanian and Romanian, disappear in BS: animacy, definiteness and specificity are no longer
relevant for the acceptability of doubling, gender / number agreement does not survive in
most cases – as an indication that this kind of doubling does not obey any Matching
Principle –, and the discourse function of doubling is certainly different from the role of
doubling in Porteño. Such a situation looks similar to what we observe in dative clitic
doubling in Standard Spanish (absence of semantic constraints, generalization of doubling,
even loss of number agreement in some contexts –what Spanish grammars term ‘le por les’).
Apparently we are confronted with the final stage of the evolution of doubling and its
conversion into object agreement, i.e. into a formal device devoid of any semantic import.
There is nevertheless a difference between accusative doubling in BS and dative doubling in
Standard Spanish that is worth keeping in mind: while the present grammar of datives is the
result of the development of inner principles of the grammatical system, in a long diachronic
process, the grammar of doubling in BS is due to the interaction of the same inner principles
and some transfer processes triggered by the contact with Amerindian languages (cf. Sánchez
2003). Language contact in Latin America has given rise to phenomena that are absent from
Standard Peninsular Spanish (for instance, the well known case of definite null objects
attested in different Andean dialects), and may have been responsible for a modification /
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acceleration of certain latent tendencies in the grammar of Spanish, such as the extension of
accusative doubling. A comparison of accusative doubling in BS with dative doubling in all
dialects has to bear in mind that the two mechanisms are the result of different historical
pressures and factors.
The data in (29)-(36) are at first sight hardly compatible with the hypothesis I put forward
in section 5.2 on the role of definiteness in the interpretation of clitic doubling, given that
definiteness does not play any relevant role in BS doubling. However, it suffices to consider
the effects of grammaticalization processes to place BS data into the general picture again.
Definiteness is an active feature in clitic doubling while the gradual transition process from
pronouns / determiners to agreement morphemes (or maybe simply object markers, in BS) is
still at work. This process includes all the stages represented in the scales in (26)-(27) but the
final one, when non-specific indefinites are allowed to enter doubling configurations. Once
this possibility has been reached, definiteness is no longer a feature in the clitic, and
specificity effects disappear, along with any kind of semantic constraint on the doubled DP.
My point is that grammaticalization processes (from pronoun to agreement) imply a
progressive deactivation of certain features, in particular [definite]. Thus, if
grammaticalization is taken into account, the appearance of doubling systems like the one
observed in BS is in some sense to be expected, and in no way contradicts my analysis of
specificity effects.
One could still wonder why we have a definite / specific reading of the indirect object in
(37), if dative clitics have almost completed their conversion into agreement affixes, and thus
can no longer be considered to be definite:
(37) Le
dije
que no viniera
To-him told-1SG that not came-3SG
‘I told him that he should not come’
Notice that in (37) there is no clitic doubling in the usual sense: in this case the dative clitic le
is associated to an empty category in argument position. It is obvious that le refers to a given
referent, thus apparently behaving like a definite pronoun. Three different accounts of this
fact are available to us:
a) le is still definite when not involved in doubling; this means that its [definite] feature is
present or absent according to the overt or covert nature of the DP it associates with.
b) le, as a dative, is not definite anymore, because of the grammaticalization stage it has
reached; it is the empty category that supplies definiteness. It is not unusual to find statements
about the definite feature in pro in the literature.
c) neither le nor pro are inherently definite. The clitic is a simple object marker, and the
definiteness of the empty category is pragmatically inferred. There is no grammatical
encoding of definiteness in this case.
In accordance with all the previous reasoning in this paper, I have a preference for option
c), characterized by the prominent role granted to pragmatic inference in the determination of
utterance interpretation. After all, something along the lines of b) or c) is needed to account
for the definite readings of null subjects in null subjects languages, given that there is no
evidence that verbal inflection encodes definiteness in those languages. Moreover, a
pragmatic approach like the one in c) is fully compatible with the basic tenets of Accessibility
Theory and the use of Definiteness Scales. Assuming that an explanation along these lines can
be worked out, there is nothing in the grammar of dative clitics (or in BS accusative clitics)
that contradicts my proposal concerning specificity effects.
One additional merit of looking at clitic doubling from the perspective of accessibility and
givenness scales is that the relevant predictions about possible and impossible doubling
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systems are easily derived from the scales themselves. Spanish dialects show that the
following grammatical possibilities are attested as four different doubling systems (cf. (38)):
1. doubling with strong pronouns → matching in definiteness and pronominal status
2. doubling with definite DPs → matching in definiteness only
3. doubling with definite and indefinite DPs → matching in definiteness, but allowing, in
the case of indefinites, a “coercion-like” operation that forces a specific / partitive reading in
order to obey the matching requirement
4. generalized doubling
(38) Possible systems (obtained from the Definiteness scale)
Pronouns

Definites
Lexical DPs

Indefinites
+Spec
-Spec

System 1
System 2
System 3
System 4
Such options represent different cut-off points in the definiteness scale, and at the same time
different degrees of strictness in the matching relation. Each language or dialect
conventionally chooses a cut-off point, depending on how advanced the grammaticalization
process of clitics may be. If this is correct, we do not expect to find doubling systems that
contradict the internal organization of definiteness scales, like the following ones:
1. doubling with pronouns and indefinites, but not definite descriptions
2. doubling with definite descriptions, but not with pronouns
3. doubling with indefinites and bare nouns, but not with definite DPs
4. doubling with definites and indefinites, but not with pronouns
(39) Impossible systems (obtained from violations of the Definiteness scale)
Definites
Pronouns
Lexical DPs

Indefinites
+Spec
-Spec

*System 1
*System 2
*System 3
*System 4
In fact the prediction is borne out, as far as I know. Such systems would represent strong
counterexamples for my hypothesis on the role of definiteness in clitic doubling (both from a
diachronic and a synchronic point of view), but they do not seem to exist.
6. Conclusions
Clitic doubling is usually mentioned as one of the grammatical devices by which natural
languages mark DPs as specific. Porteño is a well known example of this phenomenon. Some
attempts to explain why specificity effects arise in clitic doubling rely on a [specific] feature
in the lexical entry of accusative clitics, or alternatively on a formal feature specified in the
doubling configuration. Other proposals invoke a number of abstract semantic constraints. I
have tried to put forth some arguments against the common assumption that accusative clitics
are inherently specific, in order to undermine the usual accounts of specificity effects. I have
presented an alternative proposal that involves the following features:
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- Specificity effects are triggered by definiteness, and no other semantic feature is needed
to capture the role of the clitic in doubling constructions. When the doubled DP is indefinite,
specificity is the result of pragmatic inference forced by a matching requirement.
- This account of specificity effects is not dependent on any specific syntactic analysis of
doubling (although it shares some ideas with those analyses that make the clitic the head of
the doubling configuration, i.e. the so-called ‘Big DP’ hypothesis).
- The account is based on the interaction of semantic and pragmatic factors (the procedural
semantics of definite determiners / pronouns and the pragmatic inferences needed to obtain
the basic explicature of an utterance).
- The account captures some additional properties of clitic doubling: on one hand, the
discourse function of doubling as an anaphoric device, and, on the other hand, its diachronic
development and its crosslinguistic distribution. The basic tool I exploit is the Definiteness
Scale that underlies similar phenomena of object marking, like DOM.
A number of interesting issues are left out of the scope of this paper. The first one is the
nature of the connection between clitic doubling and Differential Object Marking. In
generative grammar it has been traditionally accounted for by Kayne’s generalization (‘Clitic
doubling requires the object to be Case-marked’), basically relying on Case Theory. Clear
counterexamples for Kayne’s generalization have been already pointed out, and an alternative
perspective for the similarities between the two modalities of object marking is needed. In my
opinion, the essential similarity lies in specificity effects, but these are only by-products of
other basic properties, and such properties are not the same in doubling and DOM.
A second issue I have not addressed is the reason why there is an asymmetry between
datives and accusatives. Future research on this topic could give us the clues for a better
understanding of clitic doubling, DOM, scrambling, and any other kind of object marking.
Finally, a third problem that deserves much deeper attention is the relationship between
Clitic Doubling and Clitic Right Dislocation. Some recent proposals (Cecchetto 1999)
advocate a unitary analysis of the two constructions, but it is still to be ascertained whether
the semantic constraints operating on them can be adequately explained in such a way.
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1. Introduction1
Spanish is normally characterized as a two-gender language which, as is well known, has
developed from Latin with a three-gender-system (cf. Penny 22002). However, its pronominal
system with the “determiner” lo, opposed to masculine el and feminine la, and especially with
the personal pronouns ello (< illud) and lo (< illud) as well as the demonstrative pronouns esto
(< istud), eso (< ipsum) and aquello (*accu illud) looks like a ‘resurrection’ of the Latin threegender system with a genuine neuter form (cf. e.g. Ambadiang 1999). Yet, there are several
arguments in the literature against such an interpretation: In contrast to Latin (cf. ill-udneut.
‘that’, ist-udneut. ‘this’), there are no clear morphological endings for neuter forms in Spanish.
It is commonly assumed that the adjective in eso es bonito inflects according to the masculine
pattern (cf. Hall 1968, Ojeda 1984, Hare 1994). Furthermore, the gender of pronouns is
normally controlled by the noun which they “substitute”. Yet, in standard Spanish there are no
nouns with neuter gender (cf. Bosque 1999). And, in contrast to other determiners and
pronouns as well as to the Latin neuters, the so-called Spanish “neuter” forms do not allow
plural forms (cf. Hare 1994): compare el útil ∼ los útiles with lo útil ∼ *los útiles, el peor ∼ los
peores with lo peor ∼ *los peores etc.
In particular this last point seems to indicate semantic factors as determining the
morphosyntax of the so-called “neuter”, as, from a morpho(phono)logical point of view, there
is no good reason why -o should not be combined with -s. And indeed, there are several
works which describe the phenomenon at issue using denotational properties of the respective
referents of the pronominal “neuter” forms. The semantic features normally associated with
the Spanish “neuter”, e.g. [-animate], [-countable] and above all [+abstract] and
[+propositional] (cf. Ojeda 1984, 1993, Penny 22002, Hare 1994, Bosque 1999), are ranked
very low in the animacy scale of Silverstein (1976).
In our talk, we want to present an analysis for the Latin demonstratives iste and ille, which
also holds for hic and ipse, and for the Spanish demonstratives which originate from these.
We want to show that there is no actual “neuter” gender in Spanish, we will reveal the reason
for its non-existence and explain why the so called Spanish “neuters” do not admit plural
forms. In a first step, we will elaborate a feature geometry which enables us to understand
which semantic features are associated with the different gender and number forms showing
that the semantic features mentioned above are not able to capture the semantic difference
between “neuter” and feminine / masculine. This semantic analysis will be completed by a
detailed morphophonological one.
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we will shortly present the feature
geometry for personal pronouns proposed by Harley & Ritter (1999, 2002a and b) and reveal
1

This paper is the revised version of our talk given at the third NEREUS-workshop Definiteness, Specificity
and Animacy in Ibero-Romance Languages at the Universidad de Alcalá in October 2006, which was
partially based on a talk presented before at the Congreso Internacional de Historia de la Lengua Española
in Mérida, México, in September 2006. We want to thank the audience of both congresses for helpful
comments. Usual disclaimers apply.
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the main problematic aspects of their analysis. In the following section (cf. 3), we will
elaborate our proposal concerning the “individuation node” in the geometry. Arguing that
already the Latin neuter can be associated with the feature [non-discrete] (vs. [discrete] for
masculine / feminine), we will modify the original feature geometry of Harley & Ritter and
present a morphophonological analysis in the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle &
Marantz 1993ss.) (cf. 3.1), which shows that there are no specific endings for the neuter in the
Latin demonstrative pronouns ille and iste (cf. 3.2). The most intriguing fact for us is the
absence of genuine neuter endings in the plural. We think that this is not a mere coincidence,
but that it has something to do with the feature geometry. After revealing the main problem of
the geometry elaborated so far, we will uncover the changes which have taken place from
Late Latin to Modern Spanish, discuss the role of the feature [discrete] in Modern Spanish (cf.
3.3.1) and present our morphophonological analysis of Spanish “neuter” demonstratives (cf.
3.3.2). The main hypothesis and the results of our analysis are summarised in section 4.
2. Review of the feature geometry proposed by Harley & Ritter (1999, 2000a and b)
In several works on the semantic features of personal pronouns in different languages, Harley
& Ritter (1999ss.) have elaborated the following feature geometry:
(1)

Feature geometry for personal pronouns (Harley & Ritter 1999, 2002:486)
root
root

referring expression
discourse dependent
discourse dependent
(participation in the discourse
(participation in the discourse
and discourse role)
and discourse role)

participant
speaker

addressee

individuation
group

minimal

class

augmented animate inanimate/neuter
feminine

masculine

discourse independent
discourse independent
(fixing of the characteristics
(fixing of the characteristics
of the intended referent)
of the intended referent)

In this geometry, all features depend from the root node [referring expression], which is
subdivided into two parts: The left part is discourse dependent and specifies firstly whether
the referent participates in the discourse (1st and 2nd person) or not (3rd person), and secondly,
in case the referent participates, whether the discursive role is speaker or addressee. The right
part of the geometry is discourse independent and contains features which fix the
characteristics of the intended referent. “Individuation” indicates the selection of an individual
or a limited group of individuals out of a set of possible referents. The features dependent on
[individuation] – [group], [minimal] and [augmented] – are used to represent number systems.
The [class]-node encodes gender and other class information, and, according to Harley &
Ritter (1999, 2002a and b), the features dependent on [class] or [classification] distinguish
mainly between animate or inanimate / neuter objects. The feature [animate] is further
subdivided into [feminine] and [masculine] and accounts for the distinction between these two
genders. Thus, as the right part of the geometry shows, the authors consider the features
[animate] and [inanimate] as basic for the gender distinction.
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Yet, we will not accept this last subdivision. It is not possible, neither for Latin nor for
Spanish, to assume that an animate referent is always feminine or masculine, since there are
abundant counter examples like those in (2):
(2)

(a) inanimate and feminine:
lat. silva ‘forest’, turris ‘tower’; sp. casa ‘house’, silla ‘chair’ ...
(b) inanimate and masculine:
lat. labor ‘work’, dolor ‘pain’; sp. libro ‘book’, dedo ‘finger’ …

Though it is true that in Latin, inanimate referents, apart from some cases of metonymy like
lat. scortum ‘prostitute’ and mancipium ‘slave’, are normally neuter (cf. Hofmann/Szantyr
2
1997:6-12). Nevertheless, the few examples in (2) clearly show that the division proposed by
Harely & Ritter (1999) cannot be valid for a language like Latin or Spanish.
As Fernández Ordóñez (in print) notes “[l]a distinción semántica pertinente en
indoeuropeo era animado (masculino y femenino) frente a inanimado (neutro)”2 (Fernández
Ordóñez in print:2, fn. 2) and “[e]n el paso del indoeuropeo al latín y a las lenguas romances
el género evolucionó de estar basado en criterios semánticos a estar basado cada vez más en
criterios formales”3 (Fernández Ordóñez in print:2). That is, the Indo-European system, which
was originally based on denotational properties of the noun, began to change into a system
based on its morphophonological properties (cf. Corbett 1991 for a classification of the two
mentioned gender assignment systems). With respect to this development, we would like to
point out that “[d]esde un punto de vista tipológico, la pérdida de categorías gramaticales se
produce siempre antes en el nombre que en el pronombre, y viceversa, la emergencia de
categorías nuevas tiene lugar antes en el pronombre que en el nombre”4 (Fernández Ordóñez
in print:27). This can be easily illustrated for case distinctions in the transition from Latin to
the Romance languages, completely lost now in the noun, but partly maintained in the
pronominal systems of the modern Romance languages (cf. Fernández Ordóñez in print:27).
We assume that the change in the gender system is another illustration for this process: In
the case of Modern Spanish nouns, the “gender” assignment system is based nearly
exclusively on morphophonological properties, and this is the reason why the endings -a, -o
and -e are often analysed as class markers or even as theme vowels without any gender
information (cf. Harris 1991, 1992, Oltra Massuet 1999 and others). Yet, in the case of
Spanish pronouns, the original system, based on semantics, was altered, but not lost. That is,
in the transition from Indo-European to Latin and to the Modern Romance languages, the
pronominal gender changed in such a way that it cannot be associated any longer with the
features [animate] (feminine and masculine) vs. [inanimate] (neuter), but with a different
semantic opposition (see below). We claim that this change did not end up completely, at
least not for pronominal, in a gender system based on pure morphophonological grounds.
All together, the feature geometry proposed by Harley & Ritter (1999), which pretends to
be universal, has its weak point clearly in the [class]-node and its subdivision. It cannot, for
example, explain pronominal systems with more than three genders, as in Bantu languages
(cf. Corbett 1991). Thus, the authors themselves admit that:
[...] gender (or class) features vary more widely in the world’s languages than either person or
number. [...] It may turn out that some systems involve an open-ended set of lexically
2
3
4

‘The appropriate semantic distinction in Indo-European was animate (masculine and feminine) opposed to
inanimate (neuter).’
‘In the evolution from Indo-European to Latin and to the Romance languages gender changed gradually from
semantically based systems to form-based systems.’
‘From a typological point of view, the loss of grammatical categories always takes place first in the noun,
then in the pronoun, and vice versa, the emergence of new categories will be carried out first in the pronoun,
then in the noun.’
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determined classes while others involve a closed set of grammatically determined classes. The
former would of course be beyond the scope of our geometry. Consequently, we leave the
problem of identifying the dependents of the Class node open for future research. (Harley &
Ritter 2002:514)

Without claiming that the feature geometry we will elaborate in the next sections is universal
(in its details - it is still universal, we think, in its principled structure), we want to present an
analysis of the changes that took place in the right part of the geometry from Indo-European
to Latin and from Latin to Modern Spanish.
3. Individuation → discreteness
We will start again with the original proposal of Harley & Ritter (2002a and b) (cf. (3a))
which according to the above quotation of Fernández Ordóñez reflects the (Proto)IndoEuropean situation:
(3)

(Proto)Indo-European (cf. Harley & Ritter 2002)5
(a) complete geometry
referring expression

(b) reduced geometry
referring expression

individuation

…

group

individuation

…

group

class

animate

inanimate
neuter

animate

class

feminine

feminine masculine

A basic idea of feature geometries is that the valeur of each possible combination is defined
contrastively. That is, there is no need to fully specify each combination in order to obtain a
certain valeur, so that we can reduce the geometry in (3a) as illustrated in (3b). If the feature
[feminine] is absent in the geometry (3b) (cf. the combination in (4b)), the obtained
interpretation will automatically be [masculine], while the absence of the feature [animate]
(cf. (4c)) will result, per default, in [inanimate / neuter]. The possible feature combinations of
the geometry (3b) are summarized in (4):
(4)

(a) feminine plural

(b) masculine plural

(c) neuter plural

referring expression
…

individuation
group

class
animate
feminine

5

referring expression
…

individuation
group

class
animate

referring expression
…

individuation
group

class

Since there is neither a dual nor a paucal neither in Latin nor in Spanish, we have omitted the features
[minimal] and [augmented].
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(f) neuter singular

referring expression
…

individuation
class

referring expression
…

individuation

animate

class

feminine

animate

referring expression
…

individuation
class

As we have mentioned before, we do not accept the proposal of Harley & Ritter (1999ss.)
with respect to the [class]-node for Latin, since feminine and masculine cannot be clearly
associated with the feature [animate]. But if we keep on assuming a semantic based gender
system for Latin (at least for pronouns), we have to ask ourselves which feature could be
responsible for the distinction between feminine / masculine on the one side and neuter on the
other. In the next section we will argue that the relevant semantic features are [discrete] (for
feminine / masculine) vs. [non-discrete] (for neuter).
3.1 Individuation in Latin: feature geometry and morphophonological analysis
According to Hofmann/Szantyr (21972:9) the Latin neuter denotes in many cases an
unstructured mass or something not well contoured or delineated: “[D]as Neutrum
[bezeichnet] eine ungegliederte Masse […] und dessen Plural [war] […] ursprünglich [...] eine
singularische Kollektivbildung [...]”6 (Hofmann/Szantyr 21972:9). The neuter caseum refers,
for example, to a ‘mass of cheese’ while the masculine form caseus denotes ‘a piece of
cheese’ (the opposition between feminine oliva ‘olive’ and neuter oleum ‘oil’ is similar).
Thus, we can assume that, in Latin, the neuter is associated with something non-discrete. This
seems to hold as well for demonstratives. At least, in the examples in (5), illud refers to matter
of facts or quotations, or in other words, to something non-discrete:
(5)

(a) Illud excruciat: discessus ab omnibus bonis (Cicero Tusc. 1,83; Menge 2000:104)
‘This torments him: (he had) to say goodbye to all goods.’
(b) Ne illud quidem intellegunt ita necesse fuisse (Cicero Brut. 289; Menge 2000:104)
‘They do not even understand this, which is so necessary.’
(c) Hoc illud est, quod quaesisti
(Stowasser 1979:216; s.v. ille)
‘This is what you had asked for before.’
(d) Venio nunc ad illud tuum: non deieci
(Cicero, Caec. 64; OLD, s.v. ille)
‘I come now to your words (to what you have said): I have not forgotten them’

For this reason, we assume that in Latin the right part of the geometry has to be illustrated as
in (6) where the three Latin genders are associated directly or indirectly with the opposition
between [discrete] vs. [non-discrete]:

6

‘The neuter denotes an unstructured mass and its plural was originally a collective form in the singular’.
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Latin
a. complete geometry
referring expression
…

b. reduced geometry
referring expression

individuation
group

…

group

class
discrete

individuation

non-discrete
neuter

feminine masculine

class
discrete
feminine

As mentioned at the beginning of this talk, the feature geometry is divided into two parts: one
discourse dependent and another discourse independent. For Latin, we assume that each part
is encoded in a different syntactic functional category. In the case of the demonstratives, the
features which localize the intended referent, that is, the left part of the geometry which we
cannot discuss for reasons space here in detail (cf. Pomino & Stark in prep.), are encoded in
the functional category D° (determiner). The right part of the geometry is encoded in a
different functional category which, leaving aside syntactic details, we will name for
convenience F° (for functional category). In the framework of Distributed Morphology, as D°
and F° are functional categories, these two categories are not specified phonologically (cf.
Embick & Noyer 2004).7 The phonological material is inserted post-syntactically via
correspondence rules. We will come back to these rules. Let us for the moment consider the
segmentation in (7a) and (7b):
(7)

(a) iste
m.sg.
D° F°
nom. ist- -e
gen.
dat.
acc. ist- -um
abl. ist- -ō

f.sg.
D° F°
ist- -a
ist-īus
ist-ī
ist- -am
ist- -ā

n.sg.
m.pl.
f.pl.
D° F° D°
F°
D°
F°
ist- -ud ist-ī
ist- -ae
ist- -ōrum ist- -ārum
ist-īs
ist- -ud ist-ōs
ist-ās
ist- -ō
ist-īs

f.sg.
D° F°
ill- -a
ill-īus
ill-ī
ill- -am
ill- -ā

n.sg.
m.pl.
f.pl.
D° F° D°
F°
D°
F°
ill- -ud ill-ī
ill- -ae
ill- -ōrum ill- -ārum
ill-īs
ill- -ud ill-ōs
ill-ās
ill- -ō
ill-īs

n.pl.
D°
F°
ist-a
ist- -ōrum
ist-

-a

(b) ille
m.sg.
D° F°
nom. ill- -e
gen.
dat.
acc. ill- -um
abl. ill- -ō
7

n.pl.
D°
F°
ill-a
ill- -ōrum
ill-

-a

In Distributed Morphology there is no unified, pre-syntactic lexicon (cf. Halle & Marantz 1993, Marantz
1997). Rather, the traditional lexicon is split into three lists which are distributed over the computational
system. The so-called Narrow Lexicon (List A) is placed pre-syntactically; it contains the input for the
syntactic derivation, that is, roots and functional categories. The Vocabulary, which is placed postsyntactically on the PF-path, is a set of correspondence rules specifying which phonological material
(Vocabulary Item) is inserted in a given abstract morpheme. The third list, the Encyclopedia, contains extralinguistic knowledge and is consulted at the end of the computation (cf. Harley & Noyer 1999:3, Embick &
Noyer 2004:9). In contrast to the Narrow Lexicon and the Vocabulary, the Encyclopedia is not related to the
derivation in the narrow sense; it is rather relevant for the interpretation of the generated structure.
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If we separate the part which in our analysis is the phonological realisation of the category D°
form the rest, we see that the realisation of the right part of the geometry is identical for iste
and ille. Now the forms in (7) show several cases of syncretism, or, in other words, most of
the endings are syncretic forms, see the table in (8) where the cells of the syncretic endings
are highlighted.8 Somehow surprising is the fact that, with the exception of /-ud/, the neuter
forms have no proper endings:
(8)

Endings for iste and ille
m.sg. f.sg. n.sg. m.pl.
f.pl.
n.pl.
F°
F°
F°
F°
F°
F°
nom.
-e
-a
-ud
-ī
-ae
-a
gen.
-īus
-ōrum -ārum -ōrum
dat.
-ī
-īs
acc.
-um -am -ud
-ōs
-ās
-a
abl.
-ō
-ā
-ō
-īs

Furthermore, if we consider the particle ipse, we can state that there is no specific neuter
ending at all, for in this case the neuter singular in nominative and accusative case is ipsum
(vs. *ipsud) just like the masculine singular accusative.
In Distributed Morphology there are at least two possibilities to explain cases of
syncretism: Underspecification of Vocabulary Items and Impoverishment (i.e. feature
deletion). But, let us first consider how the phonological realisation of the syntactic nodes, the
so called Vocabulary Insertion, works. We will first concentrate on the singular forms of the
nominative, i.e. on the endings -a, -e and -ud. In (9), where F° is specified with the features
[individuation, class, discrete, feminine], the phonological realisation of F° must be /-a/,
because it is the Vocabulary Item which matches the greatest number of features specified in
F°. The Vocabulary Items /-e/ and /-ud/ are theoretically possible, as they do not ask for
features which are not specified in F°, but, as they are less specific, that is, as they match less
features than /-a/ does, they cannot be inserted:9

8

9

Assuming that vowel length is a distinctive feature, the nominative and ablative forms in the feminine
singular are not a case of syncretism. For reasons of space we will not enter here into the discussion of
whether the Latin endings should be segmented further, for example into theme vowel + number/case.
This is the fundamental idea of Halle’s Subset Principle (1997) defined in the following way: “The
phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a morpheme in the terminal string if the item
matches all or a subset of the grammatical features specified in the terminal morpheme. Insertion does not
take place if the Vocabulary item contains features not present in the morpheme. Where several Vocabulary
items meet the conditions for insertion, the item matching the greatest number of features specified in the
terminal morpheme must be chosen” (Halle 1997:128).
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Vocabulary Insertion: feminine singular nominative
F°

Vocabulary Items for the
realisation of F° (nominative)

Best Vocabulary Item

Possible Vocabulary Items for
the realisation of F°

individuation

a. /-a/

↔

F°

/

[feminine]

a. /-a/

↔

F°

/

[feminine]

class

b. /-e/

↔

F°

/

[discrete]

b. /-e/

↔

F°

/

[discrete]

discrete

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

a. /-a/

↔

F°

/

[feminine]

feminine

No Vocabulary Item contradicts the
features specified in F°.

Vocabulary Item /-a/ matches the greatest
number of features specified in F° and
must therefore be inserted.

Let us now consider Vocabulary Insertion in the case of the masculine and the neuter. In (10a)
the realisation of F° is /-e/, because the Vocabulary Item /-a/ asks for a feature not specified in
F°, and because /-ud/ is, compared to /-e/, less specific. In (10b), /-ud/, the default, is the only
possible realisation of F°, because the other Vocabulary Items, /-a/ and /-e/, both ask for
features not present in F°:
(10) (a) Vocabulary Insertion: masculine singular nominative
F°

Vocabulary Items for the
realisation of F° (nominative)

individuation

a. /-a/

↔

F°

/

[feminine]

class

b. /-e/

↔

F°

/

[discrete]

discrete

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

Best Vocabulary Item

Possible Vocabulary Items for
the realisation of F°

b. /-e/

↔

F°

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

/

[discrete]

Vocabulary Item /-a/ requires a
feature not present in the feature
specification of F°.

b. /-e/

↔

F°

/

[discrete]

Vocabulary Item /-e/ matches the greatest
number of features specified in F° and
must therefore be inserted.

(b) Vocabulary Insertion: neuter singular nominative
F°

Vocabulary Items for the
realisation of F° (nominative)

individuation

a. /-a/

↔

F°

/

[feminine]

class

b. /-e/

↔

F°

/

[discrete]

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

Best Vocabulary Item

Possible Vocabulary Items for
the realisation of F°

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

Vocabulary Items /-a/ and /-e/
require features not present in the
feature specification of F°.

c. /-ud/

↔

elsewhere (default)

Vocabulary Item /-ud/ must be, per
default, the realisation of F°.

We will continue our analysis with the remaining forms of the singular. As you can see from
table (8), in the genitive and dative case, there is no gender distinction at all (cf. Leuman
5
1977:476 “sie sind ungeschlechtig”). Thus, we can assume that in theses cases there is no
[class]-node, i.e. no classification. Or, to be more precise, the [class]-node and the features
depending from it are not relevant for Vocabulary Insertion, i.e. for the phonological
realisation of F°. This fact can be explained via the process of Impoverishment which deletes
features, or in our case branches of the geometry at issue, before Vocabulary Insertion takes
place:10
10

In our analysis we accept the idea that case features are not “atomic”, but can be decomposed (cf. e.g. Halle
1997, Alexiadou & Müller 2005). With these features, which we cannot discuss for reasons of space, we get
natural classes to which the Impoverishment rule in (11) applies: for example, according to Alexiadou &
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(11) Impoverishment: genitive and dative (singular)
individuation

individuation

class
(discrete)

s
clas

(feminine)

c re t
(dis

e)

e)
inin
m
e
f
(

The result of the Impoverishment rule in (11) is that the genitive ending /-i:us/ and the dative
ending /-i:/ are both specified for the feature [individuation]. The selection of these endings
depends mainly upon the case feature, which, for reason of space, we cannot discuss in detail
(cf. fn. 10). In order to keep the analysis as simple as possible and without claiming that this
being the definite formalization, we will take into account case information in the form
illustrated in (12) where /-i:us/ is e.g. the realisation of [individuation] in genitive case, and
/-i:/ in dative case:
(12) Vocabulary Items for F° (incomplete)11
(a)
/-a/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(b)
/-e/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(c)
/-i:us/ ↔ F° / [individuation]
(d)
/-i:/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(e)
/-ud/ ↔ elsewhere

(nominative)
(nominative)
(genitive)
(dative)
(default)

List (12) is not yet complete: in the singular we have to add the Vocabulary Items /-um/ (cf.
(13d)) and /-am/ (cf. (13a)) for accusative case as well as /-a:/ (cf. (13b)) and /-o:/ (cf. (13f))
for ablative case. Please note that the element /-ud/, as it is the default realisation, can be the
realisation of the neuter singular in the nominative as well as in the accusative case. That is,
the item is underspecified in such a way that it will be inserted in both cases. In other word,
this case of syncretism is explained via Underspecification of the Vocabulary Item. No other
items are possible for the accusative neuter singular, as they all require features which, in this
case, are not part of the specification of F°. The same holds for the item (13f), /-o:/: The only
feature, apart form the case information, which /-o:/ requires for being inserted is
[individuation], so that it can be the realisation of the masculine as well as of the neuter. No
other items can be inserted in this case, because they would either require a feature not present
in F° or they do not match the case feature (cf. the Subset Principle in fn. 9):

11

Müller (2005:8), dative and genitive case share (at least in Russian) in contrast to all the other cases
(nominative, accusative, instrumental and locative) the features [+governed] and [+oblique]. Our
Impoverishment rule would, thus, only apply, if these features are present.
The list of Vocabulary Items is ordered according to the markedness of the Items, with the more marked
Item on the top and the less marked at the bottom of the list.
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(13) Vocabulary Items for F° (incomplete)
(a)
/-am/ ↔ F° / [feminine]
(b)
/-a:/ ↔ F° / [feminine]
(c)
/-a/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(d)
/-um/ ↔ F° / [discrete]
(e)
/-e/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(f)
/-o:/ ↔ F° / [individuation]
(g)
/-i:us/ ↔ F° / [individuation]
(h)
/-i:/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(i)
/-ud/ ↔ elsewhere

(accusative)
(ablative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(ablative)
(genitive)
(dative)
(default)

With this list we can derive all singular forms of the demonstratives. In what follows we will
focus on the plural forms. For convenience, we have repeated the endings of the
demonstratives under (14):
(14) Endings for iste and ille
m.sg. f.sg. n.sg. m.pl.
f.pl.
n.pl.
F°
F°
F°
F°
F°
F°
nom.
-e
-a
-ud
-ī
-ae
-a
gen.
-īus
-ōrum -ārum -ōrum
dat.
-ī
-īs
acc.
-um -am -ud
-ōs
-ās
-a
abl.
-ō
-ā
-ō
-īs

Let us start with the non-syncretic plural endings: /-ae/, /-a:rum/, /-o:s/ and /-a:s/. To
guarantee these phonological realisations, we simply have to modify or better to complete the
list of Vocabulary Items as shown in (15):
(15) Vocabulary Items for F° (incomplete)12
(a)
/-a:rum/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(b)
/-a:s/
↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(c)
/-ae/
↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(d)
/-am/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(e)
/-a:/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(f)
/-a/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(g)
/-o:s/
↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(h)
/-um/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(i)
/-e/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(j)
/-o:/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(k)
/-i:us/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(l)
/-i:/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(m)
/-ud/
↔ elsewhere

(genitive)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(ablative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(ablative)
(genitive)
(dative)
(default)

Now let us turn to the more complicated cases of syncretism: Similar to the genitive and
dative in the singular, there is no gender distinction in the dative and in the ablative in the
plural. Thus, we need again the process of Impoverishment. If we compare (16) with (11), we
see that they are nearly identical. The only difference is the context in which the rules apply:
in the plural, i.e. when [group] is present, it is dative and ablative case, in the singular it is
genitive and dative case:
12

The first three Items are all specified for the same feature combination of F°, here the selection depends again
on the case information.
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(16) Impoverishment: dative y ablative (plural)
individuation

individuation
group

class
(discrete)
(feminine)

group

class
rete)
(disc
)
inine
( fe m

Another difference to the singular is that in the plural the resulting feature specification is
realised by only one Vocabulary Item, /-i:s/ (cf. (17m)). The masculine / neuter syncretism in
the genitive (/-o:rum/) is instead explained by Underspecification, see the Vocabulary Item in
(17l). Leaving apart the neuter forms for the moment, there is another case of syncretism: the
masculine plural ending in the nominative case, /-i:/, is identical to the dative ending in the
singular. We have no hypothesis as how to explain this case of syncretism, it may turn out
that it has to do with case. The nominative masculine plural ending -ī stems from IndoEuropean -oi (cf. Leuman 51977:476), whereas the dative singular -ī originates from IndoEuropean -ei (cf. Leuman 51977:476). For the moment we will treat it as a case of
homonymy, cf. the annotation (cf. (17h)):
(17) Vocabulary Items for F° (incomplete)
(a)
/-a:rum/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(b)
/-a:s/
↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(c)
/-ae/
↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(d)
/-am/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(e)
/-a:/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(f)
/-a/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(g)
/-o:s/
↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(h)
/-i:/
↔ F° / [group, discrete]
↔ F° / [individuation]
(i)
/-um/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(j)
/-e/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(k)
/-o:/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(l)
/-o:rum/ ↔ F° / [group]
(m)
/-i:s/
↔ F° / [group]
(n)
/-i:us/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(o)
/-ud/
↔ elsewhere

(genitive)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(ablative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(dative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(ablative)
(genitive)
(dative/ablative)
(genitive)
(default)

We will now focus on the neuter plural forms in the nominative and accusative case, both
realised by /-a/, which is also the realisation of the feminine singular in the nominative case.
Let us recall the above quotation of Hofman/Szantyr (21972:9) where they state that the neuter
plural was originally the form of a singular collective. According to Schön (1971:123), in
early Indo-European, the ending -a was not yet embedded in the categories of gender, number
and case. In her view, because of its original meaning, -a could become the ending for the
feminine singular in opposition to the originally non-collective masculine and at the same
time it could become the exponence of the still collective neuter plural in opposition to the
additive masculine/feminine plural. Considering this fact, we can assume that, in the case of
the neuter plural, /-a/ is just the realisation of the feature [group] which etymologically
corresponds to the original Indo-European ‘collective’. And as such, it has nothing to do with
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gender, but only with number. Maintaining the idea that in the singular /-a/ is associated with
the feature [feminine] we than have another case of homonymy, cf. (18f):
(18) Vocabulary Items for F°
(a)
/-a:rum/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(b)
/-a:s/
↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(c)
/-ae/
↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(d)
/-am/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(e)
/-a:/
↔ F° / [feminine]
(f)
/-a/
↔ F° / [feminine]
↔ F° / [group]
(g)
/-o:s/
↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(h)
/-i:/
↔ F° / [group, discrete]
↔ F° / [individuation]
(i)
/-um/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(j)
/-e/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(k)
/-o:/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(l)
/-o:rum/ ↔ F° / [group]
(m)
/-i:s/
↔ F° / [group]
(n)
/-i:us/
↔ F° / [individuation]
(o)
/-ud/
↔ elsewhere

(genitive)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(ablative)
(nominative)
(nominative/accusative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(dative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(ablative)
(genitive)
(dative/ablative)
(genitive)
(default)

3.2 Preliminary summary and discussion
Table (19) gives an overview of our analysis so far; it clearly shows that there are no specific
endings for the neuter in the Latin demonstrative pronouns ille and iste:
(19)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)
(p)
(q)

/-a:rum/
/-a:s/
/-ae/
/-am/
/-a:/
/-a/1
/-o:s/
/-i:/1
/-um/
/-e/
/-o:/
/-o:rum/
/-i:s/
/-a/2
/-i:us/
/-i:/2
/-ud/

individuation class discrete feminine group
+
+
+
fem.
+
+
+
+
+
fem.
+
+
+
+
+
fem.
+
+
+
+
+
fem.
+
+
+
+
fem.
+
+
+
+
fem.
+
+
+
mas.
+
+
+
+
mas.
+
+
+
+
mas.
+
+
+
mas.
+
+
mas./neut.
+
mas./neut.
+
+
fem./mas./neut.
+
+
‘collective’
+
fem./mas./neut.
+
fem./mas./neut.
+
default

In most cases where neuter is involved there is a complete gender syncretism (cf. (19m, o and
p)). In two cases, we have a masculine / neuter syncretism (cf. (19k) and (19l)), and in one
case, the ending is associated only with number ([group]) (cf. (19n)). The only element which
could be associated with the “neuter” gender is /-ud/, which in our analysis is a mere default
realisation (cf. (19q)). The most intriguing fact for us is the absence of genuine neuter endings
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in the plural (cf. (19l), (19m) and (19n)). We think that this is not a mere coincidence, but that
it has something to do with the feature geometry. In other words, we think that the cases of
morphological syncretism are a hint at a fundamental semantic change which, in our opinion,
reveals the reason for the well-documented changes in the gender system from (Proto)IndoEuropean to the modern Romance languages. Please have a look at the Latin geometry
repeated in (20):
(20)
a. complete geometry
referring expression

b. reduced geometry
referring expression

individuation

…

group

individuation

…

group

class

class
discrete

non-discrete
neuter

discrete

feminine

feminine masculine

As symbolised by the lightning, this geometry has a weak point: the feature [group] is
logically incompatible with the feature [non-discrete]. That is, if neuter gets to be associated
with the feature [non-discrete], as we have assumed, the plural forms should not be possible.
This leads to a strange situation for a real neuter gender, like the one still attested in Latin. We
think that, in order to resolve the conflicting situation, the feature geometry was slightly
modified in an intermediate step. As a result of this change, we get two coexisting geometries:
one for the singular (cf. (21a)) and another one for the plural (cf. (21b)):
(21) (a)

(b)

complete geometry (singular)
referring expression
individuation

…

class
discrete
feminine

masculine

complete geometry (plural)
referring expression
…

individuation
group

class

non-discrete
neuter

discrete
feminine masculine

The possible combinations of these geometries are given in (22):
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(22) (a)

specific combinations of geometry (21a)
referring expression
…

referring expression

individuation

referring expression

individuation

…

class

class

discrete

discrete

individuation

…

class

feminine

(b)

specific combinations of geometry (21b)
referring expression
…

referring expression

individuation
group

class

…

referring expression

individuation
group

discrete

class

…

individuation
group

discrete

feminine

In (22a) the difference between neuter and feminine / masculine lies in the presence or
absence of the feature [discrete]. Yet, in the case of (22b), the neuter is a kind of nonclassification, since the [class]-node is missing. The only thing which is explicitly expressed
in this case is the feature [group], i.e. plural. This reflects quite well the original meaning,
‘collective’, of (Proto)Indo-European -a (cf. Schön 1971:123). Please note that after this
modification the Vocabulary Items we have elaborated in the previous section can still be
inserted. That is, so far, no “re-specification” of the Vocabulary Items is necessary.
3.3 From Latin to Modern Spanish
3.3.1 The development of the feature geometry
Now let us return to the geometry illustrated in (21a), in order to better understand the further
changes which have taken place from Late Latin to Modern Spanish. If we consider the
opposition between [discrete] and [non-discrete], we have to state that this opposition is
strictly speaking not a matter of classification, i.e. one of gender, but a specification of the
operation of individuation. Individuation means to identify a potential, delimited referent; it is
related to the universal operation of Apprehension defined by Seiler in the following way:
First of all, so it seems, one has to be able to express that something is a thing [= dimension of
APPREHENSION]. Only then can it be named: The dimension of NAMING […] Following
that, it can be referenced: The dimension of DETERMINATION. (Seiler 1986:9)
APPREHENSION is the universal operational dimension with corresponding subdimensions
which explicate the grasping and representation of concepts corresponding to objects or things
by means of language. (Seiler 1986:145)

Individuation in this acceptation concerns thus mainly the difference of the denotation of the
nominal or pronominal as “an undifferentiated concept or as an individual” (Lehmann 1991:
206), i.e. the opposition between [non-discrete] and [discrete]. The geometry must reflect this
fact, that is the features [discrete] and [non-discrete] cannot depend from the [class]-node. As
individuation features, they must take over the place of [individuation]. For this reason we
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assume that the feature [discrete] and its dependents replaces [individuation] (cf. (23)). This
happened in the singular as well as in the plural:
(23) individuation → discrete
complete geometry (singular)
referring expression
…

complete geometry (plural)
referring expression
…

individuation

group

class

class
discrete

non-discrete
neuter

discrete
feminine

individuation

feminine masculine

masculine

The resulting geometries are given in (24):
(24) (a)

(b)
complete geometry (singular)
referring expression
…

complete geometry (plural)
referring expression
…

discrete
feminine

discrete
group

masculine

feminine masculine

Note that the geometry (24b) implicitly entails the one in (24a). That is, after the above
mentioned change, the assumed coexistence of the two geometries, one for the singular and
another for the plural, was lost. The resulting geometry (cf. (25)) is the one that holds for
Modern Spanish:
(25) Modern Spanish
a. complete geometry
referring expression
…

discrete
group feminine masculine

b. reduced geometry
referring expression
discrete

…
group

feminine

If the feature [feminine] in (25b) is absent (cf. (26b) and (26d)), the resulting interpretation
will be ‘masculine’, and the absence of [discrete] (cf. (26)e) results in what mistakenly is
called “neuter”, i.e. in a non-discrete interpretation, in something where the referent is not
well delineated.
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(26) (a)

feminine plural

(b) masculine plural
referring expression

referring expression
discrete

…
group

(c)

…

feminine

feminine singular

discrete
group

(d) masculine singular

(e) “neuter”

referring expression
…

discrete
feminine

referring expression
…

discrete

referring expression
…

Please note that the feature [group] depends from [discrete] and as such it can only be present
if [discrete] is present. Thus, agreeing with Ojeda (1984:172), we can say that “plurality
presupposes individuation”, in our case, plurality presupposes the more specific case of
individuation, i.e. [discrete(ness)]. Therefore, this feature geometry also explains why the socalled Spanish “neuters” do not allow plural forms.
Concluding so far, the so-called “neuter” is in Spanish a case of non-individuation. This is,
as you can see from the following quotations, a quite common assumption (cf. also Mariner
1973):
Sobre el valor denotativo del neutro en español, que implica no-individualización, ausencia de
expresión de género y número y comportamientos sintácticos paralelos a los nombres continuos,
véanse Hall (1965, 1968), Manoliu (1970), Mariner (1973), Velleman (1979), Klein-Andreu
(1980, 1981), Lapesa (1984) y Álvarez Menéndez (1999)13 (Fernández Ordóñez in print:27, fn.
30).
El valor semántico asociado a esta morfología ‘neutra’ románica no coincide con la denotación
del género neutro latino, [...]. Perdido el género léxico neutro del latín, los pronombres neutros
románicos adquirieron nuevos valores semánticos, que implican el establecimiento de una
referencia imprecisa en la que se anula contextualmente la expresión del género y el número:
esa casa / ese libro / ese arroz / esa carne es lo que quiero (esos libros son lo que quiero)14
(Fernández Ordóñez in print:27).

Apart from this, the examples in (27) clearly show that in Modern Spanish the features
[-animate], [-human] or other features traditionally assumed for the Spanish “neuter”, are not
features able to capture the semantic difference between “neuter” and feminine / masculine.15
As we can see, el and la as well as lo can refer to inanimate or non-human objects. The

13

14

15

‘For the denotational value of the Spanish neuter which implies non-individuation, absence of gender and
number marking, and its syntactic behaviour parallel to mass nouns, see Hall (1965, 1968), Manoliu (1970),
Mariner (1973), Velleman (1979), Klein-Andreu (1981), Lapesa (1984) and Álvarez Menéndez (1999)’.
‘The semantic value associated with Romance ‘neuter’ morphology does not correspond to the denotation of
Latin neuter forms, [...]. After the loss of the Latin neuter in nouns, the neuter pronouns in Romance acquired
new semantic values which imply an imprecise reference leading to the contextual omission of gender and
number marking: esa casa [‘thisfem. housefem.’] / ese libro [‘thismas. bookmas.’] / ese arroz [‘thismas. ricemas.’] /
esa carne es lo que quiero [‘thisfem. meatfem. is thatneutr.sg. what I want’] (esos libros son lo que quiero
[‘thesemas.pl. booksmas.pl. are thatneutr.sg. what I want’])’.
Compare also the case of the so-called “neutro de materia” in Iberroromance varieties like Asturian (e.g.
lechuga fresco ‘fresh cabbage’ if lechuga ‘cabbage’ is interpreted as mass – -o is “neuter” in contrast to -a
feminine and -u masculine – vs. lechuga fresca if lechuga is interpreted as count, cf. Bosque 1999:28). The
marker for the mass interpretation is in this example -o, which patterns exactly with our analysis, even
though this phenomenon requires more research in the future.
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difference between the a/b and c/d examples in (27) is a matter of the opposition [discrete] vs.
[non-discrete]:
(27) (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Me parece mejor el que Carlos hizo.
(Otheguy 1978:246)
Me parece mejor lo que Carlos hizo.
(Otheguy 1978:246)
Alcánzame ese diccionario. A ver, aquí está la que quiere decir ‘serendipity’.
(Otheguy 1978:247)
Alcánzame ese diccionario. A ver, aquí está lo que quiere decir ‘serendipity’.
(Otheguy 1978:247)

Hegel’s concept of el absoluto (cf. Lapesa 2000:177) further shows that not even the feature
[+abstract] is relevant, because el absoluto is as abstract as lo absoluto. Here again, the
difference lies in the feature [discrete]: el absoluto denotes a well-defined concept in Hegel’s
oeuvre, while lo absoluto is the undefined, undelineated ‘absoluteness’.
Otheguy (1978) lists several examples which clearly show that the semantic difference
between el/la and lo lies in the presence or absence of the feature [discrete]. The following
quotations make this explicit:
el/la convey the meaning of clear, well-delineated boundaries; lo conveys the meaning of
unclear, diffuse, and not well-delineated boundaries. [...] I propose, then, that the forms el and la
mean ‘Discrete’, and the form lo ‘Nondiscrete’ (Otheguy 1978:243).
[...] los demostrativos esto / eso / aquello no se oponen al resto de las formas de sus paradigmas
por sus rasgos morfológicos de género, sino por un rasgo semántico que podría identificarse
como la capacidad de denotar únicamente entidades inanimadas o no humanas, o quizá como la
capacidad de denotar sólo lo no contable o no discreto, lo cual explicaría que estas formas
carezcan de plural y de un correlato indefinido, y que no puedan asociarse al interrogativo cuál,
que requiere la individuación del referente […]. En general, los llamados neutros no
proporcionan criterios para la individualización del referente (salvo el rasgo de definitud), y el
tipo de referencia y de capacidad anafórica que muestran es distinto del que caracteriza a las
formas ‘no neutras’16 (Leonetti 1999:834, §12.1.3).17

3.3.2 Morphophonological analysis of the endings
Due to the reduction of the Latin five-case-system to a two-case-system, most of the
Vocabulary Items in (18) simply got lost. Compare (18) with (28):

16

17

‘[…] the demonstratives esto / eso / aquello do not contrast with the other forms of their paradigms on the
basis of their morphological gender features, but on the basis of a semantic feature which could be identified
as the capacity of denoting exclusively inanimate or non-human entities, or maybe as the capacity of
denoting only the non-countable or the non-discrete. This would explain the fact that these forms have no
plural and no corresponding indefinite forms, and that they cannot appear with the interrogative cuál, since it
demands the individuation of the referent […]. Generally the so-called neuters do not contribute specifically
to the individuation of the referent (apart from being definite), and their reference type as well as their
anaphoric force is distinct from the one of the ‘non-neuter’ forms’.
According to Leonetti (1999:834) “the so-called neuters do not contribute specifically to the individuation of
the referent (apart from being definite), and their reference type as well as their anaphoric force is distinct
from the one of the ‘non-neuter’ forms’”. All theses aspects, definiteness, reference and anaphoricity use, are
part of the feature bundle coded under D°, i.e. part of the right part of the feature geometry which we cannot
treat here for reason of space.
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(28) Vocabulary Items for F°
(a)
/-a:s/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(b)
/-ae/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(c)
/-am/ ↔ F° / [feminine]
(d)
/-a/
↔ F° / [feminine]
↔ F° / [group]
(e)
/-o:s/ ↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(f)
/-i:/
↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(g)
/-um/ ↔ F° / [discrete]
(h)
/-e/
↔ F° / [discrete]
(i)
/-ud/ ↔ elsewhere

(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(nominative/accusative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(default)

Furthermore, various phonological changes took place: final -m and -d got lost, final /u/ and
/i(:)/ were lowered to /o/ and /e/ respectively and /a:/ and /o:/ were shortened to /a/ and /o/
respectively. These phonological changes gave rise to the Vocabulary Items in (29):
(29) Vocabulary Items for F°
(a)
/-as/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(b)
/-a/ ↔ F° / [group, feminine]
(c)
/-a/ ↔ F° / [feminine]
(d)
/-a/ ↔ F° / [feminine]
↔ F° / [group]
(e)
/-os/ ↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(f)
/-e/ ↔ F° / [group, discrete]
(g)
/-o/ ↔ F° / [discrete]
(h)
/-e/ ↔ F° / [discrete]
(i)
/-o/ ↔ elsewhere

(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(nominative/accusative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(accusative)
(nominative)
(default)

As you can see, in all cases where the Vocabulary Items ask for the feature [feminine] (cf.
(29a-d)), the Vocabulary Item is /-a/ or, at least, contains /-a/.18 The common feature for /-e/,
cf. (29f) and (29h), is instead [discrete], while in all other cases the phonological realization is
or contains /-o/. From the moment where /s/ was associated with the feature [group], it
became a separate Vocabulary Item. This lead to another fundamental change of list (29), cf.
(30):
(30) Vocabulary Items for F°
(a)
/-a/ ↔ F° / [feminine]19
(b)
/-e/ ↔ F° / [discrete]
(c)
/-s/ ↔
[group]
(d)
/-o/ ↔ elsewhere

(non plural)
(default)

The Vocabulary Item /-a/ is now exclusively associated with [feminine], /-e/ with [discrete],
at least in the non plural, /-s/ with [group] and /-o/ remains the default realisation. These
elements are those found in Modern Spanish. Yet, we have to clarify several aspects of our
analysis.
Let us assume, for the moment, that in Spanish the features of the geometry are encoded
under the same syntactic categories as in Latin: the features which serve to localize the
18
19

We assume here an analogical spread of the feminine ending -a from the accusative to the nominative forms,
being well aware of the fact that Latin final -ae normally resulted in -e.
We leave the question if there is still a ‘collective’ /-a/ in Modern Spanish (e.g. in constructions like
pasarsela bien, la que se va a liar etc.) for future research.
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intended referent in D°,20 and the right side of the geometry in F°. Yet, this structure is
somehow problematic for the Spanish plural forms, since we would have to insert two
elements in only one syntactic node, e.g. /-a/ for [feminine] and /-s/ for [group]:
(31)
syntactic output
D°
D°
…

F°
[discrete]
│
[group, feminine]

Vocabulary Items for F°

possible Vocabulary Items for F°

a. /-a/

↔ F° / [feminine]

a. /-a/

↔ F° / [feminine]

b. /-e/

↔ F° / [discrete] (non plural)

b. /-e/

↔ F° / [discrete] (non plural)

c. /-s/

↔ F° / [group]

c. /-s/

↔ F° / [group]

best Vocabulary Item for F°
a. /-a/

↔ F° / [feminine]

c. /-s/

↔ F° / [group]

d. /-o/ ↔ elsewhere (default)

d. /-o/ ↔ elsewhere (default)

No Vocabulary Item contradicts the
features specified in F°.

The Vocabulary Items /-a/ and /-s/ match
the same number of features specified in
F°. It is not possible to decide which one
must be inserted.

In other words, we have two Vocabulary Items, both of them fulfilling the requirements for
insertion equally well. This leads to a situation where it is not possible to decide which of the
two items must be inserted.
Noyer (1992, 1997) describes a similar problem in his analysis of Afro-Asiatic and
Australian languages; he proposes that in certain cases, insertion does not stop until all the
features of a syntactic terminal element are satisfied. This process is called Fission. If, for
example, a terminal element has the features [F1], [F2], [F3] and [F4] (cf. (32)), and the
inserted Vocabulary Item satisfies the features [F1], [F2] and [F3], then, in a second cycle,
another Vocabulary Item satisfying the feature [F4] can be inserted. For this, the feature [F4]
is separated from the original feature configuration and obtains a separate slot:
(32)
syntactic
syntactic
node
node

Vocabulary
Vocabulary
Items
Items

X°
X°
[F1] insertion [F1] Fission
[F2]
[F2]
[F3]
[F3]
[F4]
[F4]

X°
/abc/ [F4]
[F1]
[F2]
[F3]

X°
insertion

/abc/ /ghi/
[F1] [F4]
[F2]
[F3]

/abc/ ↔ [F1, F2, F3]
/def/ ↔ [F2, F5]
/ghi/

↔ [F4]

For our Spanish examples, we could assume now that the feature [group] is affected by
Fission. In all cases where [group] is present, this feature will be “fissioned” and obtains a
separate slot to be realised phonologically. Under this assumption, we get the following
picture:

20

In this paper we do not treat the features which are coded under D°. Yet, these features, especially the
localization of the intended referent, are relevant to understand the use of the demonstratives at issue, as the
two parts of the geometry interact. This interaction can explain the impossibility of constructions like *esto
agua, *eso agua etc., i.e. constructions in which “mass-denoting nouns” refer to an individualized, delineated
referent and have to be marked by the [discrete] /-e/ under F°.
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(33) (a)

feminine
D°

F°
[feminine]
aquell- -a
est-a
es-a

(b)

-s
-s
-s

D°

F°
[feminine]
aquell- -a
est-a
es-a

masculine
D°

F°
[discrete]
aquell- -o
est-o
es-o

(c)

[group]

[group]
-s
-s
-s

D°

F°
[discrete]
aquel -e
est-e
es-e

„neuter“
D°
aquellestes-

F°
-o
-o
-o

The Vocabulary Items in (30) could now be inserted. But note that for the masculine singular
we would derive the ungrammatical form *aquele, which, in order to delete the final /-e/,
would be subject to a Readjustment Rule like the one in (34):
(34) Readjustment Rule
σ σ

σ

/a k e l e/

σ

σ

/a k e l/

Yet, this analysis has a fundamental problem, namely, the specification of the Vocabulary
Item (30b): In the framework we have adopted here, it is not possible to work with “negative”
specifications like “non plural”, since such features do not exist; and it is also not possible to
specify the context of insertion with the feature [singular], since this features is only obtained
via contrast (i.e. via absence of the feature [group]). Therefore, our first implicit assumption,
according to which the change where /-s/ was associated with the feature [group] lead to a
fission rule, cannot be maintained.
Yet, there is another way to interpret the mentioned change: a “new” syntactic category
could have emerged. In this case, the right part of the geometry would not be coded under one
and the same syntactic category, but under two different ones, cf. (35):21

21

It is very likely that the syntactic arrangement of the functional categories F1° and F2° is the other way
round, i.e. [DP D° [F2P F2° [F1P F1°]]] (cf. Stark in print, Picallo 2005). In this case, we would have to assume
a postsyntactic “rearrangement rule”, for example Local Dislocation (cf. Embick & Noyer 2001), which
conducts to the correct alignment of the suffixes.
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(35) (a)

feminine plural

(b) feminine singular
D°

D°
D°
…

F1°

F1°
F2°
[discrete] [discrete]
│
│
[feminine] [group]

(c)
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masculine plural

D°
…

F1°

F1°
[discrete]
│
[feminine]

F2°

(d) masculine singular

(e) “neuter”

D°
D°
…

D°

F1°

F1°
F2°
[discrete] [discrete]
│
[group]

D°

D°
…

F1°

F1°
[discrete]

F2°

D°
…

F1°
F1°

F2°

As you can see, in (35b), (35d) and (35e), the functional category F2° has no feature
specification. For the logical form (LF), this category will thus be interpreted as the default,
i.e. ‘singular’ or ‘non plural’. For morphophonology, this means that the category F2° will not
be realised phonologically. In DM, it is assumed that “[a] terminal node containing only
features with unmarked values fuses […] with an adjacent node or may even be deleted” (cf.
Oltra Massuet 1999, Arregi 2000). Thus, instead of Fission, we have to assume the opposite
case, namely Fusion. If we apply the corresponding fusion rule to the structures in (35), we
get the ones in (36):
(36) (a)

feminine plural

(b) feminine singular

D°
D°
…

F1°

F1°
F2°
[discrete] [discrete]
│
│
[feminine] [group]

(c)

masculine plural

D°
D°
…

F1°/F2°
[discrete]
│
[feminine]

(d) masculine singular

(e) “neuter”

D°
D°
…

F1°

F1°
F2°
[discrete] [discrete]
│
[group]

D°
D°
…

F1°/F2°
[discrete]

D°
D°
…

F1°/F2°

If we accept these structures, the Vocabulary Items are associated with the corresponding
features as shown in (37):
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(37) (a)

feminine
D°

F1°
F2°
[feminine] [group]
aquell-a
-s
est-a
-s
es-a
-s

(b)

F1°/F2°
[feminine]
aquell-a
est-a
es-a

masculine
D°

F1°
F2°
[discrete] [group]
aquell-o
-s
est-o
-s
es-o
-s

(c)

D°

D°

F1°/F2°
[discrete]
aquel -e → Ø
est-e
es-e

„neuter“
D°
F1°/F2°
aquell-o
est-o
es-o

Thus, the correspondence rules for Modern Spanish are not those in (30), but those in (38):
(38) Vocabulary Items for F°
(a)
/-a/ ↔ F1°
/ [feminine]
(b)
/-e/ ↔ F1°/F2° / [discrete]
(c)
/-s/ ↔ F2°
/ [group]
(d)
/-o/ ↔ elsewhere (default)
Independent of the fact whether F1° and F2° fuses or not, /-a/ is associated in all cases with
the feature [feminine]. The Vocabulary Item /-e/ is instead only associated with the feature
[discrete], if this feature is coded under the fused node F1°/F2°, in all other cases [discrete] is
realised by default /-o/ as the other Vocabulary Items do not meat the condition for insertion.
For the same reason, default-/o/ is also inserted in all cases of the so-called “neuter” forms.
4. Conclusion
We have shown that neither the Latin nor the Spanish gender-system is based upon the opposition animate vs. inanimate. Still assuming a semantically based gender system for Latin (at
least for pronouns), we have proposed that the former Indo-European features animate /
inanimate were replaced by the opposition discrete vs. non-discrete. This lead us to the
geometry in (6) where the features [discrete] and [non-discrete] simply took over the original
place of [animate] and [inanimate]. Now, under a morphological point of view, we have
discovered that already in Latin demonstratives, there are no proper endings for neuter plural
forms. We have related this fact to the logical incompatibility of the feature [group] with the
feature [non-discrete], and have therefore proposed, as an intermediate step, two coexisting
feature geometries for Latin: one for the singular and another one for the plural (cf. (21)). But
the resulting geometries can not explain a fundamental fact: the opposition between [discrete]
and [non-discrete] is strictly speaking not a matter of classification, i.e. one of gender, but a
specification of the operation of individuation. As an individuation feature, [discreteness]
must take over the place of [individuation], leading to the Modern Spanish feature geometry
illustrated in (25). If the feature [feminine] is absent in this geometry, the resulting
interpretation will be ‘masculine’, and the absence of [discrete] results in what mistakenly is
called “neuter”, i.e. in a non-discrete interpretation, in something where the referent is not
well delineated. The impossibility of neuter plural forms in Modern Spanish demonstratives
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and personal pronouns is reflected in the geometry by the fact that the feature [group] depends
on [discrete] and as such it can only be present if [discrete] is present. Thus, the distinction
between feminine/masculine and the so-called “neuter” is a matter of individuation vs. nonindividuation, and the corresponding morphophonological distinction is one between specific
Vocabulary Items for individuated referents (/-a/ and /-e/) and the mere default /-o/.
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